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ABSTRACT

Kortzinger, A., L. Mintrop, J. C. Duinker, K. M. Johnson, C. Neill, D. W. R. Wallace,
B. Tilbrook, P. Towler, H. Inoue, M. Ishii, G. Shaffer, R. Torres, E. Ohtaki,
E. Yamashita, A. Poisson, C. Brunet, B. Schauer, C. Goyet, G. Eischeid, and
A. Kozyr (cd.). 1998. The International Intercomparison Exercise of Underway

jCOz Systems During the R/V Meteor Cruise 36/1 in the North Atlantic Ocean.
ORIWCDIAC-1 14, NDP-067. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
U.S.A. 150 pp.

Measurements of the fugacity of carbon dioxide (fCOz) in surface seawater are an
important part of studies of the global carbon cycle and its anthropogenic perturbation.
An important step toward the thorough interpretation of the vast amount of available
jCOz data is the establishment of a database system that would make such measurements
more widely available for use in understanding the basin- and global-scale distribution of
jCOz and its influence on the oceanic uptake of anthropogenic COZ. Such an effort,
however, is based on knowledge of the comparability of data sets from different
laboratories. Currently, however, there is not much known about this subject.

In the light of the aforementioned situation, an International Intercomparison
Exercise of Underway&Oz Systems was proposed and carried out by the Jnstitut fir
Meereskunde Kiel (IfMK) (Institute of Marine Research at the University of Kiel), Kiel,
Germany, during the R/V Meteor Cruise 36/1 from Hamilton, Bermuda, to Las Palmas,
Gran Canaria, Spain. Nine groups from six countries (Australia, Denmark, Germany,
France, Japan, and the United States) participated in this ambitious exercise, bringing
together 15 participants with 7 underwayfiOz systems, 1 discretejCOz system, and 2
underway pH systems, as well as discrete systems for alkalinity and total dissolved
inorganic carbon. This report presents only the results of thejCOz measurements.

The main idea of the exercise was to compare surface seawaterjCOz synchronously
measured by all participating instruments under identical conditions. This synchronicity
was accomplished by providing the infrastructure during the exercise, such as a common
seawater and calibration gas supply. Another important issue was checks of the
performance of the calibration procedures for C02 and of all equilibrator temperature
sensors. Furthermore a common procedure for the calculation of finaljCOz was applied
to all data sets. All these measures were taken in order to reduce the largest possible
amount of controllable sources of error.

In this report we will demonstrate that the results of three of the seven underway
systems agreed to within +2 patm throughout the cruise. This was not only the case for
seawater~02 measurements but also for measurements of the atmospheric mole fraction
of C02 (xC02). One system was in good agreement (M patm) for most of the time but
showed a considerable positive offset of up to 9 ~atm for about 40 h. However, it was
found that significant offsets of up to 10 patm occurred in underwayjC02 measurements
for three systems under typical and identical field work conditions. Although at least in
one case this may be a consequence of a technical failure, it is an indication of significant
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systematic differences in other cases. Finally, the discretefi02 system measurements
agreed within its nominal accuracy of 1% with the three most consistent underway~02
systems data sets.

On the basis of a detailed comparison and evaluation of this large intercomparison
data set, we offer general conclusions and recommendations for underway~02 work.
These may seine as background,information for a successfid preparation of a coherent
database of surface oceanjC02 values. The results of this exercise certainly underline the
need to carefidly address the important issue of the interlaboratory comparability ofjC02
data.

xiv
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE EXERCISE

Currently marine scientists are applying different concepts to quantify the oceanic
uptake of C02. These efforts are being undertaken in the light of the atmospheric C02
perturbation and its possible impact on the earth’s climate. One important concept is
based on the determination of the partial pressure difference of C02 (ApC02) between the
surface seawater and the overlying air, which is the thermodynamic driving force for any
net exchange of C02. By means of a transfer coefficient, a measured ApC02 can be
converted into a momentary net flux of C02 across the air-sea interface. Given the strong
spatial and temporal variability ofpC02 in the ocean, this concept faces the challenge of
coming up with representative mean @C02 values on a global grid. If this concept is to
be successful in pinning down the present oceanic uptake of C02 reliably, the combined
efforts of research groups all over the world are necessary. The Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Council (IOC)/Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR)
Carbon Dioxide Advisory Panel recently established an international inventory of pCOz
measurements that have been identified so far @tp://cdiac.esd.ornl. gov/oceans/
pco2inv.html). One important requirement in this context is a good inter-laboratory
comparability of the data sets, which were generated by quite different types of analytical
systems. While the analytical precision of the various systems in use is mostly of the
order of 1 ~atm or better, not much is known presently about the comparability between
different laboratories.

As a first important step to assess the current state of this parameter, an
international shore-based intercomparison exercise of underway fugacity of COZ (fC02)
systems was carried out by Andrew Dickson in June 1994 at the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, Marine Physical Laboratory, La Jell% Californi% U.S.A. (http://www-
mpl.ucsd.edu/people/adickson/C02_QC) on behalf of the Joint IOC/SCOR COZ
Advisoxy Panel. However, the general consensus in the scientific community was that a
necessary second step would bean at-sea intercomparison under more typical and
identical operation conditions. Such an exercise, to be carried out during the R/V Meteor
cruise 36/1, was proposed by the Kiel C02 group in June 1995 and received very positive
feedback within the scientific community. For a number of reasons the proposed cruise
leg was perfectly suited for such an exercise. Funding of the exercise came through the
German Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) program. More than fifteen research

gTOUpS, representing a fairly good geographical distribution, were contacted and invited to
participate in the exercise, nine of which were finally able to do so (Kortzinger et al.
1996a).
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1.2 THE PRINCIPAL DESIGN OF THE EXERCISE

The basic idea of the exercise was to operate as many underwayjCOz systems
simultaneously for as much time as possible. Combined within situ salinity and
temperature as well as navigational and meteorological data, this combined underway
jCOz data set is the mainstay of the exercise. Whereas shore-based intercomparison
exercises allow researchers to devise special experiments that reflect extreme situations,
ship-based exercises have to rely fidly on the conditions that are provided by the ocean.
The chosen cruise track reflects the attempt to include—within the limits of a single and
comparatively short cruise-extreme oceanic regimes. Whereas the situation was very
stable in the Eastern North Atlantic with not much variability in surface seawater
temperatures and salinities and likewise-j’C02, the North Atlantic Drift region off
Newfoundland provided extreme variability with steep gradients. The overall temperature
range during the exercise was from 6.O”C to 25.1 ‘C, while the salinity varied between
32.3 and 37.0. In the western part our cruise track hit warm and cold ring features.
Associated with these rings were steep frontal gradients with changes of up to 15°C and
more than 3 in salinity over a few nautical miles.

These different regimes provide different information about the performance and
comparability of the participating systems. The stable situation during the second half of
the exercise allows the detection of systematic offsets between the data sets, thus
providing the basic information about the inter-laboratory comparability. In contrast to
this, the strong gradient regime mimics to some extent the step experiments of shore-
based intercomparison exercises. The fast change between two “batches” of seawater,
which are characterized by different~Oz values, reveals the different time constants of
the analytical systems. Fast responding systems are able to follow the signal much more
closely than the more slowly responding ones. So, even if there are no systematic
differences between two systems, the systems may have quite different response times,
which translates into different spatial resolution in underway work.

Right from the beginning, it was regarded as high priority to measure as many
parameters [i.e., pH,~02, total dissolved organic carbon (CT), and total alkalinity (AT)]
of the marine C02 system as possible rather than restricting the exercise to merejC02
measurements. For this purpose, we followed two different sampling strategies (i.e.,
underway sampling and discrete sampling). As all participatingjCOz systems (CSIRO,
IfMK, MU, NBI, OU, UP&MC, WHO~ see Sect. 2.1.2 for a list of participating
institutions) were operated in an underway mode on the same seawater source, it was
highly desirable to backup these@02 measurements with additional underway
measurements of other C02 parameters. This was accomplished by underway pH
measurements with two different spectrophotometric systems (S10, WHOI) as well as
underway CTmeasurements (BNL/IfMK) with a newly modified single-operator
multiparameter metabolic analyzer (SOMMA) coulometric titration system (Johnson et
al. 1998), all of which were hooked up to the seawater pumping system. Discrete
sampling was carried out for discrete measurements ofjC02 (13NL), CT (13NL/IfMK), AT
@MK), and salinity (IfIvlK) as well as nutrients (IfMK) in samples taken regularly from
the same seawater pumping system.



By measuring more than two parameters of the COZ system in seawater, the system
is overdetermined, as all parameters can be calculated from any combination of two
measured parameters and knowledge of the thermodynamic relationships involved. This
was the case for both sampling strategies. Overdetermination will therefore allow for
consistency checks on the data sets. It may also provide additional information in the
question of the best set of thermodynamic constants for the C02 system. The broad COZ
database furthermore serves as valuable background information and will strongly
enhance further interpretation of the results.

The exercise also included checks on ancillary measurements, such as temperature
and barometric pressure, as performed by most of the analytical systems. All temperature
sensors were compared against a calibrated Pt-100 reference thermometer. The
barometric pressure readings were also referenced against a high-quality digital
barometer. In many cases, these checks revealed offsets and miscalibrations, which, if not
corrected for, would have led to significant biases of the finaljC02 values. These checks
helped to identify the error contribution from these sources. They also allowed us to
correct alljC02 measurements for these effects to reveal any systematic differences that
cannot be attributed to the quality of temperature and pressure measurements.

Further checks were carried out with the calibration gases. The suite of calibration
gases supplied by the organizer covered a range of C02 concentrations between 250 and
500 ppmv with nominal values of 250,300,350,400,450, and 500 ppmv. While every
group required one or more of these calibration gases for their calibration procedure, they
measured all other concentrations as unlmown samples on their systems. The results
provide information on the quality and reliability of the calibration procedures over the
whole range horn 250 to 500 ppmv. As the infrared detectors used by all groups generally
show nonlinear response fimctions, the calibration procedure is a crucial point.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXERCISE

2.1 THE CRUISE

2.1.1 R/V Meteor, Technical Details and Brief History

The R/V Meteor is owned by the Federal Republic of Germany, represented by the
Ministry for Education, Science, Research and Technology (BMW), which financed its
construction. It is operated by the German Research Foundation (DFG), which provides
about 70% of its operating funds (the remainder is supplied by the BMW?). The Senate
Commission for Oceanography of the DFG plans expeditions from the scientific
viewpoint and appoints cruise coordinators and chief scientists. The Operations Control
Office of the University of Hamburg is responsible for management, logistics, execution,
and supervision of ship operations. These functions are exercised by direct cooperation
with expedition coordinators and the managing owner, the Reedereigemeinschaft
Forschungsschiffahrt GmbH (RF). The latter is responsible for hiring, provisioning, and
coordinating ship maintenance. Designed as a multipurpose vessel for living and



nonliving resources and worldwide operation, the R/V Meteor routinely carries scientists
fi-om many different countries. The basic technical details are

Port of registration
Call sign
Classification
Operator
Managing owner

Built
Basic dimensions:

Gross registered tonnage
Net registered tonnage
Displacement
Length overall
Beam
Draught max.
Service speed

Personnel
Main engine
Propulsion
Maneuveringpropulsion devices:

Fuel consumption
Maximum cruise duration
Nautical equipment

Science quarters

Hamburg
DBBH
GL + 100 A4 E2 + MC Auto
University of Hamburg, Institute for Marine Research
RF Reedereigemeinschaft Forschungsschiffahrt
GmbH, Bremen
1985/86 at Schlichting Werft, Travemiinde, Germany

4280 t
1284 t
4780 t
97.50 m
16.50 m
5.60 m
12 kn
Crew: 32, Scientists: 28, German Weather Service: 2
4x Mak6M332=4 x1000 kWat750rpm
Diesel-electrical, tandem motor = 2 x 1150 kW
Special rudder with flap, type Becker FKSR
Omnithruster-bowthruster 919 kW, 10 t thrust
thwartships,
About 12 t IFO 80 per day at service speed’
60 days
Integrated navigation system with data transfer to
position computer, echo sounder synchronization and
supervision, data processing facility
20 laboratories on the main deck with approximately
400 mz working space for multidisciplinary research.
Air chemistry lab above the wheelhouse. About 400m2
of free deck working are% mainly with timber
planking. Very little vibration and noise achieved by
special construction.

Meteor (I) was built in 1915 in Danzig as a .mnboat for the German navy. However,
it never reached completion as such and remained in an unfinished state until 1925, when
it was converted in Wilhelmshaven to the fust German research and survey vessel of that
name. The steel-hull ship Meteor (I) had a length overall of71. 15 m, a displacement of
1179 t, and carried a crew of 122 plus 11 scientists. One of its fust expeditions was the
German Atlantic Ocean Expedition of 1925-27, which was organized by the Institute for
Marine Research in Berlin. Thereafter, the vessel was used until 1934 for German
physical, chemical, and microbiological marine investigations and for navy surveying as
well as fishery protection duties.

Meteor (II) was carefully planned after the 1950s; it was jointly operated by the
German Research Foundation (DFG) in Bonn and the German Hydrographic Institute



(DHI) in Hamburg. With a length overall of 82.10 m and a displacement of 3054 t, the
second Meteor carried 52 in crew and 24 scientists. Commissioned in 1964, Meteor (II)
participated in the International Indian Ocean Expedition. During 73 voyages between
1964 and 1985, the Meteor (It) sailed a total distance of about 650,000 nm to all parts of
the world’s oceans.

Meteor (Q used during the intercomparison exercise described here, was
completed in 1986, replacing Meteor (II). Based in Hamburg, it is used for German
marine research worldwide and for cooperative efforts with other nations in this field.
The vessel serves scientists of all marine disciplines in all of the world’s oceans.

2.1.2 R/V Meteor, Cruise 36/1 Information

Ship name Meteor o
Cruise/leg 36/1
Location Hamilton, Bermud% to Las Palmas, Gran Canari% Spain
Dates June 6-19, 1996
Chief scientist D. Schulz-Bull, Institute of Marine Research, Kiel
Master M. Kull

Institutions Participating in the Exercise

BNL

CSIRO

IfMK

MRI
NBI

Ou
S10

UP&MC

WHOI

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Department of Applied Science, Upton, Long
Island, New York, U.S.A.
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Division of
Oceanography, Hobart, Tasmani% Australia
Institut fir Meereskunde Kiel (Institute of Marine Research at the University of
Kiel), Kiel, Germany
Meteorological Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan
Niels Bohr Institute for Astronomy, Physics and Geophysics, University of
Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
Okayama University, Okayama, Japan
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Marine Physical Laboratory, La Joll&
California, U.S.A.
Universit6 Pierre et Marie Curie, Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie Marines, Paris,
France
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Department of Marine Chemistry and
Geochemistry, Woods Hole, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
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Parameters measured

Conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD),
salinity, expendable bathythermograph (XBT)

Nutrients
Oxygen
Total dissolved inorganic carbon (CT)
Alkalinity (AT)
pH

Fugacity of COZ(jCOZ)

Institution

IfMK

IfMK
IfMK
BNL, IfMK
IfMK
WHOI
S10
BNL
CSIRO
IfMK
MRI
NBI
Ou
UP&MC
WHOI

Principal investigators

J. Waniek

D. Schulz-Bull, A. Kortzinger
D. Schulz-Bull, A. Kortzinger
K. Johnson, A. Kortz,inger
L. Mintrop
C. Goyet
A. Dickson
D. Wallace
B. Tilbrook
A. Kortzinger
H. Inoue
R. Torres
E. Ohtaki
A. Poisson
C. Goyet

2.1.3 Brief Cruise Summary

After completion of the previous cruise 35/4, the R/V Meteor reached Hamilton,
Berrnud~ on June 4, and Detlev Schulz-Bull (IfMK) relieved Dieter Meischner

(University of Gottingen, Germany) as chief scientist. A reception for invited officials of
governmental and scientific institutions as well as private companies was held on board
the Meteor on June 4. The scientific party of cruise 36/1 embarked on June 5. Equipment
setup began on the same day. The R/V Meteor departed Hamilton at 9:00 a.m. local time
on June 6, 1996.

The cruise track of cruise 36/1 (Fig. 1) ran on straight lines fkom Bermuda to the
Flemish Cap off Newfoundland, Canad~ and then to Gran Canari& Spain. The turning
point was located at 46°40’ N, 41°54’ W. All seven underway pC02 systems were
operated simultaneously for most of the time between June 7 and June 17. Small
technical problems that occurred to some of the systems only caused short interruptions.
Only one system suffered major problems: heavy damage to the infrared gas analyzer
caused this system to cease operating on June 13. The two underway spectrophotometric

pH systems were operated throughout the cruise. The newly modified coulometric
SOMMA system for underway determination of CT was tested successfidly at sea and
contributed about 450 high-quality underway CT measurements along the cruise track
(Johnson et al. 1998). Synchronized with the XBT survey, a total of 57 discrete samples
were taken from the seawater supply and were analyzed for pH, CT, and AT. The discrete
jC02 measurements could not be cariied out on the same schedule; samples were taken
for this parameter only at about 17 stations.
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Fig. 1. Cruise track of R/V Meteor Cruise 36/1 from Hamilton, Bermuda to Las Palmas,
Gran Canaria, Spain.

Jn addition to the various surface measurements (whether continuous or discrete),
five hydrographic stations were occupied during the cruise. Samples were drawn for
measurements of all four C02 system parameters (pH,~02, CT, AT) thus yielding the
highest possible overdetermination of the marine C02 system. The R/V Meteor arrived at
Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, Spain, on June 19, 1996. Weather and sea conditions had been
excellent throughout the cruise allowing for uninten-upted scientific work.

2.2 TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE EXERCISE

2.2.1 The Underway Pumping System

The intercomparison exercise was almost entirely based on continuous underway
sampling of surface seawater. All participating groups operated their mderway~o~
systems simultaneously on the same seawater pumping system. Like most up-to-date
research vessels, the R/V Meteor provides a special seawater pumping system for
scientific purposes. However, from experience, it is known that the use of this kind of
pumping system for measurements of dissolved gases maybe hampered by a number of
problems. Pump action may cause cavitation when underpressure is applied to the water
flow, thus making undisturbed gas measurements nearly impossible. Because of the
location of the seawater intake close to the bow on R/V Meteor, air bubbles are
introduced into the water lines in a rough sea. This again possibly biases the
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concentration of dissolved gases or even makes seawater sampling technically impossible
in such cases. Furthermore the unavoidable warming of seawater during its travel from
the bow intake to the user maybe quite significant. In the case of the~Oz

intercomparison exercise, it was desirable to keep the temperature change as small as
possible.

As a result of the sluggish exchange of C02 between the gas phase and the water
phase, sampling for C02 measurements (e.g.,&02, pH, CT) is less susceptible to biases
caused by inadequate pumping techniques than is sampling of reactive gases like oxygen.
Nevertheless a careful sampling technique was an important aspect of the exercise. For
this reason, a simple and reliable underway pumping system (see also Kortzinger et al.
1996b) was designed for use in the “moon pool” of R/V Meteor. The system consisted of
a small CTD probe (ECO type, ME Meerestechnik-Elektronik GmbH, Trappenkamp,
Germany) for measuring in situ seawater temperature and salinity at the intake as well as
a submersible pump, both of which were installed in the shell plating at the bottom of the
“moon pool.” Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of this underway pumping system. The
system also includes a separate Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver (GPS 120,
Garmin/Europe Ltd., Romsey, Hampshire, U.K.). Navigational data from the GPS system
as well as CTD data were continuously logged on a computer.

GPS ~

,7 A Clean air. . .

F. I \ la A

c..blK7p00’
—l&j—N-ShellPlating

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the underway pumping system for use in the moon pool of
research vessels as used during the intercomparison exercise. All underway systems were
connected to this system.
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The moon pool of R/V Meteor is specially designed for sampling purposes so that
no cooling or wastewaters are emitted ahead of it and even at full speed or in a very rough
sea no air bubbles reach it. Seawater was pumped through the moon pool flom below the
ship by means of a large submersible pump (multivane impeller pump, type CS 3060, ITT.
Flygt Pumpen GmbH, Langenhagen, Germany) at a pumping rate of about 350 L/tin
(pump head approx. 12 m). The CTD probe was installed next to the submersible pump.
All underway j?202 systems were assembled in the geology lab of R/V Meteor (see
Sect. 2.2.2). Two seawater supply lines (port and starboard) were teed-off from the main
bypass and laid through the lab. All underway systems were hooked-up to these supply
lines which delivered the necessary flow rates of seawater to each system (approx.
1-15 Lhnin).

The wastewater from the systems was collected in three 1OO-Lcarboys and from
there was disposed of continuously through the floor drains of the geology lab. In case of
(occasionally observed) clogging of the lab’s floor drains as a result of rough sea
conditions, small submersible pumps (multivane impeller pump, type GS 9565, ITT Flygt
Pumpen GmbH, Langenhagen, Germany) were at hand to pump the wastewater actively
out of the lab. These pumps did not have to be used during this cruise, however.

I

2.2.2 The Laboratory Setup

During cruise 36/1 four labs were reserved for the intercomparison exercise
(Fig. 3). All underway systems were assembled side by side in the geology lab (no. 16),
the largest lab on the R/V Meteor. It is located on the main deck, starboard side, with
direct access to the working deck. Adjacent to the geology lab is the universal lab (no. 15, “
not shown in Fig. 3), where the dynamic transformer was installed. The SOMMA
coulometric analyzer for CT and the alkalinity titration system were installed in the clean
lab (no. 4, not shown in Fig. 3) on the port side of the ship. The moon pool is located in
the hold (Lab 17) for the CTD rosette. This lab is very close to the main lab of the
exercise (Lab 16) thus allowing for short water lines of the seawater pumping system.

,

I

I

I
t
1

2.2.3 Other Infrastructure of the Exercise

In addition to the common seawater line (Sect. 2.2.1), a common supply of
calibration gases was regarded a key requirement for the exercise, as otherwise systematic
errors most likely would have been introduced. We therefore provided a whole suite of
calibration gases. Fifteen cylinders with precisely known amounts of C02 in natural dry
air covering a nominal concentration range from 250 ppmv to 500 ppmv were purchased
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate
Monitoring Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL) in Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. Before final
falling, all aluminum standard cylinders (Scott Specialty Gases Inc., Ph.unsteadville,
Pennsylvania% U.S.A.) undergo a conditioning period of at least one week with clean
ambient air. To prepare the standards, the cylinders are filled with ambient air at Niwot
Ridge, Colorado. The air is dried using magnesium perchlorate and either scrubbed with
Ascarite or spiked with a 10% C02-in-air mixture to obtain mixing ratios below or above

I

I
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the lab situation on R/V Meteor durim the
intercomparison exercise. The diagram is drawn to scale. All underway systems
were assembled in Lab 16. The moon pool of RN Meteor is located in Lab 17.

ambient levels, respectively (Zhao et al. 1997). Six cylinders of this consistent suite of
gases were used during the exercise by all groups for calibrating their instruments.
Additionally nitrogen (purity 99.99970) was used by some groups for zeroing their gas
analyzers.

The mixing ratios of COZ in the cylinders were calibrated in the NOAA/CMDL
Carbon Cycle Group laboratories on three separate days over a period of 2–3 weeks. The
results of these calibrations are summarized in Table 1. The C02 mixing ratios are
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reported as micromoles per mole (pmollmol = ppmv) of dry air in the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) X85 mole fraction scale, traceable to primary
standards at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (S10). The NOAWCMDL
calibrations are done by comparison on a nondispersive infrared C02 analyzer against
four tertiary standards with assigned mixing ratios traceable to S10 (Thoning et al. 1987;
Zhao et al. 1997). The uncertainty of the assigned values for the tertiary standards is
approximately 0.06 ppmv. The tertiary set of standards used ranges between 250 and
450 ppmv C02. The repeatability of the NOAWCMDL calibrations depends on the
stability of the C02 mixing ratio in the cylinder and the fit of the analyzer response to the
known tertiary standards. For cylinders that are stable and within the range of standards,
the repeatability is on the order of 0.01 ppmv. The overall uncertainty associated with

precision is therefore about 0.06 ppmv. When calibrating cylinders at the extremes of the
tertiary standards or extrapolated outside the range, the reproducibility decreases. For

mixing ratios above 450 ppmv, the reproducibility is on the order of MI.3 ppmv and
further decreases with the interpolation away from the tertiary standards. The absolute
accuracy of the assigned mixing ratios is determined by the accuracy of the S10 standards
(Keeling et al. 1986, and references therein).

.

Table 1. Summary of calibration results for six cylinders with COZin natural dry air.
The measurements were carried out at the NOAA/CMDL Carbon Cycle Group Laboratory

in Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. These six cylinders constitute the suite of calibration
gases used by all participating groups during the exercise.

Cylinder
Date of Measured COZ Average COZ Standard

measurement” concentration concentration deviation
#

HD~) (ppmv) (ppmv) (ppmv)

2178 03/06/96 252.42
2178 03/11/96 252.46
2178 03/14/96 252.45 252.44 0.02

1996 02/22/96 298.43
1996 03/07/96 298.47
1996 03/18/96 298.42 298.44 0.03

2172 02/05/96 349.53
2172 03/14/96 349.52
2172 03/18/96 349.51 349.52 0.01

1980 03/05/96 403.85
1980 03/1 1/96 403.84
1980 03/13/96 403.87 403.85 0.02

2186 02/27/96 450.69
2186 02/29/96 450.68
2186 03/13/96 450.73 450.70 0.03

2112 04/10/96 511.28
2112 04/15/96 511.61
2112 04/19/96 511.60 511.50 0.19
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According to the different power requirements of the analytical systems, the ship
provided three different power sources, the standard 220V/50Hz system as well as two
additional systems for 110V/50Hz (static transformer) and 11OV/60Hz (dynamic
transformer).

3. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

3.1 PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT OF THE FUGACITY OF COZ

The principle of the measurement of the @gacity of C02 ~02) in seawater is
based on the determination of the C02 mixing ratio in a gas phase that is in equilibrium
with a seawater sample at known temperature and pressure. The C02 mixing ratio can
either be measured with a nondispersive infrared analyzer (NDIR) or with a gas
chromatography (GC) with flame ionization detector after catalytic conversion of the C02
into methane. Whereas the GC approach has a few advantages (e.g., small sample volume
and the ability to measure additional trace gases), the more rugged infrared technique has
shown better suitability for use at sea and allows measurements in a truly continuous
fashion.

Depending on the sampling strategy (discrete or Continuous), two different families
of analytical systems have been developed. For the determination of thejC02 in air that is
in equilibrium with a disa-ete sample, a known amount of seawater is isolated in a closed
system containing a small lmown volume of air with a known initial COZ mixing ratio.
For the determination of the~02 in air that is in equilibrium with a Continuousjlow of
seawater, a fixed volume of air is equilibrated with seawater that flows continuously
through an equilibrator.

Continuous (or underway) j?202 systems are more widely used in marine C02
research. They provide important information about the saturation state of seawater at the
air-sea interface when operated on board research vessels with a continuous flow of
seawater usually obtained by means of a shipborne pumping system.

3.2 PARTICIPATING UNDERWAY fC02 SYSTEMS

Throughout this report we present technical details as well as the results of the
participating systems in a semi-anonymous fashion. The main reason for this is the fact
that the results of the exercise cannot easily be extrapolated to the performance of any

participating system in general. Strictly they are only representative for this single cruise.
To avoid the erroneous association in the scientific community of the performance of a

particular system during this exercise with the general performance of this system, we
choose to report in this semi-anonymous fashion.
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Seven underway~02 systems, aI1 of which are based on NDIR detection of COZ,
participated in this exercise. Most of these systems have received detailed descriptions in
the Literature, which can therefore be omitted here. Where such publications are available,
they are reprinted at the end of this report (Appendix B). For two systems, however, this
is not the case. One is thejC02 system of CSIRO which features a slightly smaller Weiss-
type equilibrator and is otherwise quite similar to the other systems. The second one is a
system that is manufactured commercially by a U.K. company (Challenger Oceanic,
Haslemere, Surrey, U.K.). For details about the latter system, further information is
available through the company’s internet site (http://wwwl .btwebworld.cond
challengeroceanic/index.htrnl).

Whereas most of the underwayjC02 systems are similar in the general design and
principie of measurement, they are considerably different in detail. For quick reference,
the main features of all underway~02 systems are summarized in Table 2. Ml different
equilibrator design principles (i.e., showerhead, bubbler, and thin film type) were
represented by at least one system, with the majority being of the showerhead type. In
most systems (except “D’ and “F”) these equilibrators are vented to the atmosphere and
thus operated at ambient pressure. The volumes of water and air in the equilibrators cover
a wide range from a few milliliters to 15 liters. This is also true for the flow rates of water
(0-15 L/tin) and air (0.17-0.8 Lhnin) through the equilibrators.

Table 2. Summaryof main featuresof the underway~COzsystems
“A” through“G” that participatedin the exercise

‘c~,, “B “(y “D “E” “F’ “o”

Equilibrator
Design
Totrdvolume
Watervolume
Airvolume
Waterflowrate
Airflowrate
Vented?

COZmeasurement
Method
Wet/dry?

Analyzercalibration
No.of stand.gases
Zerogas?

Showerhead
1000mL
500rnL
500mL

4-6 Llmin
0.2 Llmin

Yes

NDIR
Wet

2
No

6-8 h
6-8 h

6 SW

l;3min

Bubbler
1400mL
1000mL
400d

2.0 L/mist
0.8 L/rein

Yes

NDIR
Wet

2
Yes

6h
lh

6 XC

1miss

Showerhead
13.1L
2.3L
10.8L

8.0LJmin
0.5LJmin

Yes

NDIR
m

2
No

6h
6h

1 Sec
4 min

Thinfilm” Showerhead Bubbler
l19mL 11.OL 36mL
21 mL 10.0L 18mL
98 mL I.OL 18mL

2.0 Lknin 10-15 LJmin OIfminb
2.0 L/tin 0.5 IJmin 0.17 JJmin

Noc Yes No

NDIR NDIR NDIR
m m w

2 4 2d
No No Yes

4-6h 1.5h 15min
4-6h 0.5h nla

10sec 0.1Xc 15min
5 miss 1min nia

Showerhead
1200mL
-75 mL
500mL

1.2L/miss
0.18LAnin

Yes

NDIR
Wet

2
No

Measurementcycle
Calibrationfrequency
Airmeasurement
frequency

Interrogationinterval
Averaginginterval
Datapoints/intervaI io; 30 10 240 33 600 1 3

“Filmthicknessapproximately0.75mm.
bSe~continUOUS approach.

‘Ventedonlyevery20 min.
~Smnd~dg= generatoris ifiti~ly c~ibratti”usingall sixcalibrationgas~, fintity ch~~ Mec~ed outfor ‘ve~

samplewithonlytwocalibrationgases.

15

2h
7 min

0.33Sec
1 sec
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A further distinction can be made in whether the sample gas is measured dry or wet.
The traditional procedure is based on NDIR measurement of the dried sample gas (“D,”
“E,” and “F’). However, in four systems (“A~’ “B~’ “C;’ and “G’) the sample gas is not
dried prior to NDIR measurement. This is feasible on the basis of the LI-6262 COz/HzO
gas analyzer (Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, U.S.A.) which is a dual-channel instrument
that simultaneously measures COZ and HZO mole fractions of the sample gas and
provides internal algorithms for correction of the diluting and pressure-broadening effects
of water vapor on the C02 measurement (McDermitt et al. 1993).

All NDIR instruments were calibrated with the NOAA/CMDL C02 standards
provided by the organizer (Table 1). Because of the individual calibration procedures,
different numbers of gases (2 to 4) were required. Some systems also required a zero gas
(nitrogen, purity 99.999%) for calibration purposes or as a reference gas.

Whereas underway~02 systems “A” through “E” and “G” are similar in thatjCOz
is calculated from the C02 mixing ratio in a gas phase that is in equilibrium with a
constantly renewed seawater phase, system “F” is of a principally different design. Here,
for eve~~02 measurement, five aliquots of a discrete seawater sample (sernicontinuous
mode) are equilibrated with five different standard gases bracketing the observed range of
seawaterjCOz. For each equilibration run, changes with time in the standard gas C02
concentration as a result of C02 exchange with the sample aliquot are recorded in terms
of positive or negative deviations from the standard’s initial C02 concentration. If flow
conditions during these five equilibration runs are kept identical, the heights of the
resulting deviation peaks are proportional to the concentration difference between the
carrier gas and a gas that is in equilibrium with the sample. If peak heights are plotted
versus the initial XC02 of the standard gases, the equilibrium XC02 can be found where a
linear regression to the five data points intersects the x-axis.

Participating groups were asked to operate their systems according to their typical
operation profile (i.e., frequency of calibration and air measurements, interrogation, and
averaging intervals, etc.). This strategy was chosen to ensure that all systems were
operated in modes to which they have been optimized in the field and in which their
operators have gained the highest confidence. The consequence, however, was quite
different averaging and/or reporting intervals for the different groups. In particular, the
averaging intervals between 1 and 5 minutes have certain implications that need to be
taken into account when the data are being compared. This inherent discrepancy of the
whole data set represents a certain limitation for the temporal resolution to which the
interpretation can be extended. This is discussed in more detail in the results section.

3.3 PARTICIPATING DISCRETE fC02 SYSTEM

“ The only discretejCOz system (“H) involved in this intercomparison exercise is
based on a batch-equilibration, static-headspace technique that requires a small sample
volume of 60 mL and has an average analysis time of only 2 tin per sample. It includes
closed-system equilibration of a headspace in a shaking water bath, followed by analysis
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of the C02 mole fraction in the water-saturated equilibrated headspace by gas
chromatography with flame-ionization detection (GC-FID). The method has been
described in detail by Neill et al. (1997). This paper is also reprinted in Appendix B at the
end of this report. It should be noted that this method is not specifically desi=-ed for work
in surface seawater but for full-depth profiling. The equilibration temperature (i.e., the
water bath temperature) was changed two times during the exercise, from 17°C (June 10)
to 20°C (June 11–13, fust sample) and, finally, to 25°C (horn June 13, second sample).
The magnitude of the correction offi02 from the temperature of equilibration to the
in situ temperature was 44-133 patm (mean: 89 patm) for the samples presented here.

3.4 CHECKS AND CALCULATION ROUTINES

The main idea of the exercise was to compare the surface seawaterjC02 data as
measured by all participating instruments under identic~ conditions. This was to some
extent accomplished by providing the infrastructure during the exercise, such as a
common seawater and calibration gas supply (Sect. 2.2). The same care, however, that
had been taken on the side of the logistical infrastructure was also advisable with respect
to ancillary measurements as well as the calculation procedures involved in the
computation of find~02 values. This issue was addressed in different ways. In the
following sections we describe the results of two different experiments: (1) a check of the
performance of the calibration procedures for COZ (Sect. 3.4.1), and (2) a check of all
temperature sensors that were used to measure the seawater temperature in the
equilibrators (Sect. 3.4.2). We also describe the common procedure of the calculation of
find~02 values (Sect. 3.4.3) and of the synchronization of the findflOz profiles
(Sect. 3.4.4).

3.4.1 Check of COZ Calibration Performance

h order to check the performance of the individual calibration procedures, every
group measured between one and four NOAAICMDL C02 standards in the nominal
concentration range of 250-500 ppmv as “unknown samples.” Depending on the
individual calibration procedure, different C02 standards were measured. Figure 4 shows
the results of this exercise. It should be pointed out that this check was carried out on the
last day of the exercise (June 17). Therefore no data are available for system “A;’ which
had to prematurely quit the exercise on June 13 because of major technical problems. For
system “C” only one standard could be measured because the measurement range had
been fixed to an upper limit of 400 ppmv, which was slightly exceeded by the relevant
NOAA/CMDL standard (403.85 ppmv). System “F’ required all six standards for initial
calibration, which could therefore not be measured as “unknown samples.”
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Fig. 4. Results from the check of the COZcalibration performance: Shown are the
observed deviations from the concentrations of all measured NOAA/CMDL COZ
standards. Pink crosses indicate the concentrations of the standards used in the exercise.
The legend gives details of the nominal concentrations used for calibration. Also shown is
the range of measured XC02 during the whole intercomparison.

The results show that essentially all checked NDIR instruments were calibrated to
an accuracy on the order of 1 ppmv or better over the whole concentration range of 250 to
500 ppmv. Only system “G” shows deviations of 3 to 6 ppmv. This is indicative of a
systematic problem associated with the calibration of the C02 analyzer or with the
measurement itself. Such deviations are clearly not tolerable and need to be addressed
thoroughly. System “B” makes use of the factory calibration of the LI-COR LI-6262
instrument, which only requires the adjustment of “zero” (with a C02-free gas) and
“span” (with a single C02 standard). It appears that some accuracy is lost by this
somewhat crude calibration technique,l and the “classical” approach using at least two
COZ standards spanning the range of anticipated C02 mixing ratios is preferred.

lThis problem has been shown to be very reproducible. The calibration routine of system “B”
therefore includes a small correction for this error which routinely removes it from the final X(202values of
system ‘%.” Figure 4 shows uncorrected XC02 values only to demonstratethe magnitudeof this error if left
unaccountedfor.
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3.4.2 Check of Equilibrator Temperature Sensors

In marine applications,$202 results are generally reported at in situ seawater
temperature (Tin~it”). As the seawater temperature in the equilibrator during measurement

(T~) usually deviates from Tin~im,a temperature correction needs to be applied. The size
of this correction obviously depends on the choice of the parameterization (Sect. 3.4.3)
and the size of the temperature deviation itself. As the~02 strongly varies with
temperature, measurements of Tin~it”and T’ have to be made rather accurately. An error
of 0.1 ‘C in the resulting temperature deviation (T~–Tin situ)is equivalent to an error of
about 0.4 % or 1.5 patm in~02 (at 350 patm).

During the exercise, ~n sit. was measured with a CTD installed at the seawater
intake in the bottom plate of the “moon pool” (see also Fig. 2). The CTD had been

calibrated just before the exercise to an accuracy of M105°C. These in situ temperature
readings were used in the calculation of alljCOZ data. k order to exclude possible errors
contributed by inaccurate measurements of Tq, all groups had their equilibrator
temperature probes referenced against a recently calibrated platinum resistance
thermometer (Pt-100) provided by WHOI. For every comparison, equilibrator probe and
reference probe were kept together in a water bath until the readings had stabilized. In

most cases this was done at three temperatures between O“C and up to 30”C. Based on the
deviation from the reference, an individual linear correction was calculated for every
system and applied to its measurements of Tq. In one case (lab “F”), the temperature
probe could not be removed easily from the water bath surrounding the equilibrator and
the reference probe had to be installed next to it in the bath thus yielding only a single
measurement which was then treated as a uniform offset.

Figure 5 shows measured deviations and the resulting correction lines of only those
temperature sensors which were used in the calculation of finaljC02 values (some
systems feature up to three equilibrator t~mperature sensors). The observed deviations are
roughly between -0.5°C and +0.1 ‘C with a clear tendency towards negative values and a
negative slope of the linear correction line. If this inconsistency of the temperature
measurements is not accounted for, differences of up to 2% or about 7 patm (at
350 patm) in the finaljC02 values are caused as an atifact entirely the result of
inaccurate temperature measurements.

Even though the Cm as well as the WHOI reference thermometer may themselves
have been affected by some degree of miscal.ibration, the present procedure of referencing
all measurements to these two temperature sources removes the incompatibility of all

temperature readings to better than O.l°C or 1.5 patm. It should be pointed out mat the

observed deviations of up to 0.5°C are clearly above a tolerable level. Temperature

readings have to be carried out with an accuracy of at least O.1°C. Ideally they should be
checked for consistency with the temperature probe used to measure in situ temperature.
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Fig. 5. Results of the check of the equilibrator temperature probes from systems
“A” through “G”: Shown are the deviations of the measured temperatures from the
reference temperature. Equilibrator probe and reference probe were kept together in the
same water bath until readings became stable. Also shown are the linear correction lines
that were applied to temperature readings of that particular system.

3.4.3 Calculation of IC02 Results

The calculation of find~02 values from the raw voltage readings of an NDIR
analyzer involves a number of steps that are only briefly described here. More detail of
the calculation procedure can be found in Appendix A and in the reprints of the pertinent
literature section (Appendix B).

The NDIR detector signal depends on the number of C02 molecules in the optical
path which, in turn, is mainly a function of pressure and temperature for a given C02
mixing ratio. The calculation procedure, therefore, requires temperature and pressure
corrections to account for any fluctuations in these parameters as well as a calibration
function. First the raw voltage readings are corrected to a standard pressure of one
atmosphere (p”) to account for fluctuations of the NDIR cell pressure. This requires
continuous monitoring of the pressure in the cell. It has been found empirically (Welles
and Eckles 1991) that pressure p affects the voltage signal v of NDIR analyzers in a linear
fashion:

POv’=v” —
P
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NDIR instruments are calibrated using standard gases with known C02 mixing
ratios in dry air. The mixing ratio of a component gas (like C02) in a mixture of gases
(like air) is equivalent to its mole fraction (xC02), assuming ideal behavior. The C02
mixing ratio of the standard gases should closely bracket the expected range of the sample
XC02. Although the response of NDIR analyzers is considerably nonlinear, the use of a
simple linear calibration function is generally justified over a small concentration range of
100-200 ppmv. The error incurred by this approximation is typically on the order of a
few tenths of a ppmv. Furthermore any deviation of the NDIR cell temperature Tfrom the
calibration temperature ~ has to be accounted for. Welles and Eckles (1991) have shown
that the mole fraction XC02* is scaled linearly with the inverse of the absolute
temperature:

XC02=Xco;“~
To

The resulting C02 mole fraction XCOZin dry air is temperature and pressure
corrected. The latter because the sample gas is either measured dry (i.e., after full removal
of water vapor) or has been arithmetically corrected for the diluting and pressure-
broadening effects of water vapor based on simultaneous wet XC02 and XH20
measurements. As the air at the air-sea interface can be assumed to be at 100% humidity,
a correction has to be applied to account for the increase of the C02 mole fraction that is
the result of the (actual or arithmetical) removal of water vapor prior to the infrared
measurement. Here the saturation water vapor pressure of seawater at equilibrator
temperature was calculated using an equation by Weiss and Price (1980), which is valid
over the temperature range 273–3 13 K and the salinity range 0-40 (see Appendix A,
Part 1).

For very accurate interpretations the non-ideal behavior of COZ should be taken into
account (i.e., fugacity has to be used instead of partial pressure). As the results are to be
used later for consistency checks, together with other parameters of the C02 system in
seawater, we decided to use~C02. The calculation of thejC02 at equilibrator temperature
from the measured mole fraction (xC02) in dry air is described in detail in Appendix A‘ /1
(Part 2). The figacity coefficient (i.e., the ratio between fugacity and partial pressure of
C02), is on the order 0.996 to 0.997 under typical conditions (p = 1 atm, T = 270-300 K,
pC02 = 350 ~atm). Barometric pressure readings from the shipborne meteorological
sensor were used for all calculations of find~02 data.

Because thejC02 in seawater strongly varies with temperature, the final step in the
calculation ofjCOz (in situ) requires a correction to compensate for any difference
between the equilibration temperature and the in situ seawater temperature. Different
equations have been proposed for the temperature dependence of C02 partial
pressure/fugacity in seawater (e.g., Gordon and Jones 1973; Weiss et al. 1982; Copin-
Montegut 1988, 1989; Goyet et al. 1993; Talmhashi et al. 1993). Because temperature
deviations were typically on the order of a few tenths of a degree for all systems during
the exercise, the correction is rather small and the choice from the above suite of
equations is not critical. We have chosen the equation based on temperature and salinity

given by Weiss et al. (1982), which is valid for ranges of Oto 36°C in temperature, 30 to
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38 in salinity, and 80 to 2000 patm in~C02 (see Appendix A, Part 3.). All temperature
corrections of the~02 measurements during this exercise are based on this equation.

3.4.4 Synchronization of Surface Measurements

Profiles of in situ temperature and salinity in surface seawater, as measured by the
CTD probe at the seawater intake, and the different seawater~02 profiles had to be
matched and synchronized. Given the strong gradients in surface seawater temperature
encountered during some periods of the cruise, this was very important for a reliable
estimation of the differences between equilibrator and in situ temperatures. At the
beginning of the exercise, all systems were switched to Universal Time Coordinated
(UTC) time. The UTC time readings of all measurements are therefore the primary
criterion for matching the data sets. However, UTC time alone would not produce a

proper synchronization of the profiles for two reasons. The fust is the different time the
water travels from the seawater intake (where its temperature and salinity are being
measured) to a given equilibrator (where the equilibration temperature is determined).
This depends mainly on the individual flow rate of water and to some extent also on the
location of the equilibrator in the supply line. By running two separate supply lines (port
and starboard side line), which were kept at roughly the same total flow rate, we tried to
make the supply flow characteristics comparable for all systems. With a single supply
line, the ratio of water consumed for analyses to the water bypassing through this supply
line would have changed more strongly en route with unknown implications for the water
characteristics (such as the temperature deviation). With the chosen setup (see also
Fig. 3), we tried to make the supply similar for all systems. The second, rather trivial,
reason for an insufficient synchronization of the profiles based on UTC readings alone is
that there are errors in the UTC readings themselves, which in some cases appear to
account for 1 to 2 min during the course of the exercise.

The final matching of the profiles is based on the assumption that the profiles of
in situ and equilibrator temperature should be connected by a fixed daily temperature
offset. This is a f~st-order approximation, because the offset certainly depends on the
stability of the water flow rate and the difference between seawater and ambient
temperature. Flow rates were usually kept constant during the course of the exercise. The
change in seawater temperature was significant, but its effect was minimized by matching
the profdes on a daily basis. The matching procedure involved correcting eve~~Oz
profile with daily time lags in l-rein steps until the standard deviation of the difference
between in situ and equilibrator temperature reached a minimum. This could always be

achieved by time lags of S3 min. In other words the~02 profiles were shifted minute-
wise backwards in time against the CTD readings until the two temperature profiles
showed the best match with the smallest standard deviation of the resulting offset.

This procedure proved very necessary. Even a mismatch of 2 tin could cause a

bias in the calculated temperature difference of up to 1°C and more (i.e., 210 ~atm) in the
strong gradient regime. In the more stable regime, toward the end of the exercise the
effect of this synchronization procedure is less pronounced or even negligible. On the
other hand, the profiles could not be synchronized to better than 1 tin, which still allows
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errors of the order of several ~atm in some cases only because of temporal mismatch.
This is an important aspect which restricts the interpretability of the results during
passage of the very strong gradients.

Even after correction of all equilibrator temperature readings and after this
synchronization procedure, the remaining uncertainty is on the order of 2 patm for the

largest portion of the cruise. To put it the other way round, any differences of S2 patm “
between the finaljC02 profiles are not significant under the circumstances of this
exercise. During passage of the strongest gradients, the overall uncertainty is definitely
higher than 2 patm, at least for short periods, and may account for a mismatch of up to
5 patm.

.

4. RESULTS

4.1 SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY

As said before, the cruise track of the R/V Meteor during the exercise (Fig. 1) was
chosen in order to provide the largest possible range of surface temperatures and salinities
in the whole area of the North Atlantic Ocean accessible during this rather short cruise. It
was assumed that this track should likely provide more stable conditions in the eastern
part as well as a highly variably situation at the northern turning point near the Flemish
Cap off Newfoundland. This assumption was later verified to a full extent by the
encountered ranges of surface temperature and salinity.

Figure 6 shows the large observed ranges in surface temperature and salinity as
measured during the course of the exercise: Surface seawater temperatures ranged from
6.2°C to 25. 1°C while surface salinities covered a range from 32.6 to 37.0. This is

equivalent to a span of 19°C in temperature as well as 4.4 in salinity. It should be pointed

out that the observed temperature and salinity drop around 51° W was as large as
2.9°C/min and 0.4/min for salinily, which is equivalent to 4.2°C/km and 0.9/km,
respectively. Such gradients can be regarded as extreme situations that represent a “worst
case scenario” for any kind of intercomparison rather than atypical open ocean situation.
Toward the eastern part of the cruise track, a more ty?ical regime was found that
represents the standard case for at-sea operation. Jn order to provide the hydrographic
background for thejC02 dat% measurements of surface temperature and salinity are given
as l-rein averages in daily figures (Figs. 7–9) for the period June 8–16.
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4.2 COMPARISON OF Atmospheric XCOZ DATA

Measurements of the atmospheric XC02 were carried out by all underwayjC02
systems except system “F” (see Table 2 in Sect. 3.2). As will be shown, the atmospheric
XC02 data—while not immediate focus of this exercise—may still provide additional
information for identifying likely sources of error in the surface~02 profiles. All XC02

data are given (in ppmv) for dry air and shown in Fig. 10. - -
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Date

Fig. 10. Measurements of the COZmole fraction in dry air [xCOZ(air)] as carried
out by laboratories “A” through ‘%” and CCG”during the intercomparison exercise.
The black horizontal lines represent the overall mean N-OZ (air) value {M s.d.) calculated
from profiles “B” through “E.” The red horizontal lines represent the mean XCOZ(air)
value (a 1 s.d.) calculated from profiles “B” through “E” only for the period where data
from all six systems are available (June 7,22:30 UTC, to June 13, 12:30 UTC).

Of the six data sets, four show good agreement to within & 1 ppmv throughout the
exercise: Profiles “C” and “D” show virtually identical values (except for a few data
points), whereas profile “E” tends to values that are lower by -0.5 to –1 ppmv. Profile
“B” is characterized by a somewhat variable behavion For most of the time, “B” is in

very good agreement with “E.” However, from June 10, 08:30 UTC, to June 11,
14:30 UTC, “B” shows a positive offset of about 1 ppmv from “E;’ hereby agreeing
perfectly with “C” and “D.” In contrast, “B” deviates by -0.5 to –1.0 ppmv from “E’
during the period from June 14, 14:30 UTC, until June 13, 18:00 UTC, which is
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equivalent to an offset of –1.0 to –1.5 ppmv with respect to profdes “C” and “D.” We
have calculated a mean XC02 (air) of 366.21 & 0.72 ppmv for the period of the exercise
where data from all six systems are available from the means of profiles ‘%” through “E”
which is shown in Fig. 10 (redline). Only results from this restricted period are used in
the following comparison.

Two profiles (“A” and “G”) are characterized by a much larger scatter which
obscures the pattern of the atmospheric C02 contained in the other four profiles. This
scatter is not a real property of the sampled air, as proved by profdes “B” through “E:’
and thus indicates an analytical problem associated with these systems. All air intakes
were located on the same spot above the wheelhouse of R/V Meteor approximately 20 m
above sea level, thus making differences in the properties of the sampled air very
unlikely. The major$y of measurements of “G” show a positive deviation of up to 8 ppmv
which is consistent with the rather large positive offset of 3 to 6 ppmv determined during
the checks of the C02 calibration performance (Sect. 3.4.1). The mean of “G”
(368.27 ppmv) is 2.06 ppmv higher than the combined mean of “B” through “E”
(366.21 ppmv). With a mean value of 362.89 ppmv, the XC02 measurements of “A” are
clearly marked by a negative offset of 3.32 ppmv with respect to the mean of “B” through
“E.,>

Figure 11 shows the individual mean and standard deviation of each data set as well
as an overall mean calculated from the mean of profdes “B” through “E~’ all for the
restricted period of time only. The individual standard deviations reflect the averaging
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Fig. 11. Mean values of the COZmole fraction in dry air [xCOZ(air)] as measured
by laboratories “A” through “E” and “G” during the period of the intercomparison
exercise where data from all six systems are available (June 7,22:30 UTC to Jue 13,
12:30 UTC). Also shown is the standard deviation of all XC02 (air) data sets from their
mean. The horizontal line represents the.mean XC02 (air) value calculated from the means
of profiles “B” through “E” for this limited period of time.
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interval in the case of laboratories “B” through “E,” where the smaller scatter is
associated with the longer averaging intervals of 4 to 5 min (laboratories “C” and “D’)
and the somewhat larger scatter reflects averaging intervals of 1 tin (laboratories “B”
and “E”). In the case of laboratories “A” and “G” the scatter is no obvious function of the
averaging interval but an expression of an ardytical prob~em.

In the comparison of surface@02 data in Sect. 4.3, these results, sometimes
referred to as the general trends of agreement or disagreement between the XCOZ(air)
data sets, will largely be retained in thejC02 data. The combination of both results
provides much of the argument for the discussion of the overall results. We will
demonstrate that the three laboratories “C;” D; and “E” show the same high degree of
agreement in surface~Oz data as they do in XCOZ, and a strong case will be made that
these systems represent the “best” values of xCOz (air) and~Oz.

4.3 COMPARISON OF SURFACE ~02 DATA

As described in Sect. 3.4, the following main steps in the calculation of findfiOz
wdues constitute the general procedure that was applied identically to all underwayfi02
data sets:

● Calculation of xC02 in dry sample air (final data product received from every
group)

● Synchronization of daily CTD and equilibrator profiles based on standard
deviation- of the temperature offset

. Calculation of&02 in equilibrator (at Tq, 100% humidity)

. Correction ofjC02 to in situ seawater temperature based on corrected
temperature readings

In order to gain better interpretability of any differences in the finaljC02 data sets,
we tried to exclude as many controllable sources of error as possible. This was
accomplished by ca.refi.dly addressing the following points:

. Temperature readings can be a significant source of error as shown in
Sect. 3.4.2. However, on the basis of the checks of the temperature probes
against a reference probe we were able to remove this error and assure
consistent temperature measurements.

. The.choice of the parameterizations for calculating the saturation water vapor
pressure and for the temperature correction ofjC02 also introduces some kind
of uncertainty, which, however, in our case seems to be rather small compared
with the errors of the temperature measurements. Again, the common
calculation procedure (Sect. 3.4.3) excludes inconsistencies based on the use
of different equations.

. Finally, the common infrastructure (i.e., the seawater and calibration gas
supply) assured a physically identical background for all systems (Sect. 2.2).
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It should be emphasized that none of these consistent conditions are usually present
in typicaljC02 measurements in the field (i.e., temperature probes are sometimes used
uncalibrated or at least not calibrated to the same standard; calculation procedures vary;
calibration gases are of different origin and likely quality, too; the seawater sources may
be quite different or even inadequate for gas measurements etc.).

In the interpretation of the results, any differences of >2 patm (up to >5 patm in the
highly variable regime) in the finaljC02 data can be attributed either to differences in the
equilibration process itself andlor to differences in the subsequent measurement of C02.
A tool to separate these two possible sources of error is measurements of the atmospheric
XC02, which were discussed in some detail in Sect. 4.2. Unlike the calibration gases,
atmospheric air is comparable to the seawater equilibrated air in that it has a wet sample
matrix. Thus atmospheric air undergoes the same procedure of (physical or arithmetical)

drying. If, for example, differences between seawaterjCOz data from two systems were
also present in the atmospheric XC02 dat% this is indicative of problems associated with
the infrared C02 measurement and/or the drying procedure. If, in contrast, the
atmospheric XC02 data turned out to be identical while seawaterj1202 was different, the
source of error must be attributed to the equilibration process andlor the way of handling
of the seawater equilibrated air.

Whereas these reasons add to the interpretability of the results, it should be pointed
out that any observed differences cannot per se be attributed to a particular data set or
system. As a superior reference method was not available, the “true’’jC02 values are
simply not known. Given the still remaining uncefiain~ about the valid set of
dissociation constants of carbonic acid in seawater, even consistency checks based on the
other three parameters of the C02 system in seawater (i.e., CT,AT, pH)-although to be
carried out later on—will not provide an unambiguous means of finding “true’’jCOz
values.

However, we found three data sets (systems “C:’” D:’ and “E”) to be very close in

seawaterjC02 and atmospheric XC02 values throughout the cruise, whereas the other data
sets show variable offsets to these three profiles and some of them are also associated
with significantly larger scatter. Because the general design of the three systems “C,”
“D,” and “E” is significantly different (showerhead equilibrator-thin fti equilibrator,

small equilibrator volume-large equilibrator volume, small flow rates—large flow rates,
equilibrator vented+quilibrator not vented, wet C02 measurement-dry COZ
measurement, etc.), this agreement cannot simply be attributed to an essentially identical
design. This is by no means a sufficient argument to regard the three consistentjC02
profiles as the “tmth~’ although we feel that this marked agreement is at least a strong
indication of this. However, with the lack of a superior method, this sort of discussion is
to some extent fhtile and cannot be solved here.

When preparing the following figures, we wanted to discuss thej1202 results not
only as absolute numbers but also as deviations from a reference. Because a superior
method was not available and the choice of a single “tme’’jC02 profde was not feasible,
we decided to calculate the deviation of every single~02 data point from an 1l-rnin
running mean calculated from the three most consistent profdes (labs “C~’ “D; and “E”).
In the light of the arguments given in the foregoing discussion, this choice remains
arbitrary, but it nevertheless seems to be the most reasonable choice. However, it should
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be kept in mind that these deviations me, of course, dependent on the choice of the
reference and are therefore not independent results. We are fidly aware that this is a
somewhat critical step in the interpretation, which seems only justified by the better
visualization of the differences and the enhanced interpretability of the data set.

A fhrther problem associated with calculating deviations from an 1l-rein running
mean stems fi-om the fact that this reference represents a strongly smoothed profile,
whereas the originaljC02 data represent significantly smaller averaging intervals

(minimum 1 rein). Thus, all temporaI variability on the minute-scale as contained in the
jC02 data with higher temporal resolution (e.g., profiles “B” and “E”) translates into a
larger scatter than that of the deviations horn the smoothed reference profile. This artifact
has to be kept in rnin~ because it is of a different magnitide for the variousjC02 data
sets. This effect is more strongly obvious in the strong ~adient regime (e.g., June 10).
The main message of these deviation figures therefore has to be the general offset rather
than the scatter of a profile.

Table 3 provides an overview of the minima, maxima, and differences of measured
in situ temperature, salinity, andj1202 (1 l-rein running mean from profiles “C~’ “D~’ and
“E”) on a daily basis. As intended with the choice of the cruise track and as already
documented in the daily profiles of temperature and salinity (Sect. 4. 1), the encountered
conditions of the surface waters along the cruise track varied between a smooth regime
with low variability during the second half of the cruise and a strong gradient regime with
much higher variability in the area close to the northern turning point off Newfoundland
(marked by shading) during the first half.

Table3. Overviewof minimum,maximum,and differenceof measuredvalues of temperatureT(”C),
salinityS, and the fngacityof C02 (fC02, 11-minrnnningmeanfromprofiles“C,” “D,” and
“E”). Thestrong gradient regimeis shaded.

4.3.1 Underway Profiles

June 13 June 14 June 15 June 16

15.3 16.8
17.1 19.8
1.8 3.0

35.98 35.97
36.25 36.25

0.27 0.28
303.8 306.7
326.4 346.4
22.6 39.7

18.4 19.6
20.6 21.0
2.2 1.4

36.11 36.35
36.46 36.96

0.35 0.61
332.2 338.6
359.3 355.7

27.1 17.1

Figures 12–20 show the final underwayjC02 profiles “A” through “G” as well as
the discretejC02 data of laboratory “H” (top) and the deviations of alljC02 data from the
1l-rein running mean calculated from profiles “CJ’ “D~’ and “E” (bottom). It should be
noted that the top figures show variable scaling of the y-axis (see 5 patm bar indicator),
while the bottom figure is always at the same scale. The latter also includes two
horizontal lines, one at +2 and one at –2 patm deviation which is about the limit of
interpretation.
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4.3.2 Discussion of Profiles

Following is a brief day-by-day description of the major features contained in Figs.
12–20. We tried to identify the most important results and to point to some major trends
and changes. Again we would like to emphasize that the scatter of the bottom fia~res is
mainly an artifact of the referencing procedure. This can be readily observed in Fig. 13
(June 9, 1996): Between 08:00 and 19:00 UTC the seawater exhibits low variability
resulting in very little scatter in the bottom figure. Immediately before and after this
period the seawater was much more variable which translates into the high scatter of the
deviation figure. The observed offsets discussed here can therefore only be identified in
the trends and have to be regarded as rough approximations.

June 8,1996

Missing data – “A”: 04:00 to 10:00 UTC, “B”: before 18:30 UTC (start delayed
because of sample gas leakage), “F’: 03:00 to 10:30 UTC, “H’: no samples measured.
Agreement to within &2 patm – “B,” “CV “D~’ and “E.” Positive offset – “F’: 3 patm.
Negative oj%et – “G: 6 patm. Variable offset – “A”: –3 to +3 patm. Comment – “G’
starts with a marked negative offset, which turns slowly into a positive offset during the
next days and then disappears toward the end of the exercise. However, the large scatter
of “G” seen in the atmospheric XC02 readings is not visible here, which points toward
problems with the handling of atmospheric air within this system (e.g., leakage in air
pump, valves, or tubing).

June 9,1996

Missing data – “A”: 10:00 to 12:00 UTC, “C”: 13:00 to 24:00 UTC, “H’: no
samples measured. Agreement to within H patm – “B,” “C,” “D,” and “E.” Negative
offset – “G”: 6 patm. Variable offset – “A”: within H patm (before 07:00 UTC), –5 to
–8 yatm after 12:00 UTC; “F’: within M patm (09:00 to 19:00 UTC), +5 to +10 patm

(before 09:00 UTC and after 19:00 UTC). Comment – “A” shows a sudden change
around 12:00 UTC from good agreement to a negative offset of the order of 5 patm. This
offset remained until the end of the exercise. The scatter of profile “A” (3-rein intervals)
is significantly larger than in the l-rein averages of “B” as can be seen in the smooth
period (13:00 to 17:00 UTC). This is contradictory to what one would expect and maybe
related to the rather large scatter observed in the atmospheric XC02 readings of “A.”
Interestingly, the offset of the latter showed up from the beginning of the exercise (i.e.,
before June 9, 12:00 UTC when it suddenly appeared in seawater$20z readings). This is
indicative of different reasons for the offsets observed in atmospheric XC02 and seawater
j1202 readings of “A.”
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June 10,1996

Missing data – “A”: after 12:00 UTC, “C”: before 13:00 UTC, “G”: 12:00 to 23:00

UTC. Agreement to within @ patm – Z“ “D~’ and “E.” Positive ofset – “B”: 3 to
9 patm, “F’: 4 to 10 patm. Negative oflset – “A”: 5 patm, “G’: 5 patm. Variable ofset –
“H’: within H patm at 13:22 and 21:09 UTC, +7 patm at 06:12 UTC. Comments – “B”

immediately started to develop a positive offset which more or less remained until about
18:00 UTC of the following day. This offset is not seen in atmospheric XCOZ
measurements of “B.” “F’ also lost its good agreement and started to develop a positive
offset which stabilized toward the end of the exercise. Interestingly these offsets of “B”
and “F’ show up at about the same time and with a very similar pattern over the 2-day
period. Furthermore, the 06:12 UTC data point of “H” has the same positive offset as “B”
and “F.” Whether this is pure coincidence or an expression of something real is not
known. These three systems, however, are very different in their principle of
measurement and the location in the seawater supply line so that a common systematic
error can be ruled out. Also their common offset seems to be inversely correlated with
seawater temperature (see Fig. 7). On the basis of this observation it also has to be
questioned whether a systematic offset maybe present in the “reference” profiles “C;’
“D,” and “E.” This puzzle, however, cannot be solved here.

June 11,1996

Missing data – “A”: before 05:30 UTC, “B”: 17:()() to 19:()() UTC, “C”: 12:()() to

1600 UTC, “F’: 20:30 to 23:30 UTC. Agreement to within +2 patm – “CJ’ “D~’ “E~’ and
“H.” Positive ofset – “F’: 2 to 8 patm, “G”: 2 to 9 patm. Negative offset – “A” 3 to
8 patm. Variable ofset – “B”: within & patm (after 18:00 UTC), +3 to +9 patm (00:00
to 17:00 UTC). Comment – Positive offsets of “B;’ “F~’ and “G” are essentially parallel .
throughout the day (see also comment of the previous day). Between 12:00 and
19:00 UTC the positive offset of “B” slowly disappears while at the same time a negative
offset in the atmospheric XC02 measurements of “B” develops.

‘1
June 12,1996 ,:

Missing data – “C”: before 16:00 UTC. Agreement to within Q patm – “CY “D~’
and “E.” Positive ofset – “F’: 3 to 9 ~atm. Negative o~set – “A”: 3 to 6 patm. Variable
oj%et – “B”: Oto +3 ~atm, “G” –2 to +8 patm, “H’: +1 to-6 patm. Comments – The top
figure shows nice parallel patterns of all~02 profiles even in this strongly variable
environment. The bottom figure heavily suffers from the artificial scatter but nevertheless
reveals the general offsets and trends. The negative offset of “H” at 17:29 UTC is likely
due to this artifact because “H’ is in very good agreement with “B” which does not show
a general offset here.
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June 13,1996

Missing data – “A”: after 18:00 UTC, “B”: after 22:00 UTC, “F’: 16:00 to
20:00 UTC, “G”: 03:00 to 05:00 UTC. Agreement to within & patm – “B,” “C;’ “D~’
“E~’ and “G.” Positive ojj%et – “F’: 6 to 9 patm. Negative offset – “A”: 5 to 6 patm.
Variable ojj%et– “H’: –2 and –5 patm. Comment – This is about the beginning of the
“smooth regime” with comparatively low variability in surface water which persisted for
the rest of the exercise. The kind of agreement seen in this figure continues to exist in the
following figures with very little alteration. In contrast to the highly variable situation
encountered earlier this cruise, this situation is probably more representative of typical
oceanic conditions in underwayjC02 field work. Again, the negative offset of “H’ at
00:31 UTC is likely an artifact as it follows the profile of “B” which itself is in good
agreement with “C, “ “D~’ and “E.” System “A” had to quit the exercise at about 18:00
UTC because of a technical problem associated with the NDIR instrument, and no more
data fi-om this system are available beyond this point.

June 14,1996

Missing data – “A”: no data available, “B”: 17:00 to 22:00 UTC, “G”: before
09:00 UTC. Agreement to within &?patm – “Bfl “C~’ “D;’ “E~’ “G1’ and “H.” Positive
oj%et – “F’: 7 to 10 patm. Comment – Whereas the general agreement of all profiles
except “F’ is rather good, even among them slight trends toward positive (“H’) or
negative (“B” and “G’) offsets can be identified that persist for the rest of the exercise.

June 15,1996

Missing data – “A”: no data available. Agreement to within @ patm – “C~’ “D~’
and “E.” Positive oflset – “F’: 5 to 10 patm. Negative oflset – “B”: 3 patm, “G: 4 patm.
Variable offset – “H”: +1.5 to +4.5 yatm. Comment – See comment for previous day.

June 16,1996

Missing data – “A”: no data available, “F’: 17:00 to 21:00 UTC. Agreement to
within G patm – “C,” “D,” “E,” and “H.” Positive offset – “F’: 5 to 8 patm. Negative
o~set – “B”: 2 to 3 patm, “G”: 2 to 4 patm. Comment – As the hydrographic conditions
have become much less variable, the overall picture of agreement among the various
systems is very consistent for the last three days of the exercise.
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Overview

The overall picture of agreement is characterized by a very good agreement of
profiles “C, “ “D,” and “E’ essentially throughout the cruise. While also in good

agreement for most of the time, profile “B” shows a 2-day period with a marked positive
offset. Two profiles show a more or less constant sign of deviation, which is positive in
the case of “F’ and negative in the case of “A.” The reason for this could not be identified
easily. However, for system “A” we know of an instance of severe damage in the NDIR
instrument toward the end of the exercise, which may well have started biasing the
measurements in an early stage of the exercise. With respect to system “F,” which is of a
principally different design (see Sect. 3.2, Table 2), the question of whether the different
principle of measurement could be the reason for the rather large observed offset should
be addressed carefully. Fimdly, system “G” shows anything from large negative offsets
over periods of good agreement to rather strong positive offsets. These problems were
also apparent in atmospheric XC02 measurements and checks of the C02 calibration
performance probably because of an improper calibration technique. The calibration of
the system appears to lack—at least during this exercise—the necessary reproducibility
(i.e., it maybe good in one case and bad in another one). This obvious problem of system
“G’ also needs carefhl checks. “

In addition to the daily figures (Figs. 12 to 20) representing the fhll data set, we
present three figures (Figs. 21 to 23) with enlarged views of shorter periods. These were
chosen because they reveal more detail than is available in the daily figures. Furthermore
they also cove~ the whole range of situations, from smooth to highly variable.

Figure 21 shows a 3-hour period of measurements on June 9 that was characterized
by very low variability in the surface seawaterjCOz (Fig. 13) as well as temperature and
salinity (Fig. 7). The total change injCOz values during this period of time is about
6 patm. This is uniformly seen in all profiles, which are almost perfectly parallel. Profiles
“B:, ,<D~>kCE>>

7 and “F’ agree to within 1 patm, while profdes “A” and “G” are
characterized by a negative offset of about 8 patm and 5 patm, respectively. The scatter is
smallest in profile “D’ (averaging interval 5 rein; large time constant, as shown) and
highest in profile “A” (averaging interval 3 rein; short time constant). The comparatively
small scatter in profde “B” with 1-rnin averaging intervals shows that much of the scatter
in profile “A” (also seen in the atmospheric XC02 data of “A”) is not real and may thus
indicate again the existence of a technical problem.
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In contrast, Fig. 22 shows the much more variable situation of a 3.5-hour period of
measurements during June 12. The total range ofjC02 values covered during this period
is about 35 patm with gradients of up to 3 patmhnin. Again, the agreement is good in
profiles “B~’ “D;’ and “E.” Proffles “F’ and “G” show positive offsets, while profile “A”
has a negative offset of a few ~atm.

Individual time constants involved in the equilibration process going on in every
system can be estimated rather precisely with step experiments carried out under well-
defmed conditions in a shore-based laboratory (Copin-Montegut 1988; Kortzinger et al.
1996b). This is definitely not the case in the present intercomparison exercise. We
therefore do not try make any estimates of individual time constants. Nevertheless, in
addition to the examination of offsets we do try to gain insight into the apparent time
constants (i.e., we want to see whether there is any indication of differences in kinetic
aspects of the equilibration processes). Because most time constants are on the order of a
few minutes, this analysis is only feasible where~Oz was measured at rather short

intervals of <5 min (only profdes “A~’ “B~’” C:’ and “D’), but even in these cases this is
not a sound approach.

We have marked approximate relative minima and maxima observed in the
enlarged periods shown in Figs. 22 and 23. The pattern of vertical lines observed in these
groups is highly consisten~ Extrema always occur f~st and simultaneously in profiles
“A” and “B;’ while profiles “C” and “D’ lag behind by 5 to 8 tin and 2 to 5 tin,
respectively. The range is mainly a consequence of the different averaging intervals.
These time lags cannot be attributed to a temporal mismatch of the profiles (see
Sect. 3.4.4). They are, however, clearly related to differences in the general design of
these systems. Systems “A” and “B” are similar with respect to volumes and flow rates of
water and air. For example, the total air volume of the equilibrator is exchanged every
2.5 min and 0.5 rein, respectively, hence the similar equilibration times. In system “C”
the large volume of air in the equilibrator is only exchanged every 20 tin, which explains
the more sluggish response seen in Fig. 23. System “D is of the thin film type (i.e.,
unlike in the other system no turbulent mixing occurs in the equilibrator). It is known that
this equilibration concept is characterized by somewhat larger time constants.

We would like to point out that different time constants are no quality criterion
per se but rather must be seen in the context of the application. A detailed process study
would certainly require high spatial and temporal resolution and hence anjC02 system
with rather small time constants to resolve small-scale features. This is not equally the
case in a basin-wide assessment of the~02 in surface seawater, where the large-scale
averaging would eliminate the effect of different time constants. The main point here is
simply to show that these different characteristics are clearly reflected in thefi02 data
set.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

We have provided a common infrastructure to all participating groups in this
exercise. We also have carried out several checks to exclude possible sources of error.
Furthermore all raw data were run through the same calculation procedure. All these
measures were taken in order to reduce as much as possible controllable sources of error.
In this respect “theexercise was technically a full success, and as summarized in the
following discussion we also think that the exercise was a success scientifically.

We have demonstrated that the results of three out of seven underway systems
agree to within about H patm throughout the cruise. This is not only the case for
underway seawaterjC02 measurements but also for measurements of atmospheric XC02.
Interestingly, these three systems represent differences in such aspects as the design
principle of the equilibrator, the volumes and flow rates of water and air involved, and the
choice of wet or dry NDIR measurements. Thus this perfect agreement shows that-at
least for NDIR instruments-the variety of designs used in the scientific communi~ does
not necessarily give rise to comparability problems or, to put it the other way round,
systems of different design can produce reliable and consistent results.

We have also demonstrated that significant offsets of up to 10 patm can be found in
underwayjC02 measurements under typical and identical fieldwork conditions.
Although in at least one case this maybe a consequence of a technical failure, it is an
indication of significant systematic differences in other cases. We certainly cannot claim
that the observed differences are representative for these~02 systems in general. They
may also be typical only for the specific conditions of this particular cruise. There is,
however, no indication that this cruise provided in any way untypical circumstances that
could be made responsible for some of the observed deviations.

Finally we were able to demonstrate that discretejC02 measurements agree with
the results of the three most consistent underwayjCOz systems. Therefore, measurements
with these quite different approaches can be made with sufficient consistency, and the
horizontal and verticdfi02 profiles generated from these different techniques can be
expected to match in surface waters.

In conclusion, therefore, three main messages can be derived from this exercise:

. Underway measurements of the COZ figacity in surface seawater apd overlying air
can be done to a high degree of agreement (M patm) with a variety of possible
equilibrator and system designs. “

● Even well-designed systems, which are operated without any obvious sign of
malfunction, can show significant differences of up to 10 patm.

● The discretejC02 measurements are in good agreement with the three most consistent
underwayf102 data sets, at least to within its nominal accuracy of 1%.

These results pose the important question of howjC02 data sets acquired from
different groups can be combined into a common database in light of possible



incompatibilities of up to 10 patm. Although the results of this exercise do not solve this
problem, they.underline the importance of this aspect which must be taken into account in
the construction of a consistent globaljC02 database. Contributing to this dilemma is the
fact that, in contrast to this exercise, other sources of error (temperature and pressure
measurements, calibration gases etc.) further contribute to this uncertainty in field data.

In addition to this more general outcome, some of the results in more concrete
terms follow. These may also serve as recommendations for futurefi02 work in the
ocean.

The exercise shows no “best choice” for the type of the equilibrator (i.e.,
“showerhead~’ “bubbler~’ or “thin film”) nor specifics on its dimensions and flow
rates of seawater and air in regard to the achievable accuracy of the~02 system.

In contrast, the equilibrator type and its flow rates of seawater and air are important
aspects with respect to the time constant of the equilibration process.

Wet measurements can be done on the basis of the LI-6262 C02/H20 gas analyzer
(LI-COR Inc., U.S.A.) without necessary loss of accuracy when compared with
traditional dry measurements.

The factory calibration of the LI-COR LI-6262 C02/H20 gas analyzer, which only
requires the user to adjust “zero” and “span” of the instrument, seems to result in a
loss of accuracy, which can easily be avoided by establishing an individual calibration
curve on the basis of measurements of standard gases.

The importance of rather accurate measurements of in situ and equilibrator
temperature does not seem to be addressed adequately in the community. The
observed differences between temperature measurements are clearly above a tolerable
level and contribute-if representative and usually left unaccounted for—
inconsistencies of several patm (up to about 7 patm in the present exercise).

Calibration gases are an important issue. Even with the provided suite of consistent
calibration gases, the NDIR analyzers could only be calibrated to an accuracy of 0.5 to
1.0 ppmv. We feel that this is about the tolerable limit. So any further error
contribution from the calibrated standard concentrations worsens the situation. Use of
calibration gases that are traceable to the same primary standards, such as the WMO
primary standards maintained at S10, would be desirable.
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6. DATA CHECKS AND PROCESSING
PERFORMED BY CDIAC

An important part of the numeric data package (NDP) process at the Carbon
Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC) involves the quality assurance (QA) of
data before distribution. Data received at CDIAC are rarely in a condition that would
permit immediate distribution, regardless of the source. To guarantee data of the highest
possible quality, CDIAC conducts extensive QA reviews that involve examining the data
for completeness, reasonableness, and accuracy. Although they have common objectives,
these reviews are tailored to each data set and often require extensive programming
efforts. Jn short, the QA process is a critical component in the vzilue-added concept of
supplying accurate, usable data for researchers.

The following information summarizes the data-processing and QA checks
performed by CDIAC on the underway data obtained during the R/V Meteor Cruise 36/1
in the North Atlantic Ocean.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

All data files were provided to CDIAC as 10 comma-separated fdes (9 for surface
seawater underway measurements ofjC02 and 1 for all marine air XCOZ
measurements) by Dr. Ame Kortzinger of IfMK. A FORTRAN 77 retrieval program
was written and used to reformat the original files into uniform ASCII-formatted
“water” and “air” data files.

All underway “water” data are presented as 9 daily data files. These fdes can be
merged into a single data file by request.

All data were plotted to check for obvious outliers.

Dates and times were checked for bogus values (e.g., values of MONTH e~r >6,
DAY <8 or >16, YEAR < or >1996, TIME <0000 or >2400.

The cruise track was plotted using the coordinates presented in data fdes and
compared with the maps and cruise information supplied by A. Kortzinger.
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7. HOW TO OBTAIN THE DATA AND DOCUMENTATION

This NDP-067 database is available free of charge from CDIAC and maybe
obtained in a variety of ways. The data are available fi-om CDIAC’S anonymous fde
transfer protocol (FTP) area via the Internet. Please note: your computer needs to have
FTP software Ioaded on it (this is built into most newer operating systems). Use the
following commands to obtain the database.

>ftp cdiac.esd.ornl.gov or >ftp 128.219.24.36
Login: “anonymous” or “ftp”
Password: your e-mail name@your intemet address
I@> cd pub/ndp067/
ftp> dir
ftp> mget (files)
ftp> quit

The complete documentation and data may also be obtained from the CDIAC
oceanographic Web page (http://cdiac.esd.ornLgov/oceans/doc.htrnl).

You may also order through CDIAC’S online ordering system
(http://cdiac.esd.oml.gov/pns/ how_order.html) or by contacting CDJAC directly to request
the data on your choice of media.

For additional information, contact CDIAC.

Address: Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. BOX 2008

“ OalS Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6335

U.S.A.

Telephone: (423) 574-3645 (voice)
(423) 574-2232 (fax)

Electronic mail: cdiac@oml.gov

Internet: http://cdiac.esd. oml.gov/
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CONTENT AND FORMAT OF DATA FILES





9. FILE DESCRIPTIONS

This section describes the content and format of each of the 13 files that makeup
this NDP (see Table 4). Because CDIAC distributes the data set in several ways (e.g., via
anonymous FTP and on floppy diskette), each of the 13 files is referenced by both a fde
number and an ASCII file name, which is given in lowercase, bold-faced type (e.g.,
ndp067.dot). The remainder of this section describes (or lists, where appropriate) the
contents of each file.

Table 4. Conten~ size. and format of data files

File number,name, and description Logical records
File size in

bytes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

ndp067.tx&
A detailed description of the cruise network, the two FORTRAN 77
data-retrieval routines, and the ten oceanographic data files
fco2waLfor:
A FORT.MN 77 data-retrieval routine to read and print all *w.txt
files (Files 4-12)
xco2air.for:
A FORTRAN 77 data-retrieval routine to read and print xco2air.txt
(I%le13)
080696w.txt
Underway measurements of surface seawaterjt202 and hydrographic
parameters during 8 June 1996
090696w.m
Underway measurements of surface seawaterjC02 and hydrographic
parameters during 9 June 1996
100696w.txti
Underway measurements of surface seawaterjC02 and hydrographic
parameters during 10 June 1996
110696w.w
Underway measurements of surface seawaterjC02 and hydrographic
parameters during 11 June 1996
120696w.txt
Underway measurements of surface seawaterjC02 and hydrographic
parameters during 12 June 1996
130696w.w
Underway measurements of surface seawaterfi02 and hydrographic
parameters during 13 June 1996
140696w.txt
Underway measurements of surface seawaterjC02 and hydrographic
parameters during 14 June 1996
150696w.ti.
Underway measurements of surface seawater~02 and hydrographic
parameters during 15 June 1996
160696w.t@
Underway measurements of surface seawater~02 and hydrographic
parameters during 16 June 1996
xco2air.ti
Underway measurements of air XCOZduring the entire expedition

Total

3,059
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42

1,444

1,442

1,442

1,442

1,442

1,442

1,443

1,443

1,444

1,744

122,515

2,005

1,264

218,336

218,032

218,032

218,183

218,032

218,032

2

2

8,184

8,184

218,336

104,604

17,883 2,193,739
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9.1 ndp067.txt (FILE 1)

This file contains a detailed description of the data set, the two FORTRAN 77 data-
retrieval routines, and the ten oceanographic data files. It exists primarily for the benefit of
individuals who acquire this database as machine-readable data fdes from CDIAC.

9.2 fco2wat.for (FILE 2)

This fde contains a FORTRAN 77 data-retrieval routine to read and print all *w.txt files.
The following is a listing of this program. For additional information regarding variable
definitions, vtiable lengths, variable types, units, and codes, please see the description for *w.txt
files in Sect. 9.4.

c**** ***** ***** ***** *********************************************

c* FORTRAN 77 data retrieval routine to read and print the files
c* named “’w. txtn (Files 4-12)
c**** ***** ***** ***** *********************************************

c* Defines variables*

CHARACTER date* 10, time* 8
INTEGER course
REAL latdcm, londcm, “speed, temp, salt, press, f co2a, f co2b
REAL fco2c, fco2d, fco2e, fco2f, fco2g, fco2h
OPEN (unit=l, file=’ input. txt’ )
OPEN (unit=2, file= coutput. txt’ )
write (2, 5)

c*Writes out column labels*

5 format (5X, ‘DATE’ ,9X, ‘TIME’ ,5X, ‘LATITUDE’ ,3X, ‘LONGITUDES,
1 3X, ‘ SPEED’ , 1X, ‘COURSE ‘ ,4X, ‘TEMP ‘ ,2X, ‘SALNTY’ ,4X,
2 3PRESS1,4X,8(1fC02 ‘,4X), /,5Xr’GMT’ ,10X, ‘GMT’,8x,
3 ‘DEG N’,6X,’DEG E’ ,7X, ‘KN’ ,3X, ‘DEG’,5X,’DEG C’,
4 2x, ’PsS-78’,5X, ‘hPA’,5X,8(’patm’,4X),/,
5 2X, ’DD.NM.~’,4X, ’HH:MM:SS’ ,66X, ’LAB A’,3X,
6 ‘LAB B’,3X,’IAB C’r3X,’LAB D’,3X,’LAB E’,3X,
7 ‘LAB F’,3X,’LAB G’,3X,’LAB H’)

c*Sets up a loop to read and format all the data in the file*

read (1, 6)
6 format (////////////)
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7

1

2

10
1
2

1
2

20
1
2

999

CONTINUE
read (1, 10, end=999) date, time, latdcm, londcml speed,
course, temp, salt, press~ fco2a, fco2b, fco2c, fco2d,
fco2e, fco2f, fco2g, fco2h

format (2X, AlO, 4X, A8, 4X, F7.4, 4X, F8.4, 4X, F4.1,
2x, 13, 5X, F5.2, 3X, F5.2, 3X, F6.1, 1X, F7.2~ 1X1 F7.2r .
1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2)

write (2J 20) date~ ti.me~ latdcm, londcm~ speed~
course, tamp, salt, press~ fco2a, fco2b, fco2c, fco2d,
fco2e, fco2f, fco2g, fco2h

format (2X, A1O, 4X, A8, 4X, F7.4, 4X, F8.4, 4X, F4.1,
2X, 13, 5X, F5.2, 3X, F5.2, 3X, F6.1, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2,
1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2)

GOTO 7
close(unit=l)
close(unit=2 )
stop
end

9.3 xco2air.for (FILE 3)

Thisfilecontainsa FORTRAN 77data-retrieval routinetoreadand printxco2air.txtfile.
Thefollowingisa listing ofthisprogram. Foradditionalinformation regardingvariable
definitions, variable Iengths, variable types, units, andcodes, please seethe description for
xco2air.txtfilein Sect. 9.5.

c****************************************************************

c* FORTRAN 77 data retrieval routine to read and print the files
c* named “xco2air.txt” (File 13)
c****************************************************************

c*Defines variables*

CHARACTER date*lO, time*8, lab*l
= latdcm, londcm, XC02
OPEN (unit=l, file=’xco2air.txt’)
OPm (unit=2, fi.le=’xco2air.dati’)
write (2, 5)

c*Writes out column labels*

5 format (5x, lDATE’,9X, ‘TINE’,4X, ‘LATITUDE’,2X, ‘LONGITUDE’r

1 2x, ’xco2_AIR’ ,lX,’LKB’ ,/,5X,’GMT’,10X,]GMT’ ,7X,
3 JDEG NJ,6X,1DEG E1,5X,1PPMV’,4X, ‘NO’,/,

5 2x, ’DD.NM.YYYY’,4X, ’HH:MM:SS’ ) “
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c*Sets

6

7

10
1

20
1

999

up a loop to read and format all the data in the file*

read (1, 6)
format (////////////)

CONTINUE
read (1, 10, end=999) date, time, latdcm, londcm, XC02, lab

format (2X, A1O, 4X, A8, 4X, F6.3, 4X, F7.3, 4X, F6.2,
3X, Al)

write (2, 20) date, time, latdcm, londcm, XC02, lab

format (2X, A1O, 4X, A8, 4X, F6.3, 4X, F7.3, 4X, F6.2,
3X, Al)

GOTO 7
close(unit=l)
close(unit=2)
stop
end

9.4 *w.txt (FILES 4-12)

These9datafiles containtheunderway measurementsofsurface seawater~02and
hydrographicparameters madebyparticipants inthesystemsintercomparison exerciseduringthe
R/V Meteor Cruise 36/1 in the North Atlantic Ocean. All files have the same ASCII format and
can be read by using the following FORTRAN 77 code [contained in fco2wat.for (File 2)]:

CHARACTER date* 10, tixne*8
INTEGER course
= latdcm, londcau, speed, temp, salt, press, f co2a, f co2b
REAL. f co2c, f co2d, f co2e, f co2f, f co2g, f co2h

read (1, 10, end=999 ) date, time, latdcmr londcm, speed,
1 course, temp, salt, press, fco2a, fco2b, fco2c, fco2d,
2 fco2e, fco2f, fco2g, fco2h

10 format (2X, A1O, 4X, A8, 4X, F7.4, 4X, F8.4, 4X, F4.1,
1 2X, 13, 5X, F5.2, 3X, F5.2, 3X, F6.1, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2,
2 lx, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2, 1X, F7.2)
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Stated in tabular form, the contents include the following:

,.

Variable Variable Variable Starting Ending

type width column column

date

time

latdcm

londcm

speed

course

temp

salt

press

fco2a

fco2b
fcozc
fco2d

fco2e

f Cozf
fcozg

fco2h

Character

Character

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric
Numeric

Numeric

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

10

8

7

8

4

3

5

5

6

7

7

7
7
7

7
7

7

3

17

29

40
52
58
66
74
82
89
97
105
113
121
129
137
145

12

24

35

47

55

60

70

78

87

95

103

111
119
127

135
143

151

The variables are defined as follows:

date is the sampling date (day/montWyear);

time is the sampling time [Greenwich mean time (GMT)]; I

latdcm is the latitude of the sampling location (decimal degrees; negative values indicate
the Southern Hemisphere);

londcm k the longitude of the sampling location (decimal degrees; negative values indicate

the Western Hemisphere); ,

$

speed is the speed of the ship during the measurements (l@;

course is the course of the ship during the measurements (degrees);
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t emp

salt

press

fco2a

fco2b

fco2c

fco2d

fco2e

fco2f

fco2g

fco2h

is the sea-surface temperature ~C);

is the sea-surface salinity [on the Practical Salinity Scale (PSS)];

is the atmospheric pressure (hPA);

is the underway fugacity of C02 in surface seawater (patm) measured by

laboratory A;

is the underway figacity of C02 in surface seawater (patm) measured by

laboratory B;

is the underway fugacity of C02 in surface seawater (patm) measured by
laboratory C;

is the underway fugacity of C02 in surface seawater (patm) measured by

laboratory D;

is the underway fugacity of C02 in surface seawater (patm) measured by

laboratory E;

is the underway fugacity of C02 in surface seawater (patm) measured by
laboratory ~

is the underway fhgacity of C02 in surface seawater (patm) measured by

laboratory G;

is the discrete fugacity of C02 in surface seawater (patm) measured by
laboratory H.

9.5 xco2air.txt (FILE 13)

This data file contains the underway measurements of atmospheric XC02 made
during R./V Meteor Cruise 36/1 in the North Atlantic Ocean. The data are presented in
ASCII format and can be read by using the following FORTRAN 77 code [contained in
xco2air.for (File 3)] in Sect. 9.3:

CHARACl?ERdate*lO, tirne*8, lab*l
= latdcm, longdcm, XC02

read (1, 10, end=999 ) date, tixue, latdcm, londcm, XC02, lab

10 format (2X, A1O, 4X, A8, 4X, F6.3, 4X, F7.3, 4X, F6.2,
1 3X, Al)
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Stated in tabular form, the contents include the following:

Variable Variable Variable starting Ending

type width column column

date Character 10 3“ 12

time Character 8 17 24

latdcm Numeric 6 29 34

londcm Numeric 7 39 45

XC02 Numeric ‘ 6 50 55

lab Character 1 59 59

The variables are defined as follows:

‘
date is the sampling date (day/month/year);

time is the sampling time (GMT);

latdcm is the latitude of the sampling location (decimal degrees; negative values

indicate the Southern Hemisphere);

londcm is the longitude of the sampling location (decimal degrees; negative
values indicate the Western Hemisphere);

1

XC02 is the mole fraction of atmospheric COZ (ppmv) measured in dry *,

lab is the laboratory identifier.

(
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APPENDIX A CALCULATIONS

A.1 CALCULATION OF THE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE

The water vapor pressure of seawater is generally calculated from seawater
temperature and salinity. We used the method given by Weiss and Price (1980) in which
the authors provide an equation to assess the saturation water vapor pressure of seawater

1,

over the temperature range 273 to313 K and the salinity range Oto 40:

inPsw = 24.4543 – 67.4509 “
[:)-40848’”ln[~)-00005a”s>

where p,w is the water vapor pressure (in atm), T is the temperature (in K), and S is the
salinity on the Practical Salinity Scale.

A92 CALCULATION OF ICOZ FOR MOIST AIR CONDITIONS

I

The frost step in the calculation procedure for findjC02 values, either for the
atmosphere or for surface seawater, is the calculation of the~02 for moist air from the
measured mole fraction (xC02) in dry air. Weiss and Price (1980) give the theoretical
basis for this calculation based on equations given by Guggenheim (1967) for calculating
fugacities in binary mixtures:

~l=xl. P.exp

[

(.,1+2(X2)2 .5*2).P

R-T 1>
where xl is the mole fraction of pure gas 1,X2 is the mole fraction of pure gas 2, P is the

total pressure, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and &2 is defined by

B,2 =;(% +%2)+5,2 >

where B11 is the virial coefficient for interaction between pure gas 1 molecules, 1322is the
virial coefficient for interaction between pure gas 2 molecules, and B12 is the virial
coefficient for interaction between molecules of gas 1 and 2. For calculating~02, gas 1
is here considered as the analyte gas (C02) and gas 2 as dry air. The mole fraction X2of
dry air in this mixture is approximately equal to 1 for the analyte concentrations
considered here. To calculate thejC02 for moist air conditions at the equilibrator
temperature (jCOz of seawater) or the air-sea interface (jCOz of air), the mole fraction of

C02 in dry air xl must be corrected to the mole fraction of C02 in moist air xi. If the
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gas-water interface can be regarded as being saturated with water vapor at the water
temperature, the following equation holds:

‘[) Psw
X1 =x*” l–—

Pam

In this equation p,W is the saturated water vapor pressure of seawater at the given
temperature and Pam is the total barometric pressure. Because of the thermal skin effect,
the temperature at the interface is usually not the same as the mixed-layer bulk
temperature (Schluessel et al. 1990). This effect, which typically accounts for an interface
temperature of a few tenths of a degree below the bulk temperature, has significant
implications for the effective~02 difference at the air-sea interface (Robertson and
Watson 1992). As the exact skin temperature is rarely known, the bulk temperature is
used instead. The~02 for moist air conditions can therefore be calculated according to

f = Xl -(pan –psw )“exp
[

Pam “(~+@ 1R-T “

The virial coefficient B (in cm3/mol) of C02 can be calculated for the temperature
range 265 to 320 K using a power series given by Weiss (1974):

B =–1636.75+12.0408 ”T–3.27957”10-2 -T2 +3.16528 ”10-5 -T3 .

Weiss (1974) gives the following equation for the cross virial coefilcient 5 of COZ
in air as a function of temperature (273 < T <313 K):

6=57.7 –0.118.T

A.3 CORRECTION OF ~Oz TO IN SITU TEMPERATURE

To account for the slight warming of the seawater between the seawater intake and
the equilibrator, the measuredjC02 values have to be corrected back to in situ
temperature. Different equations (for pC02 andfi02) have been published in the
literature (e.g., Gordon and Jones 1973; Weiss et al. 1982; Copin-Montegut 1988, 1989;
Goyet et al. 1993; Takahashi et al. 1993). As the temperature changes are of the order of a
few tenths of a degree only, the choice among these equations is not critical. We have
used the following equation given by Weiss et al. (1982), which describes the temperature
dependence of the volubility of C02 and the carbonic acid equilibria

‘ln~cOz =0.03107 –2.785. 104 .t–l.839. 10-3 .ln~C~2 ,
, at
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where t is the seawater temperature (in ‘C). The equation gives the change in the
logarithm of the figacity of C02 in moist air for an incremental increase of the
temperature between in situ and measurement temperature.

‘(

1’
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Comparison of the August-September 1991 and 1979

surface partial pressure of C02 distribution in the Equatorial

Pacific Ocean near 150”W
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(ReceivedApril 16. 1993;revisionaccepted October4, 1993)

Abstract

The partial pressure of C02 (PC02)in the surface seawater and marine air from 17”Sto22”Nnear 151°W(WOCE legP-
16cj during the period from August 31 to September 29, 1991,were measured continually. The surtlace semwter PCOZ
showed large latitudinal variation with a maximum of425 patm near the equator. These results arc compared with pC02
measurements in 1979, in the same area and same months. The short-scale (temporal and spatial) variations in surfa:e
seawater pC02 (+6.1 @m) do not allow us to unequivocally quantify the variation in ApC02 (pCO~ - pCO~)
between the years 1979 and 1991 due to oceanic uptake of fossit’fuel C02. However, the data suggest that this ocean
area might be a stronger source of C02 for the atmosphere than may be expected from results of ocean models.

1. Introduction.

The global ocean regulates the Earth’s climate
by continuously exchanging heat and greenhouse
gases with the atmosphere. These exchange
processes are poorly known. In the surface
ocean, pC02 is controlled by the complex inter-
actions of biological activities, the ocean chem-
ical C02 buffer capacity, and the ocean
circulation dynamics. The relative importance
of these processes is only broadly known over
the world ocean and varies with time and
space. Currently, two of the principal ocean
observing programs (the Joint Global Ocean
Flux Study [JGOFS], and the World Ocean
Circulation Experiment ~OCE]), are cooperat-
ing to address these’ questions and to study the
oceanic carbon cycle and its interactions with the
atmosphere at the world ocean scale. It is in this
context that we participated in WOCE cruise
P-16c in the Equatorial Pacific Ocean aboard

SSD( 0304-4203(93)EO064-6

B-5

R/V Thomas Washington, to cmy out a JGOFS
C02 program to create a global oceanic C02
data set.

The surface seawaters of the Central Equa-
torial Pacific Ocean are composed of the return
flow of the North-Equatorial counter current
and pf the South-Equatorial current. They are
th~ “siteof high seawater pC02 and high “new”
production driven by upwelled nutrients (Chavez
and Barber, 1987). Thus, this ocean area is
potentially a major region of carbon cycling
between the subsurface and deep” waters and
with the atmosphere.

The numerous different estimates of the
amount of C02 gas transferred between the
ocean and atmosphere (Keeling, 1968; Miyake
et al., 1974, Keeling and Revelle, 1985; Broecker
et al., 1986; Feely et al., 1987; Fushimi, 1987;
Inoue and Sugimura, 1988, 1992; Bacastow and
Maier-Reimer, 1990; Murphy et al., 1991;
Lefevre and Dandonneau, 1992; Wong et al.,
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1993), emphasize both the high variability of the
flux of COZ gas across the air–sea interface and
the need to acquire a better understanding of
~C02 dynamics in this area of research. Thus,
one of the great scientific challenges today is to
better quantify the seasonal and interannual
variations of the COZ gas exchange across the
air–sea interface.

Quantification of the net COZ flux across the
ocean-atmosphere interface can, in principle, be
accessed by direct measurements in the atmo-
sphere (Jones and Smith, 1977; Jones, 1980). In
,practice however, this is extremely difficult
(Broecker et al., 1986) because of the slow
exchange rate. Calculation of the net flux from
air–sea C02 partial pressure differences is the
universally preferred scheme (Keeling, 1968;
Broecker et al., 1978; Liss, 1983a,b). Yet, the
uncertainty associated with such calculations
often exceeds 50°A (Goyet and Brewer, 1993)
due to uncertainties in the transfer coefficient
(Watson et al., 1991), and in the temperature of
the skin layer (Robertson and Watson, 1992).

The validity of the results of such a calculation
is further limited to a short time period’ since
both the ApC02 [difference between surface sea-
water .pC02 (pCO~) and atmospheric pC02
@CO~r)] and the wind speed used to estimate
the transfer velocity are those measured
instantaneously at a definite time of year and
are usually not representative of an annual
mean. Another uncertain y in the estimation of
seasonal and interannual C02 flux is due to the
uncertainty in the poorly documented spatial
and temporal variations of pCO~. This is
especially true in the Equatorial Pacific Ocean
where El Nxno-Southem Oscillation (ENSO)
events (an anomalous quasi-oscillatory warm-
ing of the tropical Pacific Ocean) occur
relatively frequently.

These ENSO events, which appear to be
chaotic-like in nature (Gleick, 1987), change
the “normal” state of the Equatorial Pacific
Ocean over very large areas (Meyers, 1982;
Enfield, 1989). Consequently, in addition to
the earlier investigations that describe pCO~=
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variations in this area (Keeling, 1968; Miyake
et al., 1974; Keeling and Revelle, 1985; Broecker
et al., 1986; Feely et al., 1987; Fushimi, 198~
Inoue and Sugimura, 1988, 1992 Bacastow and
Maier-Reimer, 1990; Murphy et al., 1991;
Lefevre and Dandonneau, 1992; Wong et al.,
1993), repeated seasonal and interannual measure-
ments ofpC02 in the Pacific Equatorial region are
needed to better quantify the net long-term C02
flux across the ocean–atmosphere interface.

In this paper, we present the results of under-
way pC02 measurements made in 1991 in the
Central Equatorial Pacific Ocean and quantify
the temporal and spatial variations of pC02 in
this area. Our data are then compared with the
1979 data of Weiss et al. (1992).

2. Sampling and analysis

The R/V Thomas Washingtonon WOCE P16c
departed from Papeete, Tahiti on August 31,
1991, and arrived in Honolulu, Hawaii on
October 1, 1991, with cruise track in Fig. 1.
The mole fraction of C02 (xC02) in the sea-
water equilibrated air and in the atmosphere
were continuously measured along this cruise
track using an automated underway C02
monitoring system with an infra-red detector.

The automated underway COZ monitoring
system consists of a “shower-head” type
equilibrator (Broecker and Takahashi, 1966
Keeling, 1968; Takahashi et al., 1970) and a
non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR) C02 and HZO
analyzer (L1-COR 6262) with solid state
detector. A system of automated valves (Fig. 2)
controls the frequent and regular switching of
gas flows to the NDIR analyzer between sea-
water equilibrated air (SEA), seasurface air
sampled at the ship bow (AIR), and two gas
standards (high and low C02 concentration,

513.5 and 320.0 pmol/mol, respectively). The
small size (approximately 40 cm high) equili-
brator (modified from a design used by Weiss)
consists of two concentric cylindrical stages con-
structed of plexiglass, with a drain in the center.
The seawater “showers” through the top of
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Fig. 1. Cruise track for WOCE P-16c (R/V Thomas
Washington), between Tahiti and Hawaii, 31 August
1991-1 October 1991.

the equilibrator at a rate of about 4 l/rein, and
the first stage of the equilibrator is vented to the
clean marine atmosphere to maintain ambient
pressure. The gas phase is continuously
re-circulated, at a rate of 200 ml/min, by an air
pump, through a closed loop passing through the
infra-red analyzer where the measurement is
made. The seawater temperature in the equili-
brator, as well as both atmospheric pressure
and the gas pressure in the closed loop are
monitored. The pressure traducers (SETRA

model 270, range 600-1100 mbar) used for the
pressure measurements were calibrated and
certified per the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) traceable primary
standard with an accuracy of A0.05°A of full
scale. The temperature sensor used to measure
the seawater temperature in the equilibrator was
calibrated (against a platinum resistance thertno-
meter) in our laboratory before the cruise.

The COz/HzO differential, NDIR analyzer is
of small size, precise, and insensitive to
vibrations and lateral accelerations. The sample
cells are gold-plated to enhance infra-red (IR)

reflectivity and resist tarnishing over time. One
set of cells is used for both H20 and C02
measurements by using a dichroic beam splitter
to provide radiation to two separate detectors. A
150 nm bandpass optical filter is used to select
the 4.26 pm absorption band for C02 detection,
and the H20 detector is filtered for the 2.59 pm
absorption band. Both filters provide excellent
rejection of IR radiation outside the desired
band, allowing the analyzer to reject the
response of other IR absorbing gases. The filters
are mounted directly on the detectors for thermal
stability. The lead selenide solid state detectors
are cooled and regulated at - 12°C by thermoe-
lectric coolers, and electronic circuits con-
tinuously monitor and maintain a constant
detector sensitivity. The detector housing is
maintained free of water vapor and C02 by
internally mounted dessicant and absorbants.
In order to maximize the signal sensitivity, the
infra-red radiation from the source is focused
through the gas cell and onto the detector by
lenses at each end of the optical bench. The
typical C02 noise level is 0.2 pmol/mol peak-
to-peak (at 350 pmol/mol) when using one
second signal averaging. The LLCor C02/H20
analyzer uses an internal algorithm to correct the
measurements to a dry gas scale and to a pres-
sure of one atmosphere. Thus, this automated
system allows us to dkectly monitor XCOZ
(mole fraction of COQgas corrected to dry air
and to the pressure of 1 atm) in the gas phase
without having to pretreat it (no drying nor gas
separation are required). This not only simplifies
the measurement procedure, but also minimizes
the potential errors in the measurements.

This system is regularly calibrated every 2 h,
using C02 standard gases (320.0 and 513.5 pmol/
mol) that we calibrated using a primary standard
gas (352.2 pmol/mol) purchased from the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). The 2 h calibration measurement indi-
cated that the infra-red analyzer was remarkably
stable to *0.2 pmol/mol; a 6 h calibration
interval would have been sufficient.

The computer recorded one XC02 datum per
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Fig. 2.
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Schematic diagmm of infra-red anaiWer based system for the determination of pC02 in seawater.

minute consisting of an average of 10 readings
taken every 6s. A typical duty cycle consisted of
a 5-rein cell flush, followed by five 1-rein
averages. Next, this cycle is repeated for the
measurement -of air (the air intake was located
at the bow of the ship). The air intake system
consisted of an inverted polyethylene funnel
mounted on the jack-staff at the bow of the ship
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and 3/811id. Dekoron (R, type 1300, Furon Co
Inc., Aurora, OH) line. Sea surface air was
pumped from the bow of the ship with an Air-
Cadet@ (Cole-Parmer, Chicago, IL) pump at
several liters per minute. After the pump line was
split, part of the air supply went to our instrument.
A portion of the air we received (> 500 ml/min)
was used to flush a “ballast” chamber which was
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vented to the ambient atmosphere. This ballast
chamber was then used to maintain ambient pres-
sure in the equilibrator head-space. When analyz-
ing sea air, a flowrate of 200 ml/min was
maintained through the NDIR. Every 2 h the
alternation of the two sample gases is interrupted
with the measurement of the two reference gases
according to the same 10min cycle.The variations
of pC02 on the time scale of 1 min or less are of
little interest. We report here data averaged over
the final 4 min of the duty-cycle.

We computed pC02 from the measured XC02
using the relationships (UNESCO,1987):

pcoz = xCOZ x pressure

x [1 - (vapour/pressure)]

with
vapour = 0.981 x exp(27.029 - 0.098T

– 6163/T)

(a] Equatorial Pacific Ocean
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where “pressure” represents the ambient
atmospheric pressure, “vapour” represents the
saturation water vapour pressure at the air-sea

interface, and T is the surface temperature in the
equilibrator.

Since the obsertied temperature of the water in
the equilibrator was generally 0.2 + 0.1‘C
warmer than the in-situ temperature at the water
intake, we made a small temperature correction
using the relationships given by Copin-Montegut
(1988). The accuracy associated with the present
pC02 data set is estimated to be close to 2 patm.

3. Results

Fig. 3 shows the in-situ pC02 distributions
@CO~ and pCO~, corrected to 10O”/Ohum-
idity, in-situ temperature and barometric
pressure) along the N–S transects at 150°W in

(b) Equatorial Pacific Ocean
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“ Hg. 3. In-situpC02 distribution in surface seawater and in the skin layer along transects between Tahiti and Hawaii near 1So”w
in the Equatorialpa~ficOcean.(a)199I dam.(b) 1979data from Weisset al. (1992).The dashedlinesare smooth fits to the ,
data.
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the Central Pacific Ocean. Along 151°W,

between 2“N and 7°S, the surface seawater
pCOz was above 390 patm with a maximum
close to 425 p.atm near the Equator.

The highspatial resolution of these PCOZ
measurements, as illustrated in Fig. 3, reveals
details of the large natural variability of pCOz
in surface seawater. One can obtain an estimate
of this variability by examining the difference
between the actual data and a smooth fit (see
below). Very sharp gradients of pCO~ (larger
than 30 patm), are observed at the front
between different water masses associated with
the equatorial upwelling band (within less than
1/2 degree latitude). Within a water mass pCO~U
variations ranging from 5 to 10 patm are fre-
quently observed on a very short temporal
(<day) and geographical (<1/2 degree latitude)
scales. However, the nature of the cruise (survey
with a short station every 30’ latitude) does not
allow us to separate the temporal (day/night)
variations from the geographical variations.
Both are intertwined. The major direct impli-
cation of these short-scale pC02 variations is
that over large ocean areas where ApC02 is
smaller than 20 patm, the natural C02 flux
between a single water mass and the atmosphere
can vary by more than 25°/0 due to the natural
variations in pCO~ alone.

4. Comparison with earlierdata set

Current predictions of the evolution of the
C02 fluxes across the air-sea interface
(Pearman et al., 1983; Volk and Bacastow,
1989) suggest that the difference beween pCO~~J
and pCO~r should decrease everywhere—
although not uniformally-over the surface
ocean. This prediction is based on the fact that
pCO~r is increasing much faster than pCO~
(due to the relatively large increase of anthro-
pogenic C02 in the atmosphere). One of the
approaches used to achieve the quantification
of the increase is, when possible, a direct com-
parison of ApC02 data sets measured on close
transects with a time interval of several years
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(preferably beyond a decade to be able to detect
small changes).

In the Equatorial Pacific ocean, earlier pub-
lished data sets (Keeling, 1968; Miyake et al.,
1974; Keeling and Revelle, 1985; Broecker
et al., 1986; Feely et al., 1987; Fushimi, 1987;
Inoue and Sugimura, 1988, 1992; Bacastow and
Maier-Reimer, 1990; Murphy et al., 1991;
Lefevre and Dandonneau, 1992; Wong et al.,
1993) showed the large spatial and temporal
variability of seasurface pC02 with higher
pC02 values in summertime than in wintertime,
and higher values in the eastern area than in the
western part. Thus, in order to make a
comparison with earlier data sets, we needed
to look for data sets for which the pC02
measured along a longitude close to 1510W and
during the narrow time window of August-
September.

The pC02 data from the leg 7 of the NORPAX

cruises on the R/V Wecmna (Weiss et al., 1992)
satisfy these conditions. These 1979pC02 data,
were measured from Tahiti to Hawaii along
149”30’Wduring the same period (19 August-
1I September) of the year.

In order to compare the 1979and 1991pCO~
data, we computed the 1979 in-situ pCO~ dis-

L
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CJ ~+.+/@JJAT4wl
335
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CJ S30 i
x “.- h Wm

325

320 I
203 15 10 5 0 s 10 1s 20 :
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,?4

Fig. 4. AtmosphericC02 concentrations on a dry air basis.
———= this work; . . . = data from Ieg 7 of the 1979
NORPAXcruise (Weiss et al., 1992);= September 1979 data
from and September 199I data extrapolated from the
Mauna-Loa record (Keeling and Whorf, 1991).
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tributions of Weiss et al. (1992), from their
measured xc02. This data set has further been

lowered @ 4 patm (Fig. 3b), to correct for the
anhydrous calcium sulfate bias effect (Weiss,
pers. commun., 1993). The uncertainty asso-
ciated with these data is therefore in the order
of 4 patm. Fig. 4 illustrates the homogeneity and
the lack of variability of C02 cort~entrations
between Northern and Southern Hemisphere
air masses at the time of these cruises. In
September 1991, XC02 in the atmosphere south
of 12”N was 354.5+ 0.5 pmol/mol and XC02
in the atmosphere north of 12“N . was
352.5 + 0.5 pmol/mol.

A direct comparison of the variations of
pCOj= between the years 1979 and 1991 is dif-
ficult because of short-scale variability. Con-
sequently, in order to attempt to eliminate
these short-scale variations, we determined a
polynomial function (order 10) whi~h fit the
data as also shown in Fig. 3. We further used
the equations of these smoothing functions to
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determine the differences between. pCO~ and

pCO~a (ApC02 = pCO~= – pCO~) for both
years 1979 and 1991 (Fig. 5), as well as the dif-
ference between these differences (AIApCOJ =
ApCO~g91– ApcO~979). It should be noted that
there is an additional complication to this cal-
culation due to error in estimating the tempera-
ture of the skin layer at the sea surface from the
temperature of the bulk water beneath it
(Robertson and Watson, 1992; Goyet and
Brewer, 1993) and the impact of this error on
the estimation of pC02.

Fig. 6 shows the differences between the
observed in-situ pC02 data and the correspond-
ing smooth fit. This figure illustrates the large
variability of pCO~ on a combination of short
spatial and temporal (diurnal) scales and refiects
the complexity of the processes involved in the
variations of pC02 in the surface ocean. The
standard deviation of these differences is
6.1 patm for pCO~ and 0.8 patm for pCO~,
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thus suggesting that the ~ncertainties associated
to the computed ApC02 are in the order
+6.9 patm with sporadic events up to +20 patm.
Consequently, the oscillations around zero of
AIApCOJ shown in Fig. 5 south of the equator
and between 9 and 12”N,.cannot allow us to
determine whether ApC02 significantly varied
or not between the years 1979 and 1991 due to
anthropogenic C02 increase in the atmosphere.
AIApCOJ remained within the amplitude of
variation of pCO~. ln “contrast, in the ocean
area between the equator and 9“N, ApCO~99tis
significantly lower by up to 38 + 6 patm than
ApCO~979.

In this area, air-sea C02 gas exchange process
alone would decrease pCO~= rather than
increase in-situ pCO~. Consequently, between
the equator and 9“NI, the observed decrease in
ApC02 is in good agreement with the earlier
model predictions (Pearrnan et al., 1983; Volk
and Bacastow, 1989). I-Iowever, between the
equator and 17°S, the present observations
do not support the theoretical decrease
and, within the limits of the short-scale
variations, indicate that ApC02 did not sig-
nificantly change between the two periods of
observation.

Ilk tismatch between model. predictions and
obseryat~ons is not surprising. The cruise tracks
and the dates of these cruises are very close to
each other but are not identical. Furthermore, as
we mentioned earlier, the Central Equatorial
Pacific Ocean is an area where physical forcing
is dominant. Not only do ENSO events occur
frequently but tropical instability waves also
propagate quickly (Knauss, 1957). Both of
these phenomenons affect not only the surface
and subsurface circulation, but also the chemical
and biological properties of the surface sea-
waters (Feely et al., 1987, 1993; lnoue et al.,
1992). Yet, the quantification of these effects on
the C02 properties in surface seawater is not
easy. As a result, the quantification of the
interannual (or interdecadal) transfer of
atmospheric C02 gas across the air-sea inter-
face in this ocean area is extremely difficult.
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The small anthropogenic signal is masked by
both short-scale variations and large inter-
annual variations due to changes in circulation
dynamics.

These data illustrate that along a longitude
close to 15I“W between the latitudes of equator.
and 17°S,the Pacific ocean was a stronger source
of C02 for the atmosphere in 1991 than it could
have been expected a decade ago from model
calculations (Pearman et al., 1983). However, -
these data alone do not allow us to separate the
impact of increasing C02 concentration in the
atmosphere and of water-circulation variations
on pCO~.

5. Effect of temperatureand salinity variation on
surfaceseawaterpCOZ

One of the effects of the rapid increase of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is a global
warming of the Earth. As a result, the coastal
surface ocean is becoming warmer (Roemmich,
1992). Due to this warming, the oceanic absorp-
tion of greenhouse gases might be modified. The
thermodynamic process alone indicates that, as
the temperature of seawater increases, the
volubility of C02 gas in seawater decreases and
consequently pCO~= increases. Fig. 7 illustrates
the observed sea surface temperature increase
between August-September 1979 and August-
September 1991. South of the equator the
observed mean temperature increase is about
0.25°C while about 0.65°C north of the equa-
tor. These increases of temperature may be
responsible for pCO~ increases of approxi-
mately 3 and 8 patm southward and northward
of the equator, respectively. These variations are
within the order of magnitude of the short-term
variations ofpC02 and therefore are difficult to
extract from the observations. In addition, a
temperature change of surface seawater is
likely to induce a change in biological activity,
thus indirectly affecting pCO~. Salinity
variations would also influence pCO~ (Weiss”
et al., 1982).
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6. Conclusion

The observations in this paper suggest that in
the Central Equatorial Pacific Ocean some oceanic
COZ source areas may have remained approxi-
mately constant (not weaker) with time, while
other areas are becoming much weaker C02
sources for the atmosphere. Over the latitudinal
band between 5“N and 5°S, ApCO~wl decreased
by approximately 22% compared to ApCO~979.
However, due to the large short-scale and inter-
annual variations ofpCO~, it is extremely diffi-
cult to detect the anthropogenic signal from such
sporadic obsei-vations. Extrapolation of these
data over large spatial and temporal (month,
season, year) scales is virtually impossible. Only
continual monitoring of the seasurface water
properties can provide the necessary data. to
quantify and ultimately predict the overall pene-
tration of greenhouse gases in this ocean area.
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COZ Exchange between the Atmosphere and the Ocean:
Carbon Cycle Studies of the Meteorological Research Institute

Since 1968

)%sayuki YOSHIKAWA INOUE

Geochemical Research Department, Meteorological Research Institute.
Nagamine I-l, Tsukuba, Ibaraki305Japan

Abstract—Since 1968, measurementsof carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and
in surface seawater have been made to clarify the role of the ocean in the global
carbon cycle. Temporal and spatial variations in the oceanic carbonate system
are summarized here. along with the techniques for atmospheric and oceanic
COZ measurements developed by the Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
Meteorological Agency.

1NTRODUCTION

Atmospheric COZis the most important greenhouse gas that has been increasing
due to anthropogenic activities. Precise and direct measurements of atmospheric
COZ using a non-dispersive infra-red gas analyzer (NDIR analyzer) were first
made in 1957/58 by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, USA at the South
Pole and Mauna Loa in Hawaii (Keeling et al., 1989). Since then, atmospheric
COZhas been monitored at stations established in remote areas (see, for example,
Trends ’93, 1993; WMO WDCGG Data Report, 1995). The growth rate of
atmospheric COZduring the1980s has been reported to be 1.5 ppm/yr (IPCC,
1994), which corresponds to about 58% of the total emissions from fossil-fuel
burning and cement production. To predict future climate changes due to the
increases of greenhouse gases on the basis of given C02 emission scenarios, it is
essential to understand the current global carbon cycle that controk the atmo-
spheric C02 level: the exchange fluxes between the atmosphere and surface
oceans and between the atmosphere and the terrestrial biota. According to the
carbon isotope measurements (]3C/12C) of atmospheric C02, net fluxes among
carbon reservoirs vary intcrannually (Francey et aL, 1995, Keeling et al., 1995).

The net flux of C02 bctwccn the sca and the atmosphere (Fx) is given by the
product of the difference in partial pressure of C02 (ApC02) between the sea
(pCO#) and the air (pC02’) and the gas transfer coefficient (E).

Fx = E(pC02’ - pCO#) = EApC02. (1)

The gas transfer coefficient E is expressed as a function of wind speed (Liss and
Merlivat, 1986; Tans et a{., 1990; Wannikhof, 1993). Changes in ApC02 are
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. mainly caused by pCOZs showing much larger spatial and temporal variability
than pCOz~.

If there occurs a net exchange of COZbetween the ocean and the atmosphere,
the mole fraction of each of the dissolved inorganic carbon species in seawater
varies from its original value because C02 acts as a weak acid. In seawater most
of the dissolved inorganic carbon exists as bicarbonate ion (HC03-) and carbon-
ate ion (C032-), and only 1% of the total is the aqueous C02 that exchanges with.
the atmosphere. The relationship in changes between pCOZs and dissolved
inorganic carbon concentration (TC02) is conventionally expressed by the
homogeneous buffer factor (Revelle and Suess, 1957):

13= [(dpC02s/pCOzs)/(dTCOz/TCOz)] (2)

where dpCO# and dTC02 are small changes in pC02s and TCOZ, respectively.
Equation (2) gives the C02 uptake capacity of ocean water and reported values
(Sundquist 1979; Wagner 1979) indicate that the relative change in pCO# is
about one order of magnitude larger than that of TCOZ.

Since the mid- 1960s, the Meteorological Research Institute (MRI), in the
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), began to measure the COZ mixing ratio in
the atmosphere (xC02~) and that in the air, which establishes equilibrium with a
stream of flowing seawater (XC02S). Miyake et al. (1974) developed a COZ
measuring system consisting of a shower-head type equilibrator, chemical desic-
cants [Mg(C104)2], and a NDIR analyzer. From 1968 to 1972, they measured
xCO# in the Pacific on board the R/V Hakuho-maru (Ocean Research Institute,
University of Tokyo) to find out whether the ocean acts as a sink or a source for
atmospheric COZ (Miyake et al., 1974).

After the cessation of the research program measuring xCO# and xC02’
during the period from 1973 to 1980, the MRI restarted in January 1981 a new
program to investigate temporal and spatial variations in the carbonate system of
surface waters in the open ocean (Inoue et al., 1987, 1995). Some of [he results
were reported earlier (Inoue and Sugimura, 1986, 1988a, 1988b, 1992; Inoue et
al., 1987, 1995, 1996; Fushimi, 1987, Ishii and Inoue 1995). In this report, we will
summarize the results of research conducted by MRI researchers since the mid-
1960s along with the techniques for measuring of xCO# and xCO-f.

EXPERIMENT

Measurements of oceanic and atmospheric C02 prior to 1973

Measurements of XC02S and xC02” using a NDIR analyzer started in 1966
(Miyake and Sugimura, 1969). This system was designed for the measurements
of xCOzs in discrete samples of seawater. Then, to investigate the role of the ocean
for the global carbon cycle, Miyake et al. (1974) developed a COZ measuring
system that could measure XC02Sand XC02a quasi-continuously on board the ship
(Fig. I). Figure 1 represents a schematic diagram of the system that consisted of
a NDIR analyzer (Beckman 3 15A), two columns of Mg(CIO&, two diaphragm
pumps, a flow meter, a series of electromagnetic valves and a showerhead-type
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the atmospheric and oceanic C02 measuring system used
prior to 1973 (Miyake ef aL, 1974). &-rows show the direction of air ftow either for the
measurement of xC02a or XC02S. The output voltages of the NDIR analyzer was
recorded on a strip chart recorder, from which the C02 mixing ratio of sample airs was
computed manually. SV meants the solenoid valve, and NV the flow control valve.

equilibrator. The system wasoperated by an electromechanical timing device that
repeated the same switching with an hourly cycle. For calibration, COZstandard
gases (250 ppm and 450 ppm, C02 in N2) were introduced into the sample cell of
the NDIR analyzer at 0.5 Vrnin alternately for 5 minutes each. Following
calibration, 25 minutes were allocated for each of the measurements of xC02s and
for xCO#. Air was pumped at 10 l/rein from an inlet installed at the bow of the
ship to avoid contamination. Air were introduced (0.5 1/rein) into the sample cell
of the NDIR analyzer after drying. Sea water was pumped up continuously from
4 meters below the surface and introduced into the equilibrator. The fixed volume
of air (ea.21) was circulated at 0.5 l/rein in a closed circuit consisting of the NDIR
analyzer, the diaphragm pump, the equilibrator (countcrcurrcntwisc flow), and
the column Or Mg(C104)2. The output v~l(agc of the NDIR amdyzcr was rccordcd
on a strip chart.

As reported earlier (Inoue and Sugimura, 1988), however, there were a few
problems in comparing data sets collected during this period and later. We have
to take into account the pressure broadening effect of the NDIR analyzer due to
the use of COz-in-N2 standards, changes in curvature between the output voltage
of the NDIR analyzer and the C02 mixing ratio, temperature increase between the
seawater in equilibrator and at the sea surface, and the pressure difference in the

I
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sample cell of the NDIR analyzer during oceanic CO? measurements from those
of standard gases and background air.

Pressure broadening effect of the ND[R analyzer
The COz-in+Jz standards were used for the 1968172 WV Hakuho-maru

cruises. Therefore, we have to determine the pressure broadening effect on the
NDIR analyzer (Beckman 3 15A). Inoue and Sugimura (1988) estimated the
pressure broadening effect using the standard gases (COZ-in-Nz)prepared by
Takachiho Kagaku Co., Ltd. The mole fraction of COZ in Nz was determined by
the manufacturer using the NDIR analyzer and COz-in-Nz standards produced by
the gravimetric method. A round number (3 digits) was reported as the COZ
mixing ratio of standards. This means that the reproducibility COZmeasurement
by the NDIR anaIyzer could have been as large as 1 ppm prior to 1973. We
compared the values determined by CO~-in-N2 standards with those determined
by COz-in-air standards (Inoue and Sugimura, 1988). The least-squares fit to the
data yields:

XC02= -18.54 i- 1.14xC02(NZ) – 2.198X 10AXCOZ(NZ)2, (3)

where XCOZis the C02 mixing ratio determined by the COz-in-air standards and

xCOZ(N2) is the apparent C02 mixing ratio determined by the C02-in-N2 stan-

dards. The difference between XC02 and XC02(N2) is 2.7 ppm at 250 ppm, 3.7

ppm at S00 ppm, 3.5 ppm at 350 ppm, 2.3 ppm at 400 ppm and -0.1 ppm at 450
ppm.

The relationship between the output voltage of the Nf)IR analyzer and the

C02 mixing ratio
Miyake er al. (1974) assumed the linearity between the output voltage of the

NDIR analyzer and the C02 mixing ratio, in calculating the XCOZusing only two
working standard gases. However, the relationship between the output voltage
and COZ mixing ratio varies with time. To estimate changes in this relationship,
Inouc and Sugimura ( 1988) used the latitudinal distribution of.atmospheric C02
reported by Bolin and .Keeling (1963). Detrended seasonal variation in the
atmospheric COZ over the ocean was assumed to be equal to that of Bolin and
Keeling (1963). XC02Swas calculated from the reading of an analog reorder chart
using Eq. (S) and the atmospheric C02 data.

Temperature increase between the temperature ofseawater in the equilibra-
tor and the sea su~ace temperature (SST)

Miyake et al. (1974) di(.1not correctthe temperature effect for XC02S
measurements. Assuming that total barometric pressure is 1 atm and salinity is 35
psu, we calculate the pC02’ in surface seawaters using the average temperature
change (+0.3°C) during the 198z/84 BIOMASS cruise of WV Hakuho-maru.

Pressure effect on xC02’
Gas circulation by the diaphragm pump produced pressure changes in the

closed 100p.Changes in pressure in the sample cell were dependent on the flow
rate and the order of connections among the parts in this loop. As discussed in
Inoue et al. (1995), a correction was needed for pressure change during the air
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circulation. However, there were no data to estimate the pressure effect on XCOZS.
According to the archive in our laboratory, this problem was realized in earlier
cruises but not checked out completely. A solution to this problem was not clear.
In this study, we estimated the pressure effect by circulating the air in the closed
circuit of the C02 measuring system used for the period from 1987 to 1993. The
size of equilibrator was almost the same as that used prior to 1973, and the
diameter of tubing (1/4 inch), and the orifice of the electromagnetic valves

(3 mm) were the same as lhose used prior to 1973, although the system used in
1987/93 (Fig. 2) is more complicated. Because the diaphragm pump was installed
upstream of the equilibrator (Fig. l), the pressure in the sample cell of the NDIR
analyzer decreased slightly during circulation of the equiIibratin~ air, but in-
creased during the measurements of standards and atmospheric COZ. The pres-
sure effect on xCO# was examinedon board the WV Narsushima (Japan Marine
Science and Technology Center) and MIS Hokuto-maru (Institute for Sea Train-
ing), during the cruises in the North Pacific where the XCOZSranged from 300 to
400 ppm. The apparent decrease of the C02 mixing ratio during the circulation at
0.6 l/rein against the open-ended configuration is -2.2& 0.3 ppm, and that after
introducing the standard gases and background air is +1. 1 ppm. The pressure
change in the sample cell of the NDIR analyzer between XCOZSmeasurements and
standards, therefore, required a correction in the range from -3.3 to -1. ! ppm.

For the showcrhead-type equilibrator developed by the MRI, we hardly
observed changes in water Icvei in the equilibrator (typically less than 3 cm
change), which supported an assessment of the relatively small change in
pressure for the pre-1973 C02 measuring system.

Measurements of oceanic and atmospheric C(22, X981-1986 .

XC02= and XC02Swere measured basically ~sing the same analytical system
described above except for the introduction of an electric dehumidifier (Fushimi
1987; Inoue et al., 1987), and the placing of the diaphragm pump between the
electric dehumidifier and the equilibrator (Fig. 3 in Inoue et al. (1987)). For this
reason, the pressure effect on the XC02S has been corrected as reported (Inoue et
al., 1995).

The effect of the seawater temperature change between the equilibrator and
surface seawater was corrected using the equation given by Gordon and Jones
(1973):

== 4.4x 10-2(pC02)-4.6x 10+(pC02)2. (4)

Equation (4) was integrated and water vapor pressure in the equilibrator and sea
surface was calculated, taking into account the effect of salinity (assumed to be
35 psu). The temperature increase was estimated from measurements of water
temperature at the equi~ibrator and sea surface twice a day using a Hg-thermom-
eter which was calibrated at the JMA.
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C02 exchange between the atmosphere and the oqean 7

Other than two standard gases (250 ppm and 450 ppm COZ in Nz), the
working standard gas (350 ppm) was usually used once a day to estimate the non-
linearity between the C02 mixing ratio and the output voltage of NDIR analyzer.

At the end of February 1985, we improved our analytical system by using
four standard gases to measure xCOz’ and xCO# instead of three (Fig. 3 in Inoue
et al., 1987). The four standard gases were introduced into the NDIR analyzer’s
cell in succession every hour. Each standard gas was introduced into the NDIR -
analyzer ceil for 5 minutes, and the next 20 minutes was allocated for xCOza. The
remaining 20 minutes was used for measurements of XC02S.We used this system
for the period from May 1985 to July 1986.

Measurernetlts of oceanic and atmospheric C02, 1987-1993

In April 1987, we changed our measurement methodology by introducing a
system (Fig. 2) that was operated by a personal computer (HP 85) and a data
acquisition unit (Inoue and Sugimura, 1988a, 1992). The output voltage of the
NDIR analyzer and the seawater temperature at the inlet of the equilibrator were
digitized and stored on floppy disks.

Changes in both the pressure and temperature in the NDIR analyzer’s cell

(Beckman model 864, model 865, and model 880) and water vapor in the sampled
air were factors affecting the determination of xC02a and xCO#. The NDIR
analyzer was installcd in a plastic box in an air-conditioned room to keep the
effects of room temperature change to within AO.1‘C. 20 seconds before the
signal integration (A/D conversion), the flow of the respective sample gases was
stopped and the outlet solenoid valve (No. 9) opened (open-end configuration) to
equilibrate. the temperature and pressure in the NDIR analyzer’s cell and those of .
the standard gases.

The apparent time which was required to establish equilibrium between the
equilibrator air in the closed circuit and seawater depends on the magnitude of
disequilibrium, air flow rate, and water flow rate. We circulated air at 0.6 l/rein
for 10 minutes, which was enough to establish equilibrium for open ocean water.
Immediately after stopping the air flow in the closed circuit, the solenoid valve
No. 9 was also opened for the measurement of XCOZS.Because the pressure in the
sample cell of the NDIR analyzer during circulation was slightly higher than the
ambient air pressure, temperature and pressure equilibrium was readily attained
without contamination. The length of tubing (>2.5 m, od. 0.635 mm) attached to
solenoid valve No. 9 was long enough to prevent the ambient air from diffusing

‘ back into the NDIR analyzer sample cell.
To remove the water vapor from the sample gases, we used a Nefion tube

(Perma Pure Ltd.) between the electric dehumidifier and the chemical desiccant
column [Mg(C104)2]. Dry air was supplied to the Nefion tube via a diaphragm
pump, a heatless-dryer (CKD) in which molecular sieves (13X) were used to
remove water vapor, and a mass flow controller. The water vapor in the sample
gas was removed by molcculardiffusion through a film of ion exchange resin. The
dew point of sample air flowing at 0.6 l/rein was lower than 2°C at the outlet of
the electric dehumidifier and -20°C of the Nefion tube.
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8 H. YOSNIKAWA INOUE

Fluctuations of electric power frequency and voltage on the ship affected the
determination xCOza and XC02S.The electric frequency and voltage supplied to,
the chopper motor, detector, low-pass filter, etc., of the NDIR analyzer should be
stable. But, we found that switching the heater in the NDIR analyzer disturbed
them. For this reason, we isolated the electric lines that supplies the power to the
chopper motor,low-pass filter, detector, etc., from that of the heating and the
electric fan, etc. A.voltage and frequency stabilizer (Takasago AFXIO) was used
for the chpper motor, etc.

The precision to replicate analyses with this system in our laboratory on land
is better than 0.05 ppm for Beckman models 865 and 880, and better than 0.1 ppm
for Beckman model 864 (Inoue and Sugimura, 1992), and slightly worse during
the shipboard analysis. It was affected mostly by the weather conditions and
vibrations of the ship’s engine. Taking into account the fluctuations of tempera-
ture increase of seawater in the tubing (<0.1 “C) and pressure broadening effect
due to the super/undersaturation of oxygen in seawater, the precision of pC02s is
estimated to be&2 ~atm. Seawater temperatures at the inlet of the equilibrator and
that in the surface water were measured at least twice a day by an Hg-
thermometer to calibrate the temperature sensor at the inlet of the equilibrator and
sea surface during respective cruises.

Measurements of oceanic and atmospheric C02, 1993-1996

The MRI system developed in 1986/87 was replaced by a ncw system in
September 1993, because some of the spare parts could not be obtained. A
satellite navigation unit (GPS) was also introduced into the system. To measure
xCOza and XCOZS,we also adopted the “open-ended configuration” by opening
solenoid valve No. 9 when A/D integration commenced. Figure 3 shows the
schematic diagram currently used for quasi-continuous measurements on board.
The NDIR analyzer (BINOS 4.1 Rosemount) acted as an comparator of the COZ
mixing ratio in ambient air and the air equilibrated with seawater relative to
known COZmixing ratio in standard gas cylinders. As described above the NDIR
analyzer was also placed in a plastic box, and the electric power for the chopper
motor, the low pass-fiIter, the cictector, etc., was supplied via a voltage and
frequency power stabilizer (PCR-500L, IGkusui; AA I50F or AA330F,Takasago).

Duplicate analyses of the same sample air revealed that the standard devia-
tion (1-sigma) was less than 0.04 ppm for BINOS 4.1 in the laboratory on land
(Fig. 4).

The gas cxchangc column of the equilibrator was thcrmostatcd by the
sampled seawater, and the temperature of the seawater was monitored at the inlet
and water bath of the equilibrator(Pt-100 ohm). Before entering the gas exchange
column of the equilibrator, air WM passed through a jacket to bring its tempera-
ture close to that of the seawater. The temperature of the air at the outiet was also
monitored (Pt- 100 ohm). For the safe operation of the system, a water level sensor
was attached to the gas exchange column of the equilibrator.

We set up the switching sequence of the standard and sample gases within
a given time interval. Figure 5 shows the standard and
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Fig.4. Mstfibution of thestnndard deviation (l-s) of the COzeoncentmtion for mean
values as determined by the method of’ least-square fitting. Measurements weremade by
the NDIR analyzer (BINOS 4.1 and Beckman model 865) during the period from
Februmy 1996 to June 1996.

schemes employed for the international intcrcomparison of the underway pCOz
system held on board the FS Meteor in the North Atlantic in June 1996. Some 22
minutes were allowed for the calibration by 4 working standard gases (250 ppm,
300 ppm, 350 ppm, 400 ppm), 16.5 minutes for measuring COZ in the ambient air
(measured 3 times), and 50 minutes for measuring COZin the air equilibrated with
seawater (measured 4 times). The 1.5-hour cycle was repeated continuously. It
was possible to change the 1.5-hour time intervals (max. 2-hour intervals), and
order and number of measurements (max. 16). If we focused on the short-term or
small-scale variations in oceanic (atmospheric) COZ, we could measure only
(xCOZ’)xCO$ quasi-continuously. Raw data of output voltages of the NDIR
analyzer, temperature sensors, pressure sensor, and geographical positions dur-
ing each measurement were stored digi[ally (ASCII files) on memory cards (1
Mbytes) and transferred to a personal computer (PC 98 NEC) via an RS 232C
interface.

C02 MIXING RATIO OF AIR SAMPLE

The output voltage for each working standard at the time of air sample
measurements (Vi in Fig. 5) was obtained by linear interpolation derived from the
output voltages between two successive measurements of the working standard
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Fig. 5. Standard and sample gc.s sequencing schemes emp[oyed for inte&tionaI
intercomparison of underway pC02 measurements on board the FS Mereorin the North
Atlantic in June 1996. The output voltages of standard gases Vi at the time ofsample gas
measurements were obtained by linear interpolation between successive calibrations
(see text). The subscript i mewrts the C02 mixing t-ctio of standard gas used on board FS
Meteor.

gas. The coefficients of the second-degree polynomial (a, b, c) were determined
by the method of least-squares fitting, and the mole fraction in the dry air was
calculated using these coefficients and the output voltage of the NDIR analyze~

XC02 = a + bV + CV2. (5)

The root mean squares of the residuals from the four-point fit were usually within
0.1 ppm.

The relationship between the partial pressure of C02 was expressed by:

PC02 = xC02 (1’atm - Pwat), (6)

where Pocrnis the atmospheric pressure at the sca surface, and pw~tthe saturated
vapor pressure of seawater. AS can bc readily seen in Eq. (6), the “partial pressure
of C02° assumed an ideal gas system wi[h no inter-molecule interaction. When
we treat the “real” gas system based on thermodynamic theory, we should take
into account the inter-molecule interaction which causes deviations from those of
ideal gas behaviour. When we use the fugacity for the oceanic carbonate system,
we need to calculate the fugacity of C02 in the moist air (DOE, 1994). However,
this calculation could be the subject for future change, because it does not contain
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the inter-molecule interaction between C02 and I-120.For this reason, we will use
the partial pressure of COZ in wet air as reported historically.

DATA SELECTION OF xC02’ AND xCO#

The objective of selecting atmospheric COZ data was to identify xC02a
values not affected by Iocal sources and sinks. Since air COZ variabilities on a

. time-scale from a few minutes to an hour were clearly due to local contamination,
we first rejected data showing the instability of the C02 mixing ratio, seen in an
analog recording of the NDIR analyzer output on a strip chart recorder. If changes
in the C02 mixing ratio measured within a few hours or a few tens of kilometers
were large, we could reject the COZ values based on the assumption that
variabilities of COZ mixing ratio in representative air should only vary by a small
amount. The amount of C02 change is, however, dependent on time and geo-
graphical position. The C02mixing ratio lying outside the l-sigma (or 1.5-sigma)
of an average at each latitude (or longitude) was flagged. Visual inspection of the
remaining data sometimes showed that variabilities over hours at an oceano-
graphic station were still large in comparison with those of adjacent latitudes
measured by a ship under steam, probably due to local contamination from the
stationary ship and station. lt was dependent on the wind direction and speed. We
rejected a high COZ mixing ratio until the standard deviation of the C02 mixing
ratio decreased to the level of the adjacent latitudes. The standard deviation at
each latitude was typically within the range of between 0.1 and 0.4 ppm for the
period from 1987 to 1993.

We rejected xC02’ data that were contaminated by ambient air or were not
obviously equilibrated due to a malfunction of the system. The XCOZSvalues
falling the outside of 2-sigma of latitudinal (or longitudinal) mean were flagged.

Standard gases

During the period from January 1981 to April 1986, COz-in-N2 mixtures
were used as working standard gases. These gases were calibrated against the
secondary standard gases (C02-in-air). C02 in N2gas mixtures were used because
their COZ mixing ratio was stable with time. The secondary standard gases were
calibrated at least twice a year against primary standards prepared gravimetri-
caily by the Takachiho Co., Ltd. Both primary and secondary standard gases are
composed of COZ in synthetic air without argon. The NDIR analyzer used for
shipboard measurements (Beckman 3 15A) was employed to calibrate the work-
ing standard gases. Therefore, the observed value was based on a C02 mole
fraction in synthetic air.

Since April 1987, standard gases (C02 in natural air) made by Nippon Sanso
have been used as primary, secondary, and working standard gases. The primary
standard gases were made gravimetrically following the same procedures re-
ported by TanakaetaL(1987). Within the range between 280 and410 ppm, the
relationship between the scale on the basis of primary strmdards made by Nippon
Sanso (MR187) and the Takachiho scale was given by
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XCOZOZNS= 0.247 -t- 1.028(xCOzT~) -7.650 x 10-5(XCOZTK)2, (7)

where XCOZNSis the mixing ra(io in dry air based on the MR187 scale and XCOZTK
is that based on the Takachiho scale (Inoue and Sugimura, 1992). We calculated
the COZmixing ratios of the primary standards byd least-square fitting assuming

a quadratic relationship between the output voltage of the NDIR analyzer and the

mixing ratio (Table 1). T-his was adopted to minimize the uncertainties in
calibrated vaIues (Tanaka er al., 1987) and to check the possible drift in C02

mixing ratio with time.

Table 1. Primary standard gases prcpmedby the gravimetric method in 1987. An example of Icast-
squmcfitting assuminga quadraticrelation betweenthe output voltage of the NDIR analyzer
(Beckmanmodel 865) and the given C02 mixing ratio

Cylinder xC029rv (ppm) xC0215f (ppm) 1-s (ppm) No

DF4772 249.55 249.63 0.00 5 .

DF4764 275.45 275.38 0.01 5
DF4763 299.63 299.67 0.03 5
DF4762 325.31 325.37 0.01 5
DC9359 334.76 334.72 0.03 5
DC9357+ 345.10 344.72 0.02 5
DF4776 349.90 349.90 0.03 5
DC9358 356.28 356.29 . 0.03 5
DF4775 375.79 375.69 0.02 5
DF4774 400.74 400.79 0.03 5
DF4773 425.07 425.10 0.03 5

XC02~w means the C02 mole fraction de[ermincd by the gravime[rical method and xC02tsrby
the Ieast-squwefitting.

*COZ mixing ratio decreased with time. This standard gas was not used as the primary
standard.

Table 2. Mean C02 mixing ratio determined by the MRI on the basis of MR187 scale and those of
USA-NOAA (Peterson 1993, private communication). A set of rhree aluminum cylinders (#l 1413,
#13763. #l [05 I) was circulated among laboratories inthe LI.SA. Canada.Japan.New Zealand. and
Australia during the period from April 199I to March 1993.The other set of standards (#1 1429,
#6272, #t 1062) was circulated among Germany, France. Spain. Italy. and Hungary.

I

,, I

Laboratory Bate #11413 #t3763 #llo51

MRI .hJ[y 1992 341.60 347.48 375.15

NOAAJCMDL April1991 341.62 347.55 375.29

NOAAICMDL Dec. 1992 341.49 347.45 375.18
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14 H. YOSIiIKAWAINOIM

We participated in the C02 round robin intercomparison conducted in 199I
and 1992. The results of our analysis systcm show good agreement with the 1985
WMO mole fraction scale (determined by NOAA/CMDL) within the range from
330 to 370 ppm (Table 2) to within ().12 ppm.

TheJMA has been using four C02 working reference gases ranging from 290
ppm to 400 ppm to conduct operational observations from the RN Ryofu-maru.
These working standard gases were calibrated before and after each cruise against
secondary standard gases, which were calibrated twice annuaIly against the 1985
WMO standard gases. We sent our cylinders to the JMA annually to compare our
MR187 scale with the 1985 WMO scale. The relationship between the MR187
scale and the 1985 WMO scale was given by

XCOZwMO= 5.4 10+ ().9?5(XCOZNS)+ 2.530 X 10_5(XC0ZNs)2, (8)

where XCOZwMOis the mole fraction based on the 1985 WMO scale. However,
this relationship is only tentative and may change considerably in the future. The
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Fig. 6. The cruise tracks of WV Hakullfj.muru during which time measurementsof pC02
were made throughout the period from 1968 to 1972. Fig. I in Miyake er al. (1974) was
redrawn.
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Fig. 7. Latitudinal distribution of X(N2” and XC02S measured during the period from
November 1968 to January 1969. Data south of 30”N were read from Fig. 4 in Miyake
eful. ( 1974).The unit of vertical axis was changed from pCOz (ppm) to XC02 (ppm). and
data north of 30°N were omitted because they were measured during a different period
from April to June in 1970.

COZmixing ratio sent to the JMA ranged from 290 to 400 ppm. In this paper we
reported COZ mixing ratios based on the 1985 WMO scale as calculated by Eq.
(8).

SUMMARY OF pC02 MEASUREMENTS

Results of pCOZ rneasurentents prior to 1973

Figure 6 shows the cruise tracks of RN Hakuho-ntaru during which time
quasi-continuous pC02 measurements were made using the CO~ measuring
system described in above. Figure 7 shows the latitudinal distribution of AxCOZ
along 170°W observed during the period from November 1968 to January 1969
redrawn from Fig. 4ofMiyakeetaL(1974). The unit on vertical axis in Fig. 4 of
Miyake er al. (1974) was expressed as ApC02 (ppm), but this should be AxCOZ

(PPm) after reviewing the archives in our laboratory. Because the AxCOZdata
north of 30°N in Fig. 4 of Miyake et al. (1974) were taken from another cruise
conducted during the period from April to Jttnein 1970, wc did not plot the AxC02
data north of 30°N. Figure 7 shows similar features of AxCOZ distribution as the
current observations (Feely et al., 1995; Ishii and Inoue, 1995), though correc-
tions were needed to made both data sets compatible. In the area of equatorial
upwelling, XCOZSwas highly supersaturated with respect to xCOza, and the xCO#
changed abruptly at the boundary (4°N) between the North Equatorial Counter-
current (NECC) and the South Equatorial Current (SEC). In contrast to the rapid
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change between the NECC and the SEC, xCO& decreased gradually from the
equator southward.

By compiling data from 1968 to 1972, Miyake et al. ( 1974) produced a
ApCOZ map of the Pacific C)cean (Fig. 5 in Miyake et aL ( 1974)), and concluded
that the Pacific Ocean was a source for atmospheric COZ. In their treatment,
however, seasonal variations in pC02S were not considered. Even if their conclu-
sion was not correct, we are reluctant to criticize their pioneer ApCOz map and
conclusions. The method that they adopted was so excellent that their XC02Sdata
were still valid. We believe that it is invaluable to retrieve XCOZSdata measured
prior to 1973 to infer the long-term changes in the oceanic carbonate system of
the Pacific. Inoue and Sugimura ( 1988) used this approach to deduce the increase
of pCO# in the Pacific between 1984 and 1969.

Seasonal variation and long-term trend ofpCOZ’ in the western North Pacific

Since 1981, measurements of atmospheric and oceanic pC02 have been
made periodically along the same cruise tracks (Inoue et al., 1995) aboard the
JMA ship RN Ryofu-maru. Every year the RIV Ryofu-maru leaves Tokyo in the
middle of January and arrives at the equator (or 3°N) at the end of month, whiIe
conducting oceanographic and meteorological observations along 137°E. Prior to
1989, MRI observed pC02S and pC02” and in 1990 JMA took over the program
of operational observations aboard the R/V Ryofu-maruusing basically the same
analytical system as that of MRI (Hl;ota et al., 1993).

Inoue et al. (1995) repofled a long-term increase of pC02s (Fig. 8). Figure

‘o--year
5

Fig. 8. Distribution of pC02S in the western North Pacific (along 137°E) measured
during every boreal winter since 1981. Due to the enhmrcement of vertical mixing. the
pC02s in the western equatorial Pacific increased during the El Niiio event except in
Janumy and February 1987.
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8 shows the latitudinal distribution of pC02s along 137°E observed during every
boreal winter since 1981. Every year, the pC02s distribution in the subtropical
area showed a similar pattern: off the coast of Japan the pCO# was undersaturatcd
with respect to pCO#, and increased gradually toward the south. Near the
equator, pC,Ozswas slightl y larger than pCOz~. As reported earlier (Fushimi 1987;
Inoue et al., 1987), the pC02S distribution near the equator is affected by the El
Niiio events.

Figure 8 clearly shows an increase of pCOzs in the whole area over periods
from 1981 to 1996. By fitting a linear function to the averages at each latitude over
periods from 1984 to 1993, Inoue er al. (1995) reported that the pCO# in the
subtropics has been increasing at a rate of 1.8 patm/yr, equal to the atmospheric
increase, while the rate of 0.5 patm/yr in the western equatorial Pacific was less
than that of the atmosphere. During the El Niiio event, pC02s data in the western
equatorial Pacific were not used for this calculation. The difference in growth rate
suggests temporal changes in ApCOz distribution (Volk and Bacastow, 1989).
Inoue et al. (1995) examined thermodynamic factors controlling the oceanic
carbonate system in the western North Pitcific and concluded that the increase
was caused by the oceanic C02 uptake. The oceanic TCOZ increase was estimated
to be 1 pmol/kg by using the homogeneous buffer factor.

Weiss et al. (1 982) reported that the seasonal variations of fCOf (fugacity)
in the subtropics of the Pacific were mainly controlled by the thermodynamic
temperature effect. In the western North Pacific, seasonal variations in pC02S
were found to correlate welI with the sea surface temperature (Inoue et al., 1995).
The apparent relationship between pC02s and SST is slightly different from that
of the thermodynamics. Details of the difference from the thermodynamic effects
was discussed in Inoue et al. ( 1995). Seasonal variations in COZ flux between the
sea and the air calculated from Eq. (1) showed an active COZ uptake during the
winter season in the area of the Subtropical Mode Water formation, south of the
Kuroshio iind east of Japan (Inoue et al., 1995).

Long-term variations in pC02s have been confirmed by direct and precise
measurements. However, there is a lack in data to show changes in the oceanic
carbonate system. At least temporal variations in one of the other variabIes
describing the oceanic carbonate system (TCOZ, pH and aIkaIinity) are needed.
If the condition of the homogeneous buffer factor maintains, the seasonal
variation in Fx and the long-term trend of pC02s require rapid transfers of
anthropogenic COZto middle and deep waters (Inoue et al., 1995). Phytophmkton
in surface waters uses C02 and/or bicarbonate ion to conduct photosynthesis. If
phytoplankton uses bicarbonate ion and releases the OH-ion during the photosyn-
thesis, as reported in fresh waters (Lucas, 1983), this maychange the pC02-TC02
relationship. At the moment, we do not know the long-term trend of pH in
seawaters. If the pH of surface seawater remains at the same level due to the
biological activities, more TC02 can be stored in surface mixing layers with small
changes in pCOz as compared with the pC02-TC02 relation defined by the
homogeneous buffer factor. Accurate and continuous measurements of at Icast
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twovariablcs of thecarbonatesystcm arcncedcd toprovideuseftsl information
about the fate of anthropogenic C02.

Interannual changes in C02 j7ux in the tropica[ ocean

In this section, we describe both the spatial and temporal variations in pCO$
in the central and western equatorial Pacific based on measurements between
1987 and 1994. The Equatorial Pacific is known as a strong natural oceanicsource
of COZ to the atmosphere. The C02 outflux from the equatorial Pacific were
estimated to be l-2 Gt-C/yr (Tans et al., 1990) corresponding to 15-30% of the
current COZ emission due to fossil-fuel combustion (Marland et al., 1994).
Compared with that of the subtropical regions in the western North Pacific (Inoue
et aL, 1995) and in the Indian Ocean (Poisson er al., 1993), the distribution of
pC02s values in the equatorial Pacific exhibit more variability (Feely et al., 1987,
1995; Inoue and Sugimura, 1992; Wong et al., 1993). During the 1’982/83El Nifio
event, Feely et al. (1987) reported that the pC02s in the central and equatorial
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fig. 9. Time series of SOI (solid line running mews for 5 months) and SST anomalies
(“C) in the central (160”E- lSOOW,4“N.4”S) and western (130°E-1500E. 0°N-140N)
equatorial Pacific (Monthly Ocean Report. 1996). Positive mromalies in the central
equatorial Pacitie and negative anomalies in the western equatorial Pacific we shaded.
Arrows in the top panel indicate the time for which pC02s measurements were made.
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Pacific decreased to a level almost equal to that of the pCOz=. While, during the
1988/89 La Niiia event the pC02s in the central and western equatorial Pacific
increased considerably (Inoue and Sugimura, 1992). Figure 9 shows the anoma-
lies of SST in the central and western equatorial Pacific (JMA, 1996). During the
1982/83 El Niiio event, the pC02S in the western equatorial Pacific increased with
a SST decrease (Inoue et al., 1987; Fushimi, 1987). In the equatorial Pacific,
upwelling/vertic”al mixing play a major role in determining the PC02Sdistribu-.
tions.

In Fig. 10, the equatorial distributions of pCOzaand pC02s for the period of
January and February 1990are shown. Inoue et al., 1996 showed a “boundary”
at which the pC02s changes steeply. In the present study, the longitude where the
steep change in pCO# occurred is defined as P. The steep change in pC02s

460
\“’’’’’’’’’’’’’ 4’’’’’’’’’’’’”” “4

I

J

-1

31
iJJ’’’’ J’”’ o’’’’ J’’’’ J’’J’’” L’ ““d

26 Ftl.41! !!!, !!,,lf! t!lt!*?l11111!!!i

140*E 160° 180° 160”W

Longitude

Fig. 10. The eqsmtorird distribution of pCO/ and pC02= (upperpanel). rmd sea surface
temperature (lower panel) for the period between January mrd February in 1990. A solid
&ircle memrts PCOZSand an open square pC02a.
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occurred at 180°, where the SST changed gradually. Over longitudes 176”W and
160°W, the seawater surface pC02’ (420-450 patrn) was highly supersaturated
with atmospheric pC02 (340 patm). West of 176”E the pCOZ (350-380 #atm),
was slightly supersaturated with respect to the pCOZa, and increased gradually
toward the west. West of 176°E, the concentrations of N03- i- N02- were close
to Ogmol/kg, the sea surface salinity (SSS) was lower than 34.5 psu, and the SST
around 29-30°C.

For the period November-December 1994, relatively low and rather con-
stant pCO# values were present west of 166”W (Fig. 3 in Inoue et al. ( 1996)). The
pCO# values began to change near I&5°W as did the values of SSS. West of
166°W, the hydrographic property and nutrient concentrations exhibited patterns
similar to those west of 176”E for January-February 1990.

Lower pCOZ values always occurred in regions of high temperature (>29°C),
low salinity (<34.5 psu), and IOWconcentrations of nutrients observed west of
166”W in 1994. Conditions with low salinity and nutrient concentration and high
temperature suggested a “warm water pool” in the western equatorial Pacific,
closely connected with (he El Niiio/Southern Oscillation phenomenon. The
correlation between the longitude where sharp change in pCOz occurs (P) and the
El Niiio/Southern Oscillation phenomenon was examined (Inoue et al., 1996) by
using the SOI (Monthly Ocean Report, [996). A quadratic least-squares fit to the
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Fig. 1I. Temporal changes in C02 outflux from the central and western equatorial
Pacific (5.5”S-S.S”N, 130”E-160°W).The unit of vertical axis was Mt-Clyr ( 1012g-Cl
yr). Horizontal bars indicate the tsverige annual C02 outftux over 1980s and early 1990s.
In this treatment, changes in ApC02 and wind field iue not taken into account.
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data yields P = 163.85- 20.33x (S01) + 7.32 x (SOI)Z (N = 7, r= 0.97). Clearly,
the P moves eastward with a decrease in SOI, indicating that with strong C02
source region of the equatorial Pacific decreases with a decrease of the SOL

[n order to estimate the COZ outflux from the central and western equatorial
Pacific, it is important to know the temporal changes in the areas of higher pC02s.
To know temporal changes in C02 outflux quickly and simply, we divided the
central and western equatorial area (5.5 °S-5.50N, 130°E- 160°W) into a higher
pCOz region and a lower pC02 region. Then we estimated the C02 outflux for
these areas. On the basis of C02 flux data by Ishii and Inoue (1995), the C02
outflux was estimated to be 9.6 mmol m-2day-’ for the higher pCOZ region and
0.34 mmol m-2day-1 for lower pC02S region. The average outflux for each region
was simply taken from Ishii and lnoue ( 1995), where the relationship between gas
exchange and wind speed was estimated by an equation given by Tans et ai.
(1990). The COZ .outflux from the central and western equatorial Pacific de-
creases during the El Niiio event, but increases during the La Niiia event. This
suggests significant intra- and interannuzd fluctuations of COZ outflux from the
central and western equatorial Pacific (Fig. 11). This is not inconsistent with
Francey et al. (1995) and Keeling et al. (1995), who suggested significant
changes in ocean/plant uptake on time scaies of a year to years. Over the 1980s,
the average annual C02 outflux west of 160°W was estimated to be 230 MtC yr
‘, while during the period from January 1990 to June 1995150 MtC yrs (Fig. 11).
This preliminary result showed that the annual average COZ outflux from the
central and western equatorial Pacific (5.5 °S-5.50N, 130°E- 160°W) during the
early 1990s decreased by one-third of the value in the 1980s.
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Abstract I
Two newly designed underway systems for the measurement of C02 partial pressure ( pC02) in seawater and the

atmosphere are described. Results of an intercompatison experiment canied out in the North Sea are presented. A
remarkable agreement between the two simultaneously measured pC02 data sets was observed even though the spatial
vm.ability in surface pC02 was high. The average difference of all I-rein averages of the seawater pC02 was as low as /,

0.15 gatrn with a standard deviation of i.2 ~atm indicating that no systematic”difference is present. A closer examination of
the profiles shows that differences tend to be highest during maxima of the pC02 gradient (up to 14 patm”/min). The time
constants of both systems were estimated from laboratory experiments to 45 s, re.speetively, 75 s thus quantitatively
underlining their capability of a fast response to pC02 changes.

1. Introduction

Due to the burning of fossil fuel and the human
impact on land biota the atmospheric concentration
of COZ is steadily increasing (e.g. Keeling et al.,
1995). As tie major greenhouse gas except water
vapor COZ interacts strongly with the radiative bal-
ante of the earth and its increasing concentration
potentially influences the global climate. However,
ordy about 4590 of the total anthropogenic emissions
of COZ remains airborne (Houghton et al., 1990).
The ocean has long since, been recognized as an
important sink for a significant portion of the miss-

‘ Correspondingauthor. Tel: +49.431 .597-, fax: +49-
43I-565876 c-maik akoerszinge@ifm.uni-Kel.d~.de.

ing anthropogenic COZ. Being the largest rapidly
exchanging reservoir of carbon it will in a future , I
steady state absorb in the order of 8570 of all man-
made C02. However, with a mean ventilation time 1.
of the world ocean of 500-1000 years as the main ,

kinetic barrier the ocean cannot keep pace with the
atmospheric perturbation. Therefore the understand-
ing of the oceans’ role in the global carbon cycle has
become — as we feel — one of the most thrilling
challenges in marine sciences.

The concepts in tracing and quantifying the an-
thropogenic carbon dioxide in the ocean are mani-
foId and most of them are based on assumptions and .
pararnetrizations that are stiIl not unequivocally ac- .
cepted. One concept mat receives particular attention
among research groups not on]y since the intri=~ing ,,

0304-4203/96/S 15.00 @ 1996 Ekevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
SSD[ 0304-4203 (95)00083-6
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findings of Tans et al. ( 19%J)is the APCOZ concept
the net flux of Coz across the air-sea interface is
proportional to the difference of the partial pressures
of C02 ( APC02) in the atmosphere and the surface
water. If we were able to cover the world ocean with
a grid of representative mean APCOZ values and
further could assign appropriate exchange coeffi-
cients to them the global net flux of C02 across the
air-sea interface could be calculated (Watson et al.,
1995). However, if in the light of the considerable
spatiotemporal variability of Apc02 this concept
shall be successful a broad data base has to be
generated. Only if a combined effort of research
groups around the world leads to APC02 profiles
across all parts of tie world ocean and at different
seasons the estimate of the anthropogenic COZ flux
into the ocean can possibly be pinned down more
precisely.

In this context the question of comparability of
pCOz data from different laboratories and different
analytical systems plays a vital role for the success
of the ApC02 concept. The mean global air-sea
APCOZ necessary to accommodate a global oceanic
sink of 2.0 Gt C yr- 1 is in the order of 7 patm
(Wallace, 1995). This is a rather small signal com-
pared to an analytical precision in the order of 1
patm and ari accuracy of probably not better than a
“few ~atrn. To assess the current state an intern-
ational intercomparison exercise, marvelously orga-
nized by A. Dickson and co-workers (Scripps Institu-
tion of Oceanography, Marine Physical Laboratory,
La Jolla\Califomia, USA, June 6-10, 1994), was
carried out as a first step. In this paper we report data
from a 21-h intercomparison experiment which was
carried out at sea with two newly designed underway
pCOz systems. The results clearly show that at Ieast
with systems of similar design highly comparable
measurements are possible.

2. Theoretical background

The partial pressure of an ideally behaving com-
ponent i is defined as the product of its moie
fraction xi and the total pressure of the gas phase.
As the partial pressure is defined for the gas phase
only the term “seawater partial pressure” of a
volatile component means the partial pressure of this

component in a gas phase which is in equilibrium
with seawater with respect to this component. To
take into account the non-ideal character of a gas
like COZ the fugacity should be used rather than the
pmial. pressure (DOE, 1994). It can be calculated
from an equation given by Weiss (1974). Since the
difference is rather small most data presented in the
literature are still given as pC02 values instead of
jCOz values.

The net flux F of COZ across the air-sea inter-
face can be calculated from the partial pressure
difference between seawater and atmosphere:

F= k“ K“( APC.02)

where k is tie transfer velocity, K“ is the volubility
coefficient of C02 in seawater and APCOZ is the
difference of pCOz in the corresponding bulk layers
(i.e., surface mixed layer and air). The partial pres-
sure difference APC02 is tie thermodynamic dri-
vingforce of the net gas flux. The transfer velocity k
mainly depends on wind speed and seawater temper-
ature (LISS, 1983; Liss and Medivat, 1986; Wan-
ninkhof, 1992) while K“ depends on temperature
and salinity (Weiss, 1974).

3. Materials and methods

3S. The systems

The principle of pCOz measurement is based on
the equilibration of a carrier gas phase with a seawa-
ter sample and subsequent determination of the C02
volume mixing ratio in the carrier gas. As the pC02
in seawater strongly varies with temperature a cor-
rection is necessary to compensate for the difference
between equilibration temperature and the in-situ
seawater temperature. Different equations have been
proposed for the temperature dependence of COZ
partial pressure/fugacity in seawater (Gordon and
Jones, !973; Weiss et al., 1982 Copin-Montegut,
1988, 1989; Goyet et al., 1993; Takahashi et al.,
1993).

A great variety of pC02 systems and equilibra-
tors has been described in the literature. Essentially
three different design principles can be distinguished,
i.e., (1) the “shower type” equilibrator (e.g., Keel-
ing et aL, 1965; Kelley, 1970, Weiss, 1981; Inoue et

B+O
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al., 198Z Robertsonet al., 1993;Goyet and Peltzer,
1994), (2) the “bubble type” equilibrator (e.g.,
Takahashi, 1961; Goyet et al., 1991; Schneider et al.,
1992 Kimoto and Harashima, 1993; Ohtaki et al.,
1993), and (3) the “laminary flow type” equilibrator

Gas tubing legend

1/4-stainlesssteel
1/s”W“nlessSteel

------ Bav.a-line1[4”OD
‘--— Oeka!con-1300, 12 mm00

I
la I

M

..
*--

I
3. I

@
I

air
, Pw

+“+-

PNDIR
gas analyzer

.

(Poisson et al., 1993). A design described by Copin-
Montegut (1985) combines aspects of the shower
and bubbIe type.

Two underway pCOz systems, developed inde-
pendently at the Institute for Marine Sciences, Kiel

:.

4 wat$guard J-ntseawater in
sample air
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e---- .--—
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Fig. L Schematicdiagramof the KM rmdcnvaysystem ([FM) for the determinationof PCO, in seawater and air. 1. Air tmmtr. max.
flow= 9.0 l\min, Ap max. = 780 mbar,Erich&urgUtMiniaturgaspumpen,Aitrach.Germ~y. 2-AU cadet” pump, max. flow ~ ~.l\min,
Ap max. = 600 mbar, CoIe-Parrner International, Nilcs, [L, USA. 3. Air pump, max. flow = 1.6l/rein, Ap max. = 100 mbar. Erich Furgut
Mmiaturgaspumpcn, Ai~h, Germany. 4. 2-position valve, electric actuator. VSIco In.suumcnrs Co. Inc., Houston. lX. USA. S.
Multiposition valve (6 positions, 13 ports, flow-through ftowpath), electric actuator,Valco InstrumentsCO. Inc., Houston, TX, USA. 6.
2-way ~ solenoidvaivc, normallyopen, Neptune Research Inc.. Maplewood, NJ, USA. 7. Needle valve with calibrated micrometer
head, NUPRO Company, WNoughby, OH, USA. 8. Check VSJVC,opening prcssum 20 mbar, NUPRO Compaoy, Willoughby, OH, USA. 9.
Ball vah’e, manually actuated. 10. Flow conr,rol[cr(().2.2JJ I/rein), Cole-tier International, N@ IL USA. 11, 12 pI-CSSWCtmnsduccr
(600-1100 mbar. accwacy0.05% fuIl scale), Sam SystemsInc.. Acton. MA, USA. 13. Gasflowmctcrwith needlevalve (10-100 lib).
Kobold Me8rbtg GmbH. Hot%cim,Germany. 14. Gas flovnnetcr with needle valve (33-430 ml/mby), Kobo[d Me6ring GmbH, Hoftrcim,
Germany. 15. Liquidflownrctcr(0.25-25 l\min), KoboldMet?ringGmbH.Hofhcim, Germany. 16.PTFEmembrane filter (1 pm), Gelman
Sciences.ArmArbor.MI. USA. 17. Pasdclc filter (2 Am), NUPRO Company, WWoughby, OH, USA. 18. Gas purification tube with C02
scrubber (A.5css& [I’, Aldrich-Chemie GmbH, Src-tieim, Ge~~y) ~d chemi~l desiccant (M~C104)2, alto). 19. Waer guard (platinum
ekctrodes in U-shapedglass tube). 20. pH glsss electrode (ROSS SCriCS,ORK)N Research Inc., Boston. MA, USA) with pH/mV meter
530, WisscrtschaftIich-TcchnischcWerkstZttcnGmbH, Wcilheim, Germany. 21. Pt-ltll tcmpcmture pmbc (4-wire technique) wi~
temperaturemOItilOr.BurstcrprZsiiionsme8{ec~1kGmbH ~d Co. KG, Gems.b~h, &~y. 22~DIRco2/~20gasmdpr,model
LI-626Z LI-COR Inc., Lincotn, NE, USA. 23. Rcsemoir. 24. EqUifib~!Or(m~e of DuRAN* g]=,com~~gof water chamber and
column with evacuated jacket).
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(~) and at the Baltic Sea Research Institute,
Warnemiinde (IOW) were used in the present inter-
comparison experiment. Both systems are of the
“bubble type” and simihr in principle though dif-
ferent in detail. Therefore common aspects will be
discussedfirst. nis is followedby two chapterswith
a more detailed descriptionof the individual design
of both systems.

A continuous flOWof seawaterpasses through an
open systemequilibmtionCW which is vented to the
atmosphere.This allows the equilibrium process to
take place at ambient pressure at any time. A fixed
volume of air is re-circulatedcontinuously through
the system so as to be in almost continuousequilib-
rium with the constantlyrenewedseawaterphase. In
a “bubble type” equilibratorthis airflow is bubbled
through tie water phase. After passage through the
equilibration cell the air stream is pumped to a
non-dispersiveinfraredgas analyzer,where the mole
fraction of COZ is measured relative to a dry and
C02-free reference gas (absolute mode). Both sys-
tems feature a L1-COR” LI-6262 COJHzO gas
analyzer, which is a dual-channel instrument hat
simultaneously measures the C02 and H20 mole
fractions. The gas stream needs no drying prior to
infraed gas detection as the biasing effect of water
vapor on the metiurement of C02 is eliminated
based on the HZO measurement. The appropriate
internal algorithms not only correct for dilution of
the sample gas by the “addhioml” (compared to
calibrationgases) component water but also for gas
phase interactions of C02 with water vapor which
cause a broadening of the absorption band of C02
(McDerrnitt et al., 1993). The various advantages of
this particularNDIR system and its perfect seagoing
performancehave been described in more detail by
Goyet and Pehzer (1994). Both gas circuits (compo-
nents and fittings) were checked for leakages with
elevatedC02 levels in the surroundingair.

3.1.1. The Kiel underway PC02 system (IFM)
The schematic drawing in Fig. 1 depicts tie gen-

eral design of the ICel underway pC02 system
(hereafterIFM system). All numbers in the descrip-
tion below refer to numbers appearingin Fig. 1.

The equilibrator(24) combines two equilibration
conceptswhichare realizedin two subsequentstages.
One stage operates as a “bubble type” equilibrator
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in which a water chamber is filled with appr. 1000

ml of constantly renewed water. The air enters from
below through a cotie glass frit and is bubbled
through the water. The second stage acts as a

“ laminary flow” equilibrator. A 45-cm glass CO1-
umn is centered on top of the water chamber. The

seawater enters from the top and forms a laminary
flow on the imer walls of the column, while the air
coming from the water chamber below passes through

tie column before it leaves the equilibrator at the
head of tie column. The counter-current flow direc-
tion of seawater and air as well as the large surface
area” facilitate the establishment of equilibrium. An
evacuated jacket minimizes temperature changes of
the water flow during passage through the column.
Typically the temperatures differ by a few tens of a
degree and differences rarely exceed l“C. The flow
rate of seawater is set to 1.5-2.0 l/rein. A PC-inter-

faced flow controller (10) adjusts the flow rate to the
pre-set value and compensates for pressure changes
which frequently occur when the ship’s own seawa-

ter pumping systems are used.
The .&r circuit (total volume approx. 400 ml) is

maintained with air pump 1 at a flow rate of 1.0- 1.2

1/rein. After leaving the equilibrator the air is
pumped through water guard 19, valve 4, a flowme-
ter/needle valve combination (13) and a l-pm PTFE

membrane filter (16) to the NDIR gas analyzer (22).
Its C02 and H20 mole fractions are monitored
continuously, and the air stream is re-circulated via
multiposition valve 5, valve 4 and the air pump (1)

to a rese~oir (23) which is flushed with waste water
from the equilibrator. The gas tubing is coiled with
the reservoir to adjust the air stream to the seawater
temperature before recentering the equilibrator. A
check valve (8) avoids invasion of water through the
frit into the gas lines in case of pump failure.

The reference gas circuit is a closed loop system
which consists of a flowmeter\needle valve (14), a
miniature tir pump (3), a gas purification tube (18)

and a l-~m PTFE membrane filter (16). This feature
provides a constant supply of dry and C02-free air as
a zero reference gas and thus strongly reduces gas
requirements to just one set of calibrationgases.

For the measurement of ambient atmospheric
pC02 an Air Cadet” diaphragm pump (2) continu-
ously draws uncontaminated air from the compass
platform of the research vessel through a Dekabon@-
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type flexible tubing (Furon Dekoron Division, Au-
rora, OH, USA, 12 mm OD) to tie PC02 system.
When atmospheric PCOZ is not being measured this
air is used to flush tie air ballast bottIe which
providesa clean air buffer to the equilibratorvent. If
any volume change occurs in the re-circulated air
only clean ou~ide air Cm invade the system through
the vent line. For air measurementsvalve 6 is closed
and the air enters tie systemvia needlevalve 7 and a
2-~m pre-filter(17).

Three different types of”measurements (calibra-
tion, measurementof atmosphericor seawaterequili-
brated air) are controlledwith valves4 and 5. Fig. 2
is a schematicdrawingof the valve concept with the
two differentgeneral states describedbelow. Valve4
separatesthe equilibratorcircuit from the measuring
circuit. Thus during air measurementor calibration
of the system pump 1 keeps the short-circuitedequi-
librationcircuit in progress (Fig. 2, right), while the
separatedmeasuring circuit is flushed with ambient
air respectivelycalibrationgases.Valve 5 selects the
gas to be measured.

For measurementsof pH and seawater tempera-
ture the equilibrator is equipped with a pH glass
eIectrode(20) and a platinumresistancethermometer
(21). TWO high-accuracy pressure transducers (11,
12) are used to monitor barometric pressure as well
as pressure in the NDIR cell.

For automation of the system a special software
has been developed. It carries out two different
functions:(1) alldata generatedby the system (raw
mV readings, Xc02, XH20, TNDIR,pNDIR,Pan,
Tq, pHeq) or provided by the data distribution sys-
tem of the vessel (GPS latitude and longitude, ~n.$im,
salinity) are interrogated, averaged and logged at
user-chooseable intervals. A typical routine com-
prises an interrogation interval of 6 s and an averag-
ing interval of 1 mim (2) the filIy accessible duty
cycle is carried out by remote control of the three
valves. The duration and interval of measurement
states (calibration, measurement of seawater equili-
brated or atmospheric air) can be chosen from a
set-up menu. A typical routine consists of initial
calibration, then 57 min measurement of pC02

(seawater) and 3 fin measurement of PC02 (air)
alternating, with re-calibration after 4-6 cycles (i.e.,

approx. 4-6 h). A delay interval CM be defined to
avoid logging of data during a time interval after
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Fig. 2 Valve conceptfor gas control in the EM underway pCOz
system. The intmactionof valves 4 and 5 is shown s.chematicatly
for the measurement of seawater quilibrated air (left) and ansbi-
ent air rcsp. @lbmion gases (right).

valve switching. &t interval of 60 s has been shown
to be sufficient to allow the reading to re-stabilize
after a change of the measured gas.

For calibration of the NDIR instrument a set of
three calibration gases is used (COz-free air, low and
high C02 standard gas). All air mixtures are based
on the “natural” air concept and contain nitsogen,
oxygen and argon in the natural proportions (i.e.,
780 ppts’ N2, 210 pptv 02, 9.3 pptv Ar). The C02-
free air is purified with a C02 scrubber (Ascarite
11”) and a desiccant (magnesium perchlorate). The
LI-COR” instrument comes with an individual cali-
bration polynomial. User calibration consists of set-
ting the “zero” and “span” of tie system (Iow
standard gas). Rather than being done manually the
“zero” and “span’* set is performed automatically
by the software during each calibration procedure.
The high standard gas is run regularly as a calibra-
tion check.

The whole system (except the PC) is contained in
a plexiglass\polyer.hylene chassis that fits a[most
fuIly assembled into art ahtminium case for easy
shipping.

3.1.2. The Warnemiirtde underway pC02 system

(IOW)
Fig. 3 shows a schematic drawing of the general

design of the Warnemtinde underway pC02 system
(hereafter IOW system). All numbers in the descrip
tion below refer to numbers appearing in Fig. 3.

3.1.2.1. Watersupply. The continuous flow of sea-
water through the equilibrator is generated by a

.T,_ ., ,..,,,;,,,, ~.<,...,.,A.,.,.;,,,,—..7 ,,,,.,,------..........,.-...,.>.,.’.,...,....!...-.-...-...-.,..... ..... . —— ‘
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submerged pump (2), which is mounted in the moon
Poole of the vessel. Hence, the seawater is pumped
all the way to the equilibratorat overpressurehereby
avoiding any outgassing. From the total water flow
of 60-100 l\min the sample flow is teed off just in
front of the equilibrator and finally adjusted to a
flow rate of approx. 1 l\min by means of valve 14.
The high flow rate in the mtin by-pass and addi-
tional heat insulationof the tubing keeps the water in
the equilibrator close to in situ tempxature.

The seawater volume in the equilibratoris given
by the height of the water outlet and correspondsto a
volume of about 200 mI. In order to increase the
efficiencyof the water exchange,a pipe connectsthe
wateroutlet with the waterclose to the bottom of the
equilibrator. At a flow rate of 1 l/rein a time
constant of 12 s results for the water renewal in the

equilibrator. The water from the equilibrator flows
through-a heat insulated bath which serves as a
temperature buffer betieen the equilibrator and am-
bient air. The water temperature in the equilibrator is
recorded continuously witl a precision of 0.05”C.
Additionally, pH is measured and used to examine
qualitatively consistency with the pCOz measure-
ments.

3.1.2.2. Equilibration. A membrane pump (15a) is
used to circulatea volume of about 100 ml of air at a
flow rate of 200 ml/n& through the water column
in the equilibrator and the NDIR detection system.
Like in *“e IFM system air is pre-tempered to the
seawater temperature before entering the equilibra-
tor. me air is led through a heat exchange coil
submerged in the temperature buffer bath. Bubbles in

— 19mmid Pvc ....--.. 4uLmid.~

Fig. 3. Schematic diagnlrn of the Wamemfinde underway system (IOW) for Usedetcmsinationof pC02 in seawater and air. 1. NDIR
COz/H20 gas analyzer. model LI-626Z LI-CORInc., LmCOISS,NE, USA. 2 Immersionpump. max. ftow= 10Ul\min, Ftygt GmbH.3.
Gas purificationtube with C02 scrubber(soda lime pellets, Merck, DarmsradL Germany). 4. Gas purificationtube with chemical desiccant
(Aid’@OtLe”. J.T.Baker~c. Philfipsbmg. NJ, USA). 5. 5-way batl valve, manuatly actuated, Whitey Co., Highland Heights, OH, USA.
6a-d. 2-way hall valve, manually actuated. Whhey CO., I-@ldand Heights, OH. USA. 7. Water guard (platinum electrodes in U-shaped
@ss tube). 8. PTFE membranefilter (1 pm), GelmanSciences,h Arbor. MI. USA. 9. Gasftowmetcrwith needlevalve(O-1 l\min),
Dwyer Instruments Inc., Michigancity, USA. 10. Differwstialpressure tmnsducer(0-50 mbar), model P592-ID-AIA, accuracy 1% fish
sate, I@lico COIP.,USA. 11. Dlffererstialpressure manomekr (O-S rnbar), Dwyer InstrumentsInc.. Michigan City, USA. 12 Pt-100
tcmpcmturcprobe (4-wire technique)with tcmpemtu~ monitor, BumrerP&isionsmeBtechnikGmbH and CO.KG, Gcmsbach, Germany.
13. pH glass elecmde (model E 56, wiischafttich-TAniXhe Werkstitten GmbH, WeiUreisn,Germany)with pI-i/mV meter (model
647, filck Etektroniwhe McllgeriireGmbH and CO.,Berlin, Germ~y). 14. VaJve, manuallyactuated.16.Stainlesssteelheat exchangecoil.
17. Heat insulated bath (Plexiglasse. Styropor”). 18. Equilibrator, glass.
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the equilibrator are generated by pressing the air
through the capillary tip of a - tube. The air
leaving the equilibrator passes a conductivity cell (7)
by which the pump is switched off in case of a
seawater breakthrough. Via valves 6C and 5, a flow
meter (9), and a 1 pm PTFE membrane filter (8) tie
air enters the IR detector cell. The pressure differ-
ence between the exit of the IR cell and ambient air
is measured ( 10) and used togetherwith the baromet-
ric pressurefrom the ship’s sensor. The air is re-cir-
cttlated via pump 15a. Like in the J.FMsystem the
equilibratoris open to atmosphericpressure to avoid
any over- or underpressure in the headspace. To
check this, the pressure dhTerencebetween the head
space and the atmosphere is sporadically measured
(11).

For the measurementof atmosphericpC02 valves
6C and 6d are switched. Pump 15b continuously
pumps clean air from the compass platform out to
the system. Calibration is canied like described for
the IFM system with a gas flow rate of about 200
ml/rnin.

3.2. The experiment “

The intercomparisonexperiment was carried out
on board R/V Valdiuia during cruise no. 148-2 in
September, 1994. The 21-h intercompaison experi-
ment was performed on transect A-B in tie eastern
North Sea (Fig. 4). The R/V Vakiiuia departed from
Kiel on September 1I, 1994, and arrived back to
Kiel Ori September 14, 1994, after sailing around
Denmark. When designing the experiment care was
taken to operate the systems under conditions as
comparable as possible. Fkst of all both system were
run simultaneously on the water supply system as
described in Section 3.1.2.1 for the IOW system. The
systems were operated side by side and the water
flows required by each of them were teed off right at
tAe systems. In-situ temperature and salinity of the
seawater were monitored continuously with a tem-
perature/salinity (conductivity) probe mounted close
to the seawater intake. Corrections for temperature
changes were performed based on these in-situ tem-
perature readings and the equilibrator temperatures
measured and logged by each of the systems. Baro-
metric pressure was taken from the ship’s meteoro-
logical pressure sensor. Ambient air was drawn from
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Fig. 4. Location of transect A-B during R/V Vafdiuiacruiseno.
148-2 in September 11-14, 1994.

the compass platform of R/V Vahfiuia and tie
airflow split for the two systems. .

A consistent set of calibration gases with known
amounts of C02 (k 0.3 ppmv) in “natural” air was
used although different pressure requirements of the
systems prohibhed the use of the .wime cylinders.
Nhrogen was used as a zero reference gas. The IFM
system was calibrated on an hourly basis, the IOW
system once during the experiment. During the l-h
calibration intervals (iFM) the NDIR analyzer re-
mained remarkably stable with a drift in the order of
+0.1 ~mol/mol. The 24-h interval was correspond-
ingly accompanied by a drift of the COZ analyzer of
approx. +2.5 pmol/moI. The drift was not accom-
panied by art apparent drift of the IR cell tempera-
mre. This drift was removed linearly from the IOW
data set. [t was concluded that a calibration interval
of 4-6 h would be a reasonable compromise.

Ti-teconversion of detector mV readings into C02
mole fractions based on internal algorithms (1) to (5)
of the LI-COR analyzer and the calculation of partial
pressure of C02 according to Eqs. (6) and (7) was
performed identically for the to data sets comprising
the following stepx
1. user calibration of tie IR analyzer by setting the

“zero point” as an offset z (calculated from
measurement of a COz-free calibration gas) and

- ,-,- —-4.—T-7--- - =., ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . ...-== ~.-, . .. . . ..-. . . ..?...... .......’<.‘.F.~,.-
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2.

3.

“span” as a factor s (calculated from measure-
ment of a calibrationgas with knownC02 mixing
ratio), applied internally to the raw detector read-
ings m~

mV-=s. mV+z

the mV” readings are linearly corrected from the
cell pressure p (kPa) during the measurementto a
pressureof 1 atmosphere(PO= 101.325kPa):

mV’=mV””%
P

the COZmole fraction xCO~ ( ~mol/mol) from
wet sample measurement with water vapor mole
fraction XH20 (mmol/mol) is calculated on the
basis of the individual factory caUbrationpolyno-
mial and the pressure broadening effect of water
vapor (for details see: McDermitt et al., 1993):

Xcoy = X(xH20) ”(at”y+a2. y2+a3-Y3

+a4. y4+a5. ys)

with

XH20
X(xH20)=l+(aW–1). m

and

aW = 1.57

4.

and

mV’

‘= X( XH20)

The “foreign gas broadeningcoefficient” aW re-
flects the pressure broadening effectiveness of
water vapor on the COZmeasurementrelative to
nitrogen (a~z = 1). Its value has been determined
experimentally (McDermitt et al., 1993). The mole
fraction of water vapor XH20 is provided by the
simultaneous measurements in the HZO channel;
the COZ mole fraction xCO~ is linearly cor-
rected for the deviation of cell temperature T (K)
during measurement from factory calibration tem-
perature TO(K}

T
Xco; ‘“s= Xcoy . —

TO

C02 mole fraction xCO~ S“s is corrected (to dry
air) for dilution of the gas phase by measured
water vapor mole fraction XH20 (mmol/mol).

[)1
XC02- .dv = XCO; .WS.

XH20
1 .—

1000

2s0

I 1

------s4awatef (low)
‘— a-we (lFM)

x abnasphefe(lO)q
240

-/22UJ
A Ttansact B

Ftg. 5. l%ne-synchronizedsuperpositionof profiles of surface seawater and atmospheric pC02 on transectA-B asmeasured simultane-
ously by she IFM and IOW underway pCOz systems. The box indicates the location of the enlargement area in Fig. 7.
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6.

-1
1<

tie pCO~ ( patm) at 100% humidity is calcu-
lated based on the ambient (= equilibrator) pres-
sure p (atrn) and saturation water vapor pressure
w (atm).

pco; = Xco;‘v“(p – w)

The saturation water vapor pressure w (mbar) is
calculated from tie following equatiom

( 6163
w =0.981 - exp 27.029-0.0098” T&, – —

Tabs )

where T~b~ is the absolute temperature of the
seawater. The seawater pC02 is calculated from
the seawater temperature in the equilibrator while
for the atmospheric PCOZ the mixed layer tem-
perature has to be used. If the temperatureof the
skin layer is known and differs from the mixed
layer temperamrethe former shouldbe used (Ro-

‘bertson and Watson, 1992).The present calcula-
tions are based on mixed layer temperatures

. the pCO~ is corrected for the temperature shift
between in-situ temperamre T. and equilibrator
temperature Tm using art empirical equation

8

6

,

-2

4

(DOE, 1994) which W= originally proposed by
Takahashi et al. (1993}

pC02 = pCO~ “exp(O.0423(~~ – I&))

4. Results and discussion ,,,

The pCOz profiles generated by each of two
systems during the 2 l-h experiment were compared
based on the UTC time of the I-rein intervals. A
time synchronized sup&position of the profiles along
transect A-B (for location refer to F@ .4) is shown
in F@ 5. The solid line (IF@ is interrupted during
the hourly calibration and measurement of atmo-
spheric pCOz routine while the dashed line (IOW) ,,
gives a more or less continuous record. The PCOZ
values along transect A-B are plotted against time ,,
rather than geographical position in order to display
the l-fin averages equidistantly. Otherwise they

‘.

would have been stretched or distorted according to
the changing speed of the vessel. In any other appli-
cation plotting against a distance axis instead of a

— residual

— gradient

o
A Transect B

Fig. 6. Residuals of the l-rein avem~~ of ~c two Sufice -water DCO, profiles (top) and abso[u[e VAR.S of tie measured PCO,. .
gsadient as eatculatedfrom the IFM p~file (bottom).
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time axis would have been more useful but in this
discussion we focus on a time synchronized compar-
ison of the data points.

The striking feature of Fig. 5 is a marked qualita-
tive and quantitative conformity of the profiles. Even
though the North Sea offered a kind of worst case

situation with a highly variable spatial pC02 d@sri-
bution there is no significant difference in the pro-
files at this level. The I-rein averages of the whole
experiment show a mean difference (IFM – IOW) of
+0.15 ~atm (H 310.32A 29.59 ~a~ IOW
310.16 ~ 29.79 patm) which indicates that there is
no systematic difference between the systems. The
standard deviation of 1.2 #atm of the differences
between the l-rein averages can in part be attributed
to the differences occurring during high pC02 gra-
dients. In most cases peaks in the differences coin-
cide with peaks in the gradient (Fig. 6). The pC02
gradient as calculated from the FM profile reached
peak values as high as 10-14 &atm/min, which
were followed by both systems. At a mean ship
speed of appr. 8 knots a I-rein average corresponds
to a distance of 250 m in which changes in the
pC02 of up to 14 pawn were measured.

The atmospheric PCOZ shows a steady level of
approx. 342 ~atm. Towards the inner German Bight
the atmospheric PC02 level is raised by some 30

patm which can be attributed to the influence of air

masses contaminated by indusmial areas of northern
Germany. The single atmospheric measurement cy-
cIe carried out by the IOW system during the experi-

ment is in full agreement with the atmospheric PC02
profile of the IFM system during that period (IFiW
342.24 ~ 0.11 #atrn, IOW 341.84* 0.35 pawn).

Encouraged by the general agreement of these
measurements we took a closer look at the “fine
structure” of the profiles.For this purpose a 165-rnin
interval was enlarged to reveal any further features
(Fig. 7). The mean difference (IFM – IOW) of the
I-rein averages in this enlargement interval is +0.5
patm. Stillx.heconformityof the profilesat this level
is remarkable.The IFM system shows slightlyhigher
maxima and lower minima than the IOW system
with the slopes of the pCOz peaks being little
steeper in the IFM profile (i.e., more positive in the
uprise and more negative in the fall). This feature of
the profiles can also be seen if the pCOz gradient as
calculated from the IOW profile is plotted versus the
pC02 gradient as derived from the IFM profile (Fig.
8). In a correlation analysis after Bartlett (1949) a
straight line was fitted to these two variables which
are subject to the same order of error. The estimated
slope of 0.86 indicates that the IOW gradient is on
the average by 14% lower than the IFM profile.”

370 1

-
10 mm

-340
a

~

330- .

310- -

F@ 7. Enlargement of a 165-min interval of the superim~sed pCOz profiles. For location of the enlarged profile in the 21.h ~ction refer
to Fig. 5.
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The straight line was fitted to the data after a correlationanalysis
after Banlett (1949).

From these findings and the qualitativeexamination
of the profiles in Fig. 7 a slightly different time
constant carIbe inferred.

In order to estimate the time constants a step
experiment was carried out with both pC02 sys-”

terns. For this purpose two batches of water charac-
terized by different pC02 and T were provided in
plastic bags which allowed the water to be kept out
of contact with a headspace throughout the whole
experiment. Both batches were run subsequently
through the systems. After a steady reading of tie

:.

first batch was achieved the water supply was
switched steplike to the second batch and the change
of measured pCOz and T were followed in short
time intervals (Fig. 9). Under the assumption that the
re-equilibration can be described as a first-order
process the following equation holds

dpa
—=~(Pw– Pa)dt

in which pa stands for the measured pC02 in the
carrier gas stream, pW for the pC02 of the water
phase and k represents the rate constant of the
process. Integration yieIds an exponential equatiotx

pa=p. +(p~–p. )”e-k’

with p! and pw being the pCOz values of me “first
and second batch, respectively,and p. the measured
pC02 at time t. A plot of – ln( pa – pW\p~ - pW)
vs. r shows an almost perfect linear correlation thus
justifying the a priori assumption of a fret-order rate

Wo 21.W
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3.s0 i /’ ..*’I

i
:..-0.50 ;

J I
0.03-

-so o S01031533QI 3S03W 393

# 20.90
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0 100 203 Soo 400 Soo
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Fig. 9. Results from a step experimentwiti IZ+ avenges for pcoz and water temperature ([FMsystem). I%e step frombatch 1 to batch2
occursat r = O.The insert shows a plot of - In(p, - pW/p~ - pW) vs. time axis of the experiment (anatogous for tem~rature). From the
sIope of the regression fines the time constants were calculated.
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law (Fig. 9). The time constant (1\k) can be calcu-
]ated from the slope. Assuming that the heat ex-
change between the water and the gas phase or the
equilibrator walls is small, temperature changes in
the equilibrator after the change between the batches
give information about the water exchange rate in
the equilibrator. From experimental runs with differ-
ent step directions, step maetitudes and water flow
rates the following time constants for pCOz were
evaluated. IFM system, 75 A 6 s (42 s} IOW sys-
tem, 46 ~ 1 s (22 s)- The numbers in parentheses
give the correspondkg time constants for tempera-
ture. While tie time constants for pC02 can be
regarded as overall time constants the time constants
for temperature represent the physical mixing in the
equilibration cell.

The results underline the observation that both
systems are characterized by a fast response to pCOz
changes. However, the slight differences between the
profiles discussed above cannot be explained by the
experimental time constants. One reason for this
discrepancy could be the fact that seawater flow
rates of the IOW system were not monitored at sea.
As changing flow rates affect the time constants
these may have been different at sea fkom the experi-
mentally measured time constants. It should also be
mentioned &at as the experiment was not designed
for such detailed examination the interpretability of
such miniature differences is clearly limited. For
example tie I-rein averages were not taken fully
synchronized throughout the experiment, so that they
ae out of phase at between O and 30 s. We would
like to emphasize that tAe observed differences in the
“fine structure” of tie profiles are negligible
respect to the scales of the APC02 concept.

5. Conclusions

The findings reported in this paper clearly demon-
strate that an excellent at-sea agreement of data from

different pC02 systems can be achieved. Both new
systems have shown their capability of a fast re-
sponse to pC02 changes. However, the sharing of
facilities like the water supply system, in-situ tem-
perature and pressure data and calibration gases and
tie identical mathematical treatment of the data have

excluded possible sources of errors. As temperature

and pressure measurements can be done witi the

necessaty accuracy rather conveniently and as cali-
bration gases can be prepared cmefully enough the
possible etiors contributed by this can be minimized.
The conclusions of this experiment are certainly
somewhat restricted by the fact that two system of
rather similar design were compared. The. results

may therefore be regarded as a first check at-sea
under ideal circumstances. Encouraged by the re-

ported excellent agreement a next step should be a
more general at sea intercomparison of underway
pC02 systems which includes systems of ve~ dif-
ferent design.
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Observations were made of time variations of carbon dioxide in seawater, pCOZ,
and in the atmosphere, PCO1,in the Seto Inland Sea ofJapan. The pCOzdata showed
well defined diurnal variation; high values at nighttime and low values during
daylight hours. The pCOz correlated negatively with dissolved oxygen. These
results denote that the diurna~ variation of pCOz is associated with effects of
photoplankton’s activity in seawater. The pCOZmeasured in the Seto Inland Sea
showed higher values than the PC02 during June to November, denoting transport
of carbon dioxide from the sea surface to the atmosphere, and lower values during
December to May, denoting transport of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to
the sea surface. The exchange rates of carbon dioxide were calculated using
workhg formula given by Andri6 etat. (1986). The results showed that the Seto
Inland Sea gained carbon dioxide of 1.0 m-mol m-z d-l from the atmosphere in
March and lost 1.7 m-mol m-z d-[ to the atmosphere in August.

1. Introduction
The exchange of carbon dioxide between the atmosphere and the sea is of major importance

to our understanding of the climatic consequences of anthropogenic carbon dioxide. The
exchange rate of carbon’dioxide depends upon the concentration difference of carbon dioxide
between seawater and atmosphere, gas transfer velocity and the volubility of carbon dioxide in
seawater. A key factor on the carbon dioxide exchange, however, is the accurate determination
of carbon dioxide concentration dissolved in seawater.

The e@tilibrator technique has been used to measure the pCOz by many researchers em-
ploying a non-dispersive infrared gas analyzer, NDIR (e.g., Fushimi, 1987; Gordon et u[., 197 I;
Oudot and Andri6, 1989; Takahashi, 1961; Weiss et al., 1982; Wong and Chan, 1991). We
measured the pCOz in the Seto Inland Sea of Japan by the equilibrator technique using the NDI R
(Shimazu Co., URA-106). A minor modification was done in the present instrument. The carrier
gas line for the NDIR was opened to the atmosphere to maintain the gas line as barometric
pressure. This technique makes free from the correction for addition or extraction of the carbon
dioxide from sample seawater due to circulating air.

The experiments were carried out using facility of Observatory for Environmental Research
of Okayama University (34.27°N, 133.54°E). Seawater was sampled at 0.5 m below the surface.
Seawater temperature, Ts, salinity, .S, and pH value were measured every sample seawater. The
carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere, PCOZ, has been measured at the Observatory

together with wind speed, temperature and humidity at 10 m height above the sea surface.
The present paper describes the characteristics of diurnal and seasonal variations of pC@

and PCOZ measured. Exchange rates of carbon dioxide between seawater and atmosphere are
estimated.
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2. Measuring Procedure of pCOZ
Figure 1 shows a block diag~m

E. Ohtdti ad.

of measuring instrument which consists of a plastic
chamber, NDIR, a water bath and a recorder. The plastic chamber had a cross section of 3 cmz
and 15 cm tall. The plastic chamber was immersed into a water bath whose temperature was
controlled by a regulator within an accuracy of 0.1“C to that of sample seawater. The sample
bottle of seawater was also immersed into the water bath to keep its temperature under field
conditions.

The NDIR was used in a differential mode: A known concentration of carbon dioxide
standard gas was continuously passed through a reference cell of the NDIR at a rate of 5 ml per
min. Other carbon dioxide standard gases were used as the carrier gas. The flow rate of the carrier
gas was regulated by a mass flow meter to be 100 ml per min. The carrier gas line was opened
to the atmosphere to maintain the gas line as barometric pressure. The earner gas was, at first,
passed through tlie gas line with diffuser (illustrated by 1 in the figure). Then, the.gas flow was. .
changed by a three way valve to another gas line (illustrated by 2 in the figure) in order to purge
the carrier gas into dead spaces in the equilibrating chamber. Water sample of 18 ml was pumped
up into the chamber.

The output signal of the NDIR appears to be constant when the carrier gas is purged into the
equilibrating chamber. This stage is specified as “purging” in Fig. 2. Again, the carrier gas line
was changed to the diffuser circuit. Small bubbles of carrier gas interact with water during
drilling about 6 cm in sample seawater. This stage is specified as “bubbling” in Fig. 2. The carrier
gas was then passed through a drying column with Mg(CIO& and,led to a measuring cell of

~------ --------- ------- -------- ------ ---- !.

Ezi3:,
;

lr—— 1. 3-way valve ;

Hg(clo.)?,..b-. -y
:

~,

I CD?

HDIR

11
Exhaust ill-Sample

bottle

.+=

O-J
Water bath

Drain

Aco?
Carrier g=

Fig. 1. Block diagram of measuring instrument for carbon dioxide concentration in seawater.
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the NDIR.
lfthe carbon dioxide concentration ofcarriergas equals to that in seawater, dissolved carbon

dioxide and various carbonate species do not change their equilibrium condition during bubbling
procedure. The output signal of the NDIR shows constant corresponding to the carrier gas level
under such equilibrium conditions. In general, we can use standard gases with discrete
concentration. Thus, the output signal of the NDIR becomes to have a positive or a negative peak.
The peak height (cf. CPH in Fig. 2) is associated with the concentration difference between
carrier gas and seawater. The positive peak means that the carbon dioxide is extracted from
seawater, and the negative peak means that the carbon dioxide in carrier gas is added to seawater
when small bubbles of carrier gas are passing through sample seawater. In order to find out the
carbon dioxide concentration of carrier gas, which the peak height of the NDIR is zero, we
repeated the purging and bubbling procedures five times using different concentrations of earner
gas, and measured values of CPH. The sample seawater of 18 ml in equilibrating chamber was
changed every trial. Figure 3 shows the relationship between CPH and carbon dioxide concen-
tration of carrier gas. The carbon dioxide concentration of seawater was determined to be 333
ppm from the concentration of carrier gas which the CPH was zero. To check the precision of
present technique, eight trials of concentration measurements ofcarbon dioxide were earned out
using seawater sampled. Their mean value was 578 ppm with standard deviation of 1.6 ppm.

Ten compressed gas tanks, five containing COZ/Nzmixtures from 300 to 700 ppm and five
COZlair mixtures from 300 to 700 ppm, were used to check the precision of the camier gas error
of the instrument. The NDIR analyzer indicated carbon dioxide concentration in the C02/N2
mixtures 0.5 ppm below the value in the COJair mixtures. The pCOZvalues in seawater were
compared for seven seawater samples using carrier gases containing CO-JN2 mixtures and
COJairmixtures. It is noted that the pCOZdetermined by COJN2 mixtures was larger by 1.1 ppm
than that determined by C02/air mixtures. Here, we can conclude that the significant error of
greater than 1ppm in pC02 is not considered from the pressure broadening effects due to different
gas mixtures of COJ_N2and C02/air.

. .

Fig. 2. Output signal of non-dispersive gas mudyzer(NDIR). Positive peak denotes that the carbon dioxide
is extrdcted from sample seawater.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between peak voltage (CPH in Fig. 2) of NDIR and carbon dioxide concentration of
carrier gas. Carbon dioxide concentration in seawater is assumed to the carrier gas concentration where
CPH is zero.

3. Results

3.1 Diurnal variation ofpCOz
Figure 4 shows a time variation of pCOz measured on August 27 to 28, 1991. The carbon

dioxide concentration in the atmosphere, PCOZ,seawater temperature, Ts, and dissolved oxygen,
DO, are together plotted in the figure. The mean value of pCOz measured was 671 ppm. It is
apparent that the pCOZ shows well defined diurnal variation characterized by the low values
during daylight hours, and high values in the nighttime. The amplitude was about 85 ppm. To
eliminate the temperature effect on pC02, we apply the temperature coefficient of 4°/o(”C) I to
the pCOZ measured (e.g., Oudot and Andri6, 1989). The pCOz data corrected show that the
biological factors outweigh physiochemical effects associated with temperature adjustment in
determining the diurnal cycle. It is also noted that the pCOz data correlate negatively with the DO
data. These results mean that the ditimal variation of pCOZis associated with the photosynthetic
activity by photoplanktons in seawater. Figure 5 shows diurnal variations of pCOz measured in
early spring of March 2 to 3, 1991. The amplitude of dlumal change in pCOz was reduced to 8.5
ppm under periods of low seawater temperature. The seawater temperature was 8 to 10°C.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between amplitude of diurnal variation of pCOz and sea-
water temperature, Ts. The regression curve plotted in the figure shows that the amp] itude of
pCOZ varies as Tsz.This denotes that the photosynthetic effect on pCOZ can be represented by
the square law of seawater temperature.

The examples of diurnal change of pCOz in’surface seawater reported in the literature have
been scarce. Recently, Oudot and Andri6 ( 1989) showed that a decrease in PCOZ was occurred
most of the time between morning and evening in eastern tropical Atlantic Ocean. They discussed
three factors that alter pCOz in surface seawater; temperature, gas exchange across the air-sea
interface and biological consumption of carbon dioxide through photosynthesis. They concluded
that the decrease in pCOz during daylight hours can be resulted from the photosynthetic fixation
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Fig. 4. Example ofdiumal variation ofpC02 measured on August 27/28, 1991.pCOz in atmosphere, seawater
temperature, Ts, and dissolved oxygen, DO, are plotted for reference.
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Fig. 5. Example ofdiumal variation ofpCOz measured on March 2/3, 1991. PCOZin atmosphere, seawater
temperature, Ts, and dissolved oxygen, DO, are plotted for reference.

of carbon dioxide. Takahashi (196 1) also demonstrated in the pioneering work that the pCOz of \
330 ppm can be reduced to210 ppm by the biological activities at the most productive areas of
phytoplanktons. These results support that the diurnal change in pCOz measured in the present <
study are associated with the photosynthetic activity by photoplanktons in seawater.
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Fig. 6. Amplitude of diurnal variation of pCOZ as a function of seawater temperature, Ts.

3.2 SeasonaI variation ofpCO1
The seasonal variation ofpCOz and PCOZare plotted i? Fig. 7. The seasonal cycle of pCO~

had an amplitude of218 ppm with high values in summer and low values in winter. Data for
checking the seasonal changes ofpCOz are not available around the measuring site in the Seto
Inland Sea of Japan. For data of open oceans, Weiss et al. (1982) showed well defined seasonal
variations of surface water fugacity of carbon dioxide. Their data were measured in the tropical
areas of the north and south Pacific Oceans. The amplitude of seasonal variations was about 10
patm, with both hemispheres showing summer maxima. Wong and Chan (1991) also showed that
the average amplitude of the oceanic pCOz cycle was about 28 patm using data obtained from
Ocean Station P. It is noted that the amplitude of seasonal variation of our pCOz data showed ten
times larger than those for open oceans. This result means that the pCOz obtained in the Seto
Inland Sea is inevitably local in character.

Comparing with the PCOZ, the pCOZin seawater is larger than that of the atmosphere during
periods from June to November, transporting carbon dioxide from the sea surface to the
atmosphere and smaller during periods from December to May through January, transporting
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to the seawater. It is noted that the PCOZshowed high values
in summer season compared with those in winter season. This seasonal variation differs from that
of monitoring stations sited in northern phemisphere (e.g. Komhy} et al., 1985). The result can
be interpreted as follows: The measuring site is located near the coast of the Seto Inland Sea. The
atmospheric surface layer is characterized by stable stratification even in daytime hours during
April to October. Thus, the vertical mixing of the air mass is suppressed. The carbon dioxide
released from nearby factories and dwellings accumulates in the atmospheric surface layer and
results in high concentrations in summer months (Ohtaki er al., 1984).

3.3 Carbon dioxide exchange across air-sea interface
The net carbon dioxide flux, F, across the air-sea interface can be estimated from the giis

exchange equation reported by Andri6 et aI. ( 1986):
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Fig. 7. Seasonal variation of carbon dioxide concentration in seawater, pC02, and in atmosphere, PCOZ.

F= 0.24 KaApCOz

where Kis the carbon dioxide transfer velocity and a is the carbon dioxide volubility in seawater.
Using Kexp,ressed in cm h-l, a expressed in mol kg-]atm-l, and ApCOz= pCOz– PCOZexpressed
in patm, the F is given in m-mol m-z d-l. The a presented by Weiss (1974) was used. The K was
calculated using relationships proposed by Oudot and Andri&(1989). Though their K values are
defined for temperature ranges from 20 to 30”C, we assume that the relationships can be
extrapolated to the temperature ranges encountered in the.present study. The calculated exchange
rates in March therefore became rough estimates, because the average values of Ts were about
8°C in March.

The carbon dioxide exchange rates measured on August 27 to 28, 1991 are shown in Fig. 8.
For reference, the wind speed, U, measured at 10 m height, partial pressure difference, ApC02,
and transfer velocity, K, are plotted in the figure. It is noted that U had an appreciable effect on
the values ofKand thus F. For U> 3.6 m s-l, the F increased to 8 m-mol m-z d 1,but for U< 3.6
m s-l, the F reduced rapidly less than 1 m-mol m-2 d-’. The daily average of carbon dioxide
exchange rate was about 1.7 m-mol m-~d-l in the present case representing upward transport of
carbon dioxide from the sea surface to the atmosphere. This is very close to those in Guinea Dome
measured by Oudot and Andri6 (1989), and in the tropical Atlantic Ocean during FOCAL cruises
(Andri4 et al., 1986). These two examples of carbon dioxide exchange rates were taken from an
important source zones of carbon dioxide for the atmosphere.

The example of carbon dioxide exchange rates measured on March 2 to 3, 1991 is plotted
iii Fig. 9. It is noted that F is negative, representing downward transport of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere to the sea surface. The daily average of carbon dioxide exchange rate was about
-1.0 m-rnol m-z d-[. .

It is interested to see, the annual cycle of carbon dioxide exchange rates at the Seto Inland
Sea. Taking into account of the seasonal variation of pCOz and PCOZillustrated in Fig. 7, the
carbon dioxide may be transported from the sea surface to the atmosphere during June to
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November, and transported from the atmosphere to the sea surface during December to May.
Here, we would like to emphasize that more attention should be noted to the transfer velocity of
carbon dioxide between atmosphere and seawater. The accuracy of F estimated depends on the
transfer velocity, K. In order to examine whether the parameter Kproposed by Oudot and Andri6
(1989) can be applied to our data obtained in the Seto Inland Sea or not, similar experiments have
to be duplicated with the eddy correlation technique (e.g., Ohtaki et al., 1989).

4. Conclusions
The pCOZ in seawater was measured in the Seto Inland Sea of Japan. The results obtained

are inevitaly local in character. However, the pCOZ data demonstrate characteristic diurnal and
seasonal variations. The high value of 670 ppm occurred in August. and the low value of235 ppm
occurred in March.

The concentration difference of carbon dioxide between seawater and atmosphere showed
positive from June to November, and negative from December to May through January. Sample
calculation showed that the carbon dioxide flux of 1.7 m-mol m z d.1 was transported from the
sea surface to the atmosphere in August, and 1.0 m-mol m-z d‘ was transported from the at-
mosphere to the sea sut%acein March.
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Accurate headspace analysis of~COz in discrete water samples using batch
equilibration

Craig Neill, Kenneth M. Johnson, Ernie Lewis, and Douglas W. R. Wallacel
Department of Applied Science, Brookhaven National Laboratory, PO. BOX5000. Upton, New York 11973-5000

Abstract

A high-accuracy. batch-equitibmtion.static-hcadspacc technique for the determination of the fugacity of COt
(fCO:) in discrete water samptcs is described. The technique was designed for monitoring malt changes of CO,
in the oecan and has accuracy and precision (<1 ~o for water samptcs) comparable to that of the best techniques
available. The mcthed uses several nod approaches to mzximize accumy. requires onIYa s~lI water =rnplc (60
ml), aitd is very rapid (-2 min per anatysis). Precision of the calculated tottd alkalinity, based on the me=ured
fCO: and Cm is comparable to or better than is gencmlly attained using potcntiomctnc titration. Compared with C,
and totaf alkalinity measurements. she srrd sample volume and mpid analysis time makes it practical to perform
analysis of muttiptc replicates in order to improve confidence in the resuiL The method is readily appfieable to
experimental studies such as incubations as well as to time-series measurements of in sins biological metabolism.
Because the anafysis cmptoys gas chromatography.the technique can bc adapted to measure simultaneously a suite
of gases dissolved in seawater.

To characterize thi speciation of inorganic carbon in sea-
water it is necessosy to measure at [east two of four mea-
sumble parameters: Cr (total dksolved inorganic carbon con-
centration), pH, /COz (ftsgacity of COZ), and total alkahity.
Established methods for the measurement of pH (see Dick-
son 1993 for review), total alkdirtity (e.g. Mtllero et al.
1993), and C, (e.g. “Johnson et al. 1985, 199X Robinson and
Wll!imtts 1991) are well described in the literature. Note that
/CO: at 1 atm total pressure is 0.3-0.4% lower than its par-
tial pressure(pCO:)becauseof nonideaf behavior.

High-accuqtcy meaarsremems of inorganic carbon in the
ocean can potentially be used to determine dtrectly the oce-
anic uptake ‘of excess, or anthmpogenic. C02 from the at-
mosphere and ase powerful constraints for modefs of this
uptake process (e.g. Gruber et al. 1996 Waflace )995). Such
evaluatiorti of large-scale distributions and long-term
changes of CO: concentration in the oceans must be based
upon &ta coIlected by different measurement groups and
cruises and is therefore usually limited by accuracy rather
than analytical precision. ~

Currently, the most accurate measurement is that of Cr
that can be measured routinely (at sea) to an accuracy of
0.1% using coulometric titration (Johnson et at. 1993) and
for which certified standards (UNESCO 1991) are now well
accepted. Total alkalinity is one of the more commonly mea-
sured parameters with a potential measurement accuracy of
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0.2% @filIero et a!. 1993): however, certitied standofds for
this pasameter are only now becoming available (A. Dickson
pers. comtrs.). Both measurement-s are relatively slow at
-15-30 min per analysis. A potential advantage of measrsr-
ing ~CO1 is that calibration can be tied to the analysis of
gas-phase standards that can be prepared gravimetricatly to
high accuracy. maintained for long periods and ire readily
intercompared with certified standards that have been de-
veloped for mtnosphenc COZ monitoring.

jCO: can also be a sensitive measure of the small tem-
poral changes of COZ concentration caused by biological me-
tabolism in the oceans. Chipman et al. (1993) noted that
~C02 was a particularly sensitive measure of the small di-
urnal variations associated with organic carbon production
and resp”mtion in seawater because the associated percent-
age change in fCO: is an order of magnitude greater than
the corresponding percentage change in Cp

There have been relmive[y few descriptions of methbds
for the determination of the~COZ of discrete water samples.
Notable exceptions include the gas chmmatogktphy (GC)-
based method described by Clipmmt et al. (1993) and an
infrared detection variant of thk described by Wanninkhof
rmd II-toning (1993) and Chen et al. (1995). Whereas both
methods give good precision and accuracy. they require rel-
mively large (>0.S titer) water samples and long (-10-20
rein) analysis times. Both factors can become a pmbIem on
oceanographic research cruises where the number of samples
that can be anrdyzed is usually a limiting factor, and where
the available volume of water from rt particular Ntskin bottle
may be restricted.

Here we present an alternative method of measuring the
JCO: of small samples (60 ml) with an average analysis time
of-2 min per sample. The approach involves off-tine equil-
ibration of the sample and an introduced headspace within
a small serum bottle, folIowed by analysis of the mole frac-
tion of CO: in the equilibrated hemtspace by GC with flame-
ionization detection (GC-FID). The method is derived fmm
a method initially developed for methrme analysis (Johnson
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Fig. 1. Scherrmtic representation of thehecdspace-intmduction

system. ’fhe~”nge needle isconcentsic with two ports. llrcotuer
tube has a gas port aLthe top of the needle. The inner tube has a
liquid port at the base of rise necdk (see rc.rz).

et ai. 1990). Becmtse the method uses snail sensm botties
and GC. it is particularly well suited to experimental studies
of metaboiis% such as microbiological incubations, and
could readily be extended to measure a wide suite of gases
in addhion to C02.

Maceriaisand methods

Sampling and headrpace introduction—Subsantpks are
colIectcd in 60-ml serum botties whose volume has been
ctilbrated gravimetricaiIy (Johnson et ai. 1990). The bottles
are iil!ed using a piece of latex or tygon tuting, be.htg careful
to avoid bubbles and overflowing at least one full volume.

The sampiing tube is carefully withdrawn from the serum
bottie whiIe maintaining some fiow in order to leave a me-
niscus of water at the neck of the bottle. The serum bottle

is inunediate[y sealed with a 20-mrrt Teflon-faced butyi
rubber septa and aluminum crimp seal (Wheaton, part no.
224 L66). The sample must be sersied with no air bubbles
inside in order that the initial water voiume in the serum
botde agrees with the ctiibrated vaiue. We evaluated several
types of septa and determined that thk type combined the
best seaiing quaiities together with resistance to leakage after
puncturing with a needle.

A headspace is then introduced as foilows (see Fig. t)
The septum is pierced with a c~tom-designed concentric
needle comprised of an (inner) long, side-port style needle
that is used to remove water from the sampie. and an (outer)
shon piece of needie tubktg that is used to introduce head-

space gas. When the twedie is fuily inserted into a serum
bottie (Fig. 1), the .’g~ Pofi’- in the outer tubing is located
just beneath the septum. such that when water is withdrawn
through the iong needle (‘“liquid port”). gas enters through
the gas port to form the headspace. Typicaliy 6.0 mi
(=0.000s) of water is withdrawn, using a stepper motot-
driven syringe (Kloehrs, model 50100).

Three headspace gases with dlffererst CO:-in-air mole
fractions (USIXIHY 350 x io-’. 750 X 10-6, and 1500 X
10-’) are stored in 5-liter gas bags (Calibrated Instruments)
and connected to the gm pott of the needle via a five-port
seiector vaive (Fig. 1). Gas bags are used in order to ensure
that the initiai headspace is introduced into the serum botties
at atmospheric pressure, which is recorded. The selector
vaive is used to select a headspace gas with a jC02 that is
ciose to that expected for the particular water sampie being
processed. T&s matclirtg of the water sample and headspace
fCO: minimizes the amount of CO, exchanged during the
subsequent equilibration (see befow). The fourth position on
the selector valve u used to flmh the valve and needie with
distilled water, followed by air. This is performed regulmiy
to prevent sait from accumulating in the tu~tng.

E@i/ibration—After all samples from a hydrographic cast
have been collected and the headspaces introduced, the sam-
ples are equilibrated in a comtit temperature bath that is
controlled to within ZO.O~°C. A plastic-iined polystyrene
beverage cooier is used as the bath, with the bath water
circulated duectiy through a constant temperature circulator
(MIS requires a circulator with both pressure and suction
pumps). The bath is mounted on a reciprocating shaker table.
The setum bottles are placed in the bath on their sides and
shaken aIong their long axis at a frequency that maximizes
the motion of the headspace bubbie (Johnson et rd. 1990).
The temperature of the bath is measured by a thermistor with
NEST-traceable calibration to an accuracy of 0.005”C. After
putting samples in the bath. the temperature stabilizes in <1
h. SmnpIes are equilibrated on the shaker for 3-4 h prior to
headspace anaiysis.

Ffeadspace analysis-Foliowing equilibration. sample
arsaiy;isconsistsof (1) measuringthe pressureof the head-
space, (2) d=placirtgsomeof the headspaceintoiIgas sam-
ple ioop, and (3) anaiysis of the contents the sample loop
by GC. Tire shaicerk lefi on throughoutthe analysesand
sampies are removed one at a time. using tongs to reduce
thermai perturbations of the bath. The elapsed time between
when a sample is removed from the bath and the gas sample
ioop is ioaded is about 30 S. Care is taken to avoid agitation
and temperature change of the sampies foliowing their re-
moval from the bath.

The headspace pressure of the samples is measured with
a quartz crystai pressure transducer (Paroscientific, model
2 [6B, o-45 PS[A) that is connected to a fixed, iowdead-
volume side-port needle that is pointed downward. The dead
volume of the tmnsducer-needle assembiy in use with our
system was determined to be 290 ALLcompared with a head-
space voiume of -6 ml, and ail headspace pressure data
have been corrected accordingly. When making a pressure
m~wemen~ the sample is held by the iower haif of the
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Fig. 2. Schemittic representation of the gas chromatographyarr-
alyticaf sysrcm. including the subsystem used to transport the qrtil-
ibratcd hedspace fmm the sentm bottle to the @ sample loop.

botde so as not to warm the glass around the headspace.
After the needle is inserted duough the septum the pressure
reading stabilizes very quickly, and. with practice, a reading
can be made in 1-2 s. To avoid contamination of the head-

space contents during MIS pressure measuremert~ ~ere must
be a positive pressure in the hed.space following mpsilibra-
tion, which implies that seawater samples should be equili-
brated at temperatures above their potential temperatures.

Immediately after the pressure measuremen~ the head-
space of the sample is displaced into a gas sample loop using
a concentric needle and syringe (as described above) to dis-
pense -4.5 ml of a dense brine solution (-3X seawater
stdittity) into the bottom of the samp[e bottfe. Thk forces
the gas in the headspace through the short needle and into
the gas samp[e 100p (Fig. 2). The volume of connecting tub-
ing between the needle and the gas sample valve is kept to
a minimum ([0-20 IA). Brine is used so that the introduced
liquid remains in the bottom thkd of the sample bottle, out
of contact with the headspace. The brine is prepared from
water that has been partiafly degassed by boiling in order to
prevent bubbles from forming in the syringe and the con-
necting tubing. Addition of a little food coloring to the brine
makes it easy ‘to determine whether any mixing takes place
during sample introduction.

The equilibrated headspace contains air that is water sat-
urated at the temperature of equilibration. To avoid water
vapor conderrsrttion withkt the gas sample loop and con-

nectin~ tubing, it is important that these components be
maintmned at a higher temperature than the equilibration
temperature.

The plumbing mratrgement for the chrommographic anal-
ysis of hedspace and other ga.. samples is shown in Fig. 2.
CO: is chromtitogmphically sepamted, followed by catalytic
reduction of CO1 to methane and de[ection with a FfD. Gas-
es. including calibration standards and aiq are injected using
the same gas sample loop (-0.45 ml) as is used for the
headspace COtttettL When amdyzing standards or air sampks.,
the gas source is selected using a 10-position selector valve
(ValcO), and flow is routed through the gas sample valve by
switching the solenoid valve (see Fig. 2). Gas is flushed
through the loop and vented through the gas port of the
concenrnc needle for 30 s before the solenoid valve is
switched back to its “normally open” position. There is then
a 6-s delay for pressure equilibration, during wiich time the
loop temperature and atmospheric pressure are measured, be-
fore the gas sample wdve injects the loop contents onto the
GC column.

Separation of CO: from other gases in the sample loop is
achieved using a 10 ft X ~,-in. (outer dktm) Hayesep N
colu~ operated m 60”C with a carrier flow rate of high-
purity N: at -20 ml mitt-’. Oxygen scrubbers are used on
the Nz supplies. CoIumn flow is regulrtted using a mass flow
controller (Tyktn, modeI FC- 180). Normally, the column ef-
fluent is directed to vent. with the catalyst mtd detector sup-
plied by an auxifiary cosrier gas supply. The CO~ peak (re-
tention time of -1.2 rein) is “heartcut” by switching a
four-port valve (Valco) so that it is eluted through the cata-
lyst and detector. Thk procedure prevents oxygen and other
gases from passing over (and potentirdly degrading) the cat-
alyst and is cbrefu!ly timed to ensure that the entire COZ
peak passes through the cataIyst and detectoc The reduction
of CO: to methane is accomplished by mixing the column
ffow with 30 mf rein-t hydrogen @s and passing the mixture
over a nickel catalyst at 360”C. The catalyst is purchased
prepacked in ~-in. tubing (Varian). The heartcut switching,
data acquisitiotu and peak integration are all performed using
a PC-based chromatography software package (Baseline,
Waters Assoc.).

Calibration and ana[ysir sequence—htstrument response
is cfltbrated with gaseous standards with an accurately
known mole-fraction of CO: that cover the range encoun-
tered in the equilibrated water samples. Normally a four- or
five-point calibration curve. fitted to ~ quadratic function, is
used to evahrate the detector response. Atmospheric pressure
and sample Ioop temperature are recorded for each injection.
Calibration curves are run at the beginning and end of a
series of analyses with instrument response behg interpo-
lated between these curves based on pa”fi of midrange check
standards ruts regulady throughout the series. Interpolation
uses either a linear or quadratic function, based on a subjec-
tive judgment of the fit. Typical variation’ in detector re-
sponse during a series of artafyses is ‘0.3~0 over 2-3 h.
Normally a complete series-of analyses would correspond to
a hydrographic cast of 24-36 samples with accompanying
standards.

I
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Calculation of fCO:—The process of equilibrating the wa-
ter samples with an introduced headspace involves the re-
patlitioning of COZ between the liquid and gas phases. Tlds
in turn alters the Cr of the water sample and its fCOj. Thk
effect can be corrected for by using a mass balance for in-

organic carbon. together with knowledge of the volubility
and apparent clkociation constants of CO~ in seawate~ and
by using the constraint that the total alkalinity of the water
sample remains unchanged during the equilibration. The mo-
tivation for the use of variable headspace gases. (see above)
was to minimize the magnitude of these corrections by close-
ly matching the f CO, of the introduced headspace to that of
the sample. The corrections require knowledge of the salhity
and Cr of the original water sample from measurements
made on sepamte ahquots of the same water sample.

The total number of moles of inorganic carbon within the
serum bottle (Nr) immecihtely after hed.space introduction
and prior to equilibration (i.e. at r = O) is calculated from
the mass of water in the serum bottle (mW). its Cr concen-
tmtion prior to equilibration (C,.~, the mole fraction of CO:
in the introduced headspace (X,.O), the atmospheric pressure
(P,.,), the headspace volume (V.,.,), and the temperature
(T,.J immediately after the headspace was introduced. T,..
is generally assumed to be same as the temperature of the
water sample. Assuming for thk calculation an ideal gas (the
effect of nonidealky is not significant):

x,.oP,-ov,.,-n
“ = “’-”m-) + (RT,.o) . (1)

After equilibration, the fCO: (fCOA. can be calculated
from measurement of the mole fraction (Xq) of CO: in the
headspace together with the headspace pressure measured
after equilibration (P~Y

fc%q, (2)

where the subscript “eq”” refers to time after equilibration is
complete, and the exponential term is a correction for the
nonideality of the CO: in air mixture, which is on the order
of 0.996-0.997 for our analyses (B,, is the second v.h-ial
coefficient of pure CO: and & is the cmss-virial coefficient
for art air-CO: mixture Weiss 1974]). Note that the GC
measurement of $e COZ mole fraction in the headspace is
made on water-saturated air. and that P- ean deprux signifi-
cantly from 1 atrn beeause equilibration takes place in a
closed system.

The Cr of the water after equilibration (C-) cm be cal-
culated from a mass balance for inorganic carbon:

[
Ivr -

(ZJ?a V,.q)

RTq
c. = I

.
nt,-

(3)

where dte volume of the headspace after equilibration (VJ
is calculated from the initkd temperature, seawater and head-
space volumes. the thermal expansion coefficients for glass,
and the equation of state for seawater.

The total alkalinity of the water (Ar) is then calctdated
from ~COXa, and Cq using standard equations such as de-

scribed in DOE (1994). Note that in regions with very high
nutrient concentrations. it may be necessary to incrkporate
explicitly the contributions of inorganic phosphorus and sil-
icon species to the toml alkalinity. The constmrrs used for
the calculations in this paper were the CO1 sohbility (K,J
according to Weiss (1974). the first and second apparent dk-
socimion constrmrs for casbonic acid (K, and K.J of Roy et
al. (1993). and the apparent tlksociation constant for boric
acid (Ke) of Dickson (1990). The alkalinity contributions of
phosphate and silicate. together with K., were taken from
Millero (1995) as reported in DOE (19%). The boron con-
centration of seawater was taken from Uppstrom ( 1974). AI1
the equilibrium constants were evaluated on the total hydro-
gen ion scale, with concentrations in mol (kg seawater)-’.
Unit and pH-scale conversions were made as required. These
constants are used for all calculations in thk papec

Because the total alkalinity of the water sample is con-
served during the equilibration. the~CO: of the water sample
prior to equilibration. at any temperature, can be calculated
with the same standard equations (e.g. DOE 1994) based
upon the Cr measured prior to the equilibration, and the
calculated total alkalinity. The final result is generally re-
ported as the fCO: (p.atm)at the temperature of equilibra-
tion, as well as at some standard temperature (e.g. 20°C used
throughout this paper).

Results

Equifibrafion—Key issues are (1) the extent to which
equilibrium is attained between the gas and liquid phases
witiin the serum bott[e.s, and (2) the extent to wK\ch the
exchartge of CO: during the equilibration is adequately de-
scribed by the calculation procedures. To examine these k-
sues, a time course of equilibration was monitored for sam-
ples with introduced headspdces with ~COz both much
higher and much lower than the /CO: of a water sample.

A glass carboy was filled wkh severalliters of HgCl*-
poisoned seawater that was driven to a /CO: of -1,000
~tm by bubbling a CO+tt-air mixture through the water
for several hours with strmng. The gas supply was then re-
routed so that rather than bubbling through the water, the
gas was continuously flushing the headspace. Samples for
~CO, analysis were drawn by siphoning water from the car-
boy into serum bottles. Samples were drawn in sets of three,
and headspaces with CO: in air mole fractions of 26, 972,
and 1,954 X 10-b were introduced as described above. Each
set of three samples was shaken in the water bath for a
different length of time (from 5 s to 1.5 h) prior to being
analyzed as described above. Duplicate samples of the water
from the carboy were analyzed for Cr by coulometric titra-
tion.

Table 1 and Fig. 3 show that the introduced headspace
approached equilibrium with the water in wo stages, with

most of the equilibration taking place very rapidly (time con-
stant -30s) but with a slower process (time constant several
minutes) making the overal[ time required for complete
equilibration 1-L.5 h, The slower equilibration step may re-
flect the time required to restore a stable waterbath and se-
rum bottle temperature after an initial dk.turbance associated
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T~bl~ 1. IUSUIIS OfJCO: equilibration experiment. Equiyb. time
refers CO the period that samples were physically shahs (cquili-
brmcd) foIlowing hcadspace introduction. Apparent ~CO, at 20°C
refers to the cslimme Of/CO: of water samples bawd on an analysis
of the hcxkp~c contents after the specitlcd period nf equilibration.
x~.,, refers to the mole fraction of CO: within the introduced head-
Space.

Apparent fCO, m 20”C. . . .
Equilib. time Xti.o: . Xti-d x“

(rein) 1,954X10-” 972x 10-’ “-W26x 10-6

0.08 1.605.9 1.009.0 381.8
0.17 1519.0 989.8 366.8
0.33 1.437.0 1.037.4 5123
0.5 1.348.6 1,060.6 . 744.4
1.0 1,~69.6 1,062.0 935.1
2.0 1,147.6 1,0728 1,024.4

16.0 1,080.6 1,075.3 1,072.6
37.0 1,076.I 1.068.8 1,069.0
82.0 1,071.9 1,073.3 1,0728

129.0 1,072.2 1.073.9 1.071.6

with adding a batch of samples to the bath. The data also
show that the same initial /C02 is calculated, after correc-
tions for the CO: exchanged during the equilibration step,
whether the initiaI headspace JC02 is figher or lower than
that of the water. The finding that samples with initial head-
spaces of much htgher (1,954 X 10-’), closely matched (972
X 10-6), and much lower (26 x 10-9 fCO: levels relative
to the water all equilibrated to the same finaf value within
z 1 Ptm or *O. 1% strongly ind!cates that equilibrium was
achieved and that the algorithm used to correct for the CO.
exchanges during equili&ation is appropriate. Fig. 3 show;
that the time courses do not extrapolate back to the exact

values of the introduced htzsdspace gases at r = O. This is
because during the early stages of headspace introduction
the gas port of the concentric needle is located slightly be-
neath the water withkt the serum bottle. The hemlspace gas
is therefore bubbled through a thin layer of water for a shott
period, which allows some equilibration to take place before
headspace introduction is complete.

Precision and accuracpAn extensive ~COz dataset was
collected during the cruise of the USCGC Polar Sea to the
northeast coast of Greenland in the summer of 1993(Wallace
et af. 1995). Data from thii cruise, acquired over the course
of a month, were used to evaluate precision and other aspects
of the analysis.

Preci.4on for gas samples was ~sessed by repeaied mea-
surements of a single standard. With appropriate corrections
for temperature and prfisure variations. Based on 178 sep-
arate sets of duplicate measurements of a cfl:bration stan-
dard with a COZ mole fraction of -350 X 10-’, the relative
standard deviation of gas ~ple analyses, ss calculated
from the differences between duplicate analyses (DOE
1994). was 0.54%. Thk reflects the short-term repeatability
of the gas chramatograph.

Precision for water samples was evaluated on the basis of
triplicate analyses. Based on the analyses of 57 sets of trip-
licrste samples collected during the Polar Sea cruise, each
set having been collected from an individual NMcin bottle,
the pooled relative standard deviation was -0.83%. Simi-
kuly, on a recent cruise to the South Atlantic Ocean (WOCE
AS; Meteor cruise number 28; Johnson and Wallace unpubl.
data), 22 dupficate sets were analyzed. The rdative standard
deviation calcrdated fmm the differences between these du-
pficate analyses (DOE 1994) was 0.96%.

Overall accuracy of the technique was assessed through
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Fig. 3. ‘llmc.series plots of rhc ~ppro~ch{O quitibrium between an inrmduccd headspace and
a water sample contained within a @-ml scmm ht[lc. Tire results of each analysis have been
expressed as the apparent ~CO: of thc water mpIC a Z()”C (i.e. by assuming the headspacc had
come to equilibrium with the water). [n HtS way, rhe time COUmC of approach to equilibrium within
the serum bortlc can & observed by tic convcrgcncc of the. tie treatments on a stable mrd
Consistent vahse. (A) All data fmm the experiment. hws denote the JCO: of the three initially
introduced beadspacc g=. (B): DaE fmm hC later sbg~ o f thc experiment. on a greatly expanded
Vertical scale. ..
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Tdrlc 2. Rcsuhs of discrc[e~CO: mxtlyscson poisoned.wawater
samples used in an interlabormory alkalinity intcrcompxison soxty
during 1993. X fu-o m e= to WCSnolcfraction of CC):in the intro.
duced headspacc. Multiple atiquors were withdrawn mrd wtrdyzcd
from each sample bottle. Total alkalinity was calculated from C,
andjCO: (at the tcmpenmsre of equilibration) using Weiss”(1974)
and Roy et al. (1993b) CO: constants and Dickson (1990) borate
constants. The sample satioity was 33.704.

Table 3. Comp~rison of =Poficd discrcte~CO: data from three
groups that armlyzed aliquo~ of the same batch of poisoned sea-
wxcr during an intcrktboratory comparison of total alkalinity mea-
surement during 1993. values in parentheses am standard devia-
tions. The Cr values arc based on analyses by cotdomctric titration
prior to equilibration. Group B did not mralyzc the samples for Cr
and a value of 2,004.04 POI kg-l was used for calculation of the
totat akalinity in this case.

CRM sam- Xti.. EquiL temp. Calc. totat alk ~CO: at 20”C
pIe no. (ppmv) cc) (.umol kg-’) (umm)

fC02 at 20°C Calc. total alk’ Cr
Gmuu (fxatm) n (1.f.molkg-’) (untOt kg-’)

1
1
1
2
~
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
.s
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
9

“9
9

10
10
10

750
750
750
352
35-2
352

352
352
35?

352
352

352
352

352
352
352
352
352
352

352
352
352
352
352
352
352
352

352
352

19.90
19.90
19.90
19.90
19.90
19.90
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
925.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.cit
25.00
2S.IXI
25.cKJ
25.00
25.00
~fi.co
25.(M

, 25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

2,262.5
2.262.6
2,263.9
z~62.3
2.26L2
z~62-1
2,~6~
2262.8
2.262.2
~,~fj.$.z
2.264.7
2J62.O
2Q63.1
2,262.4
2,263.2
2,246.4
~~63.8
2.260.8
2.261.2
2.261.9
2,~61.4
2,261.4
2.261.9
2,261.8
2,261.5
2261.4
2,260.9
2,262.1
2,26!.4

401.6
401.4
399.3
401.9
403.9
40~.3
40L7
401.[
4021
398.8
397.8
402.5
400.6
401.8
400.4
398.3
399.4
404.5
403.8
402.7
403.6
403.6
402.7
4fJ~.8
403.3
403.6
404.4
402.3
403.5

an intercomparison with other investigators. fn 1993, An-
drew Dtckson of the Scripps Instimtion of Oceanography
conducted an intercomparison experiment that involved dk-
rsibution of poisoned-seawater samples (-500 ml), similar
to those used as certified reference materials (CRMS) for Cr
analyses (UNESCO 1991). to various groups. Our group and
two other groups measured ~CO: on these samples. kt our
laboratory. subsamples were carefilly siphoned from each
sample into three setum botdes and processed as described
above. III order to ensure overpreasure in the serum bottle
headspace, most of the samples were analyzed at 25°C. Re-
sults from these analyses have been corrected to 20”C in
order to facilitate comparisons with measurements made by
the other two groups who equilibrated their samples at very
close to 20°C. A few of our szurtpk.s were also equilibrated
near 20”C and gave identical results to the temperature-cor-
rected values (Table 2). The overall mean and standard de-
viation of these rtmdyses was 401.9 = 1.8 p-am (n = 29;
relative SD of 0.45%).

In processing the samples. the total alkalinity was calcu-
ktted based on the independently measured C, value of

BNL 40 1.9(1.8) 29 ~,~6~.3(~.[) V304.04
A 402.8(10) 2,~62fj(I.2) 2,004.2
B 395.3(1.6) 4: ~,~$5~(LfJ) NDt

*CalculatedfromCrxrdJCO: (at tempcmturcof equilibration) usingWeiss
(1974) and Roy et d. (!993) CO: consranrs and Oickson(1990)Lrmate
corrsmrrrs. Samplesalinity= 33.704

t No dam

~,~.~ ~oI kg-l md a salinity of 33.704. The mem’tand

standard deviation of the total alkalinity was 2,262.3(*1.06)
moI kg-’. Note that this precision for the czdcuIated total
alkdktity is significantly better than the prec~:on of direct
total alkalinity determinations using potentiometsic titration,
which is 2-4 psnol kg-’ (Milleroet al. 1993).

The accuracy of the technique can, at present only be
assessed through comparison with ~COz vahses determined
using the significantly different techniques described by
Wanttinkhof and Thoning ( 1993) and Chipman et al. (1993).
These results are presented in Table 3 (R. Wanrtinkhof et al.
pers. comm.). The mean ~d s~dasd deviation of the three”
separate ~COz determinations (corrected to 20°C) was 4(Xt.O
(24.7). Hence, it seems that three independent techniques
can achieve consistency in ~COZ determinations to an order
of- 170. which we take to be a measureof accuracy.When
thefCOZ and TCO, pair is used to calculatethe alkahity
for these samples,the calculatedtotal alkalinityrangesfrom
2,262.0 to 2,266.2. Thii corresponds to consistencyin the
ca[crdatedtotalalkalkity. basedon threeseparatetechniques
of determiningthefCOZ, to an order of 0.1Yo.

Dkcussion

Factors affecting the precision and accuracy of fCOz—
The gas sample precision of 0.5470 presented above is ran-
dom and could likely LX reduced through the use of im-
proved chromrttogmphic technique. An equilibration tem-
perature uncertainty of X0.02°C (given above) creates mt
uncertainty of *0.08~0 in f COZ because the latter varies by
-4% per degree tempemture change.

Uncertainty for water sampIe analyses is directly propor-
tional to the precision and accuracy of the hemispace pres-
sure measurement (Eq. 2). Because equilibration takes place
.kt a closed system, headspace pressures after equilibration
can deviate significantly from atmospheric pressure (see be-
low). Precision of headspace pressure measurements, as-
sessed fkom differences between measurements made on
multiple sets of duplicate samples (DOE 1994), is -0.5%
and can account for ‘5090 of the overall imprecision of
water analyses. To check that the headspace pressure mea-
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surcmtxtts are accurate and that the sepm do not consistently

leak. we routinelycompare the predicted pressure of equil-
ibration (based on a mass bakmce for the major gases found
in airrmd witter) with that wh:ch is measured using the nee-
dle probe and pressure sensor.

A mass balrmce is obtained based on knowIedge of the
volume, pressure, and composition of the introduced head-
space (usually air at atmospheric pressure), together with the
water volume and its oxygen, nitrogen, and argon concen-
trations. Watervaporpressurechangesare takenintoaccount
and additionalcorrectionsare made to accountfor volume
changes of the g= and liquid phases associated with the
thermal expansion of water (significant) and glass (almost
insignificant) during the equilibration.

The predicted headspace pressure after equilibration (P-)
is given by

P. = PN: + PO: + P* + P“.a “ (4)

with the equilibrium partial pressures of N2, Ot, and Ar behrg
calculated from

(5)

\ Vh.cqj

where P= is the partial pressure of an indtviduaf gas (e.g.
NJ after the equilibration, Ve.q and V&q are, respectively,
the volumes of seawater and headspace after equilibration
R is the gas CO~@$tL T= is the temperature of quiiibration
(“K), and. & is the Ostwitld solubifity coefficient. The latter
is equivalent to &(T#?73.15), where & is the Burrsen sol-
ubllity coefficient of the gas at the sample s&ity and the
temperature of equilibration (Weiss 1970). PH@at the sample
sakity and the temperature of equilibration is calculated
using the forrrda given by Weiss and Price (1980). N= is
the total number of moles of an individual gas contained
withkr the serum bottle and is calculated using a mass bal-

ance similar tO @. 1. The initial oxygen concentration of
the water is measured (e.g. by Wh&Ler titration) whereas the
concentrations of nitrogen and argon in the wate~ which are
not normally measured, am assumed equivalent to IO(F%sat-
uration with air at the potetttiaf temperature and salinity of
the water sample.

During the Polar Sea cruise. ~CO: samp[es were equili-
brated at temperatures of 17-18°C whereas the original tem-
peratures of rhe water samples were close to the freezing
point of seawater (Fig. 5A). The major gases in seawater
(Eq. 4) are generally present at concentrations that are close
to equilibrium with air at th~ potential temperature and sa-
linity of the sample. Warming of up to 20°C during equili-
bration in the serum bottles causes outgassing, which, cou-
pled with thermal expansion of the water sample, can create
final hedspace pressures as high as 1.18 atm (Fig. 5B). Fig.
5A presents a depth profile of the difference between the
predicted headspace pressure, based on Eq. 4 and 5, and that
directly measured with the barometec Also shown is a com-
posite vertical temperature profile. Septa leakage during
equilibration would result in positive values for the pressure
difference. Based on analysis of 973 separate analyses, 7
outliers were identified as being >3 SDS removed from the
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Fig.4. (A) Calculatcd fCO, at 20”C as a function of C, and
torat atkatinity. Superimposed on this plot arc the Cr and total al-
kalinity data measured gtobatly during the GEOSECS survey of the
Atlantic, Indian. and Pacific Oceans. The C7 and total alkalinity data
have been normaWcd to a constant salinity of 35. Note that Ore
contour intervals arc not constant. CakAations were pcrfonncd as
described in the text. (B) Contours of the sensitivity of the calcu-
tated toml alkahi[y (in pot kg-’) to a 1% uncertainty in~CO: at
20”C. Cr and total alkalinity space arc the same as in A.

overd mean. AH of the oudiers were positive and are fikely
a resrdt of septum leakage. Fig. 5b presents the pressure
difference plotted against the predicted headspace pressure.
Predicted and observed headspace pressures agreed very
closely, with the mean difference (predicted - observed),
after outiler removal being +0.0045 mm (30.0079, n =
966). If this difference is the result of error in the headspace
pressure measurement. whtch is not necessarily the case. it
would imply a systematic bias on the order of 0.470 in the
results of the~CO: analysis. Note that thk finding is based
on experimental conditions that led to unusuafly high over-
pressures within the serum bottles because of the unusually
large sample warming and may therefore represent a worst-
case scenario. Negative vidues of the pressure difference are
harder to explaim the four very negative values in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5. (A). Vertical pmfilcs of the difference betwscn the ‘“predicre&’quiiibrium headspace
prcssurs within a serum bottfc based upon a mass bafance (see rest) and that which was observe~
or measured using a barometet Outtiers (see resr) are plotted as filled symboIs. These data were
collected during the PoIor SCa emise totheESStGmcrslandshelf, which sampled in ice-eovercd
warms. ALSOpresented arc profiles of the potential tcmpcmtures at which thcss sampks originated,
most sanrplcs were equilibrated at 17-18”C.(B) Based on the same data as shown in A. the prcdictcd
pressure aftsr quitibration is ploned against she difference between measured and predicted values.
Outtiers ars plotted as filled triangles. Control tines arc plortcd for the mean and standard deviation.

were sII coUected from the same hydrocasb and it is possible
that the temperature of equilibration was incorrectly record-
ed for these samples.

There was a tendency for near-surface samples to have
lower vaiues of the pressure difference. TMs depth range
also exhibited very strong vertical temperature and sahity
gradients. to which two factors likely contributed. FiiL sea-
sona[ warming of the upper layers, compounded by strong
salinity stratification, may have created in situ nitrogen su-
persaturation. Our predictions, on the other han~ assumed
that both nitrogen and argon were at 100% saturation. Ni-
trogen supersaturation would tend to create negative wdues
for the pressure difference, with the change in predicted
pressure being -0.0012 atm for each percent change in ini-
tial nitrogen saturation. Second, an offset between the water
temperature, which was recorded by a conductivity-temper-
ature-depth package, and that which was appropriate for the
water that was actually trapped within the Niskin bottle
when it closed may have been a factor. The extremely steep
gradients in these near-surface waters made such offsets Iike-
ly.

The pressure differences for samples collected from below
200 m were consistently positive and averaged +0.0075.
These samples were colkcted from Arctic ‘ktterrnediate wa-
te~ which is ultimately derived fmm North Atlantic surface
water that has been strongly cooled. Whereas most oceanic

water masses are within a percent or two of equilibrium with

atmospheric N2 (e.g. Kester 1975), undets.aturation of nitro-
gen cast be created when the rate of cooling is rapid relative
to the rate of air-sea gas exchange, particularly if ice cover
restricts gas exchange. Under thk scenario,nitsngenunder-
saturationcould be a cause of some (but probably not all)
of the observed positive pressure difference. We are not
awate of any measurements from tits region that cart be used
to check this hypothesis. In summary, the c1 se overall

Jagreement between predicted and measured hea pace pres-
sures shows that. the septa do not leak significantly during
the equilibrations and also suggest that the headspace pres-
sure measurement is accurate to <0.7%.

As noted above, the /C02 measured after equilibration
uCO,,~,) must be comected back to a value that the water
sample would have had at the temperature of equilibration
if no COZ had been exchanged with the heaispace (i.e. a
nonperturbed value. fCOxn). In practice, the correction is
applied exactly using the calculation procedures described
above: however. its magnitude. expressed as a percentage of
/cox,,, can be approximated by

RV;(fCO,k,.O, - fCOu,,)
~m Jco,=, - fco.i, = loo .

fcoxi) IkrRTq “
(6)
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where Rv is the Revelle (or homogeneous buffer) factor (e.g.
Sundquist et a[. 1979) and p is the density of seawater. Rv
depends upon temperature, safinity, and the total alkalinity
and Cr of seawater. when evaluated for an equilibration tem-
perature of 20°C. a salinity of 35. and over the range of total
alkalinity and Cr found in the ocean (see Fig. 4A), Rv varies
from 8 to 17. ~. 6 shows that the magnitude of the correc-
tion, expressed os a percentage of~COx,), is proportional to
Rv, the headspace-to-water phase ratio in the serum bottle,
and the mismatch between the~COz of the introduced head-
spttce and that of the initial water sample, ewduated at T-.
Hence at 20°C, for typical Cr (2,100 p,tnol kg-l). phase ratio
(0.1), and for an extseme initial ~CO, mismatch of 1,000
patm, Eq. 6 implies a percentage correction equivident to
(0.2 x Rv), or 1.6-3.4%. Note that this represents the mag-
nitudeof the correction to ~COx~; the uncertainty of the
correction must be very much smaller and, in practice. even
the magnitude is minimized through the preelection of
headspace gases. Uncertainty in the correction is dominated
by uncertain in the phase ratio. Eq. 6 shows that even a
gross error in (V,W.) of 10% would cause a maximum error
of 0.34% in the correction and hence in fCOxn.

Factors affecting the calculation of tofal alkalini~it is
WOA examining the accuracy and prec~~on required of oce-
anic discrete fCOi measurements to make them of compa-
rable sensitivity to the best available measurements of total
allcahity. Fig. 4A presents the parameter space of Cr and
total alkalinity in the World Ocean, as measured during the
GEOSECS programin the Pacific,Indian,and Atlantic
Oceans. Concentrations have been notilzed to a constant
salinity of 35. On this samefigurewesuperimposed contours
of the crdculated vahtes of fCO: at 20°C corresponding to
thks pamtneter space. Oceanic vafttcs of this quantity fall into
the ‘range 200-2,000 patm. In Fig. 4B we have contoured
the uncertainty in the calculation of total allcalktity that
would result from a 1% uncertainty in the measured value
of ~COz at 20°C. This figure shows that a 170 relative un-
certainty in~co: translates into a relative uncertainty of be-
tween 1.5 and 3 ~01 kg-’ in the calculated total afkafhtity.
Uncertainties are smaIIest at high vahses of Cr and become
lasger with decreasing Cr and increasing total afkaiinity.
Note that uncertainties in the constants used for the calcu-
lations contribute additional systematic uncertainties to the
calculation of the total alkalinity.

SummaV. future improvements. and extensions-Based
on intercomparison studks and analysis of fikely sotsmes of
systematic bias, the dkcrete JCO: method seems to be ac-
curate to better than l’%. Measurement of the pressure of
equilibration is a key determinant of accuracy with system-
atic bkM in tids measurement apparently being =0.7%. Such
bias could fikely be reduced by equilibration of samples at
temperatures chosen to minimize overpressure in the equih
ibrated headspace. Imprecision of water sampte analyses
(currently -0.9%) originates largely with the repeatability
of the GC analysis (0.5470) and with the headspace pressure
measurement(-O.5~). Note that the shortanalysistimefor
thefCOZ analysis(-2 rein) allowsmultiplereplicatesto be
analyzedefficiently in order to improve overal[ confidence
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in a sample analysis. we suspect that one remaining signif-
icant smtrce of imprecision. and possibly bku, results from
smaIl temperature changes and consequent reptiitioning of
gases that may occur between the time of removal of the
serum bottle from the water bath and htxidspace injection.

Because separation and detection of CO: is achieved by
GC, the potential exists to extend MIS technique to the si-
multaneous detection of many other trace gases found in
seawater. Use of a related technique for methane analysis
has been previously described (Johnson et al. 1990). Addi-
tional detectors could be used for the simuhmteous analysis
of other impotmttt gases such as N:O, N:, 02, and Ar. Mi-
yajima et al. (1995) recently described a GC with isotope-
ratio mass spectrometry method for. the measurement of car-
bon isotopes in lake watec The more accurate and controlled
equilibration procedures described here could be readily ap-
plied to their detection methodology. allowing measurements
of~CO: and WC to be made with a single analytical system.
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Variability of Sources and Sinks of C02 in “theWestern Indian

and Southern Oceans During the Year 1991

ALAJN POtSSON,NICOLASMEIZL, Cmumm BRum, BERNARDSCHAUER,BERNARDBRES,
DJANARutz-PJNo, ANDFERJALLOUANCHI

Luboratoire de Physique et ChinsieMarines, University?Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris

For the period from January to September 1991 we describe spatial and temporal variations of
sea surface carbon dioxide fugacity (fC02) in -tie Antarctic, Subantarctic, subtropical, and tropical
regions of the Indian Ocean (including the Red Sea). The mcasutcments were made continuously
with an infrased technique during seven cruises. We study the temporal variations of fC02 at
daiIy, monthly and seasonal scales in selected areas. High-frequency variabilities of ~0 patrdd
have been observed ncas polar frontal zone. Both spatial astd temporal fC02 variations are large
near the subtropical and Subantardc fronts. In the subtropical domain, fC02 decreases regularly
from austral summer to winter. In January this region is a small C02 sink with values near
equilibrium with the atmosphere. In July, low fC02 (300 patm) leads to a C02 flux of -4.5
mmol/m2/d into the ocean for the zonal band 23°S-3S0S. A quantitative study of monthly and
seasonal fC02 budgets is presented for the subtropical area. Considering first the observations at
seasonal scale, it is shown that changes in fC02 can be explained by temperature vm”atiotts and
air-sea exchang~, the sum of biological and mixing processes, considered as the balance of the
seasonal fC02 budge~ is close to zero. The monthly fC02 budgets are then calculated. In that
case, other processes must be taken into account to close the budget the observations indicate that
the effect of productivity exceeds the one of mixing in austral summer and the opposite in winter.
We then describe the seasonal air-sea fC02 differences (AfCOz)for the whole western Indian
Ocean and corresponding Antarctic sector (18,000observations). In the quatorial and tropical
regions the ocean is a CCJ2source as was previously observed in the 1960s. In the subtropical area
the C02 sink dominates but varies strongly on a monthly scale. In the circumpolar front zones
there is a large potential C@ sink in summer. In the Antarctic waters, fC02 spatial variability is
very high at mesoscale, especially in the area of the Kerguelen plateau. Finally, it is shown that in
some oceanic areas, well-defined relations exist between fC02 distribution and temperature and
salinity. If we want to use them to constrain mappings of continuous fC02 fields from sparse
observations, such relations must be considered at regional and at least seasonal scales.

I~ODUCTION

A knowledge of the ftsgacity of carbon dioxide, fC02 (or
the partial pressure, pCO~, in oceanic surface water is
needed to estimate the air-sea flux of COZ. (The fugacity
takes into account the non-ideal nature of the gas. Numer-
ically, fC02 is closely equivalent to pCOz) The spatiotem-
poral variations of fC02 have to be measured in order to
quantify the variability of the air-sea exchanges as well as to
understand the processes which govern it. Then it will be
possible to estimate, at a I&e scale, realistic integrated
fluxes and the associated uncertainties ~at one needs for
global modeling purposes and to improve predictive param-
eterizations of biogeochemical processes.

In the sixties it had been observed that spatial variations of
sea surface PC02 can be large at basin and regionrd scales
[Takahashi, 1%1; Keeling, 19@ Miyake andSugimura, 1%9].

The data obtained in the 1970s and early 1980s (GEOSECS,
lTO, and other expeditions) aIso showed large variations on
these seal=, part of these data have been reassembled by
Brozcker et aL [1986] in constntcting a world map of zonal air-
sea C02 gradients (or ApC02) which has been used to quantify
air-sea CO-2 fluxes at a global scale [Etchero and MerIivat. 198%
Merlivat et aL, 1991]. Enutsand variabilities in the air-sea C(32
fluxes have also been estimated, these being generally associated
with the gas transfer coefficient determination alone [Thomas et
aL, 1988; Boutk 1990, Murphy et aL, 1991b]. Few studies
consider the C02 flux variabilities associated with spatial and
temporal sea surface pC02 variability [77sorrraset aL, 1988]; this
can be explained by the poor coverage of pC02 data. Although
additional data were published in the 1980s [Srnethieer af., 198%
Brewer, 1986 AndriZ et aL, 1986: Takahashi et aL,1986 ; Goyet
et oL, 1991: Metzf et aL, 1991: Murphy et d.. 1991a: Inaue and
Sugimunz, 1992], some of which were used to draw a new world

Copyright1993by the AmericanGeophysicalUn~on.
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map of ApCO~[Takakshi, 1989; Tans et aL, 1990], fC02
observations are still distributed sparsely in space and time. To
impmve the determination of regional or global air-sea C02 flux
(and the associated uncertainties), it is clear that more fC02
observations are needti, there are big gaps. for instance, in the
Pacific and Indian sectors of the southern ocean [Tans et aL.
1990]. Furthermore, very few cruises have been made during the
winter, especially in the southern ocean (south of 50°S) for which
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the potential of C02 sinldsource (ApC02 or at least the sign of
the flux) remains unknown. TMs ocean has been labeled as an
active sink [Broecker et aL. 1986] although pC02 measurements
show that sources and near-equilibrium value exist in the Atlantic
sector [Keeling, 1968], the Pacific sector [Keeling et aL 1965;
Miyake et al.. 197A Inoue and Suginrura, 1988; Murphy et aL,
199 1a, b]. and the Indian sector [Miyake and Sugimura, 1969;
Metzf ef aL. 1991]. Modeling studies also show that C02 sources
south of 50°S could balance the global C02 budget, including
atmospheric, oceanic, terrestrial, and anthropic subsystems [Tans
et aL. 1990]. Tire southern ocean is not the only zone subject to
controversy and in many regions the potential for air-sea C02
exchange remains uncertain. For example, recent observations in
the North Atlantic show large pC02 variations associated with
phytoplankton blooms [Watson et aL, 1991] and hence avesaging
seasonal pC02 data can cause significant uncertainties in the air-
sea C02 flux estimates in this region [Taylor et al.. 1991].
Seasonal data are highly recommended for a reafistic estimate of
planetary C02 fluxes. Unfortunately, observations of seasonal
pC02 variations are generally localized [Weiss et aL, 198Z Feng
et aL, 198% Wong and Chan, 1991: Keeling !992].

Beyond the knowledge of the contemporary distribution of
fC02 and the corresponding air-sea C02 fluxes, the processes
which govern fC02 variations have to be understood. On the one
hand. fC02 distributions and/or variations can be explained with
in situ data analysis through relationships such as
fC02Aemperature, fC0210xygen or fC02/chlorophyll A [Kelfey
et oL, 1971; Weiss et aL. 198Z Copin-Monregut, 1989~ Med et
aL,1991; Murphy et aL, 1991a; WarsonetaL,1991]. On the other
hand, models can be used to quantify the respective influence of
these processes on the variation of fC02 on various time scales
[Goyet, 198% Peng et aL, 198% Garqon et oL. 198% Taylor et
aL, 1991; Ga~on et aL, 199Z Keeling, 1992]. It is now admitted
that variations of sea surface C02 concentrations are mainly
controlled by dynamic processes (mixing in the surface layer),
thermodynamic processes (vasiation of temperature and salinity),
exchanges of C02 between the atmosphere and the ocean and
biological processes (primary production). Many of these
processes have a high-frquency componenL thus understanding
them requires instrumentation which allows us to observe the
oceanic carbon system at these frequencies.

Section 2 of this paper presents the method of continuous
measurement of fC02 used during the 1991 MINERVE (Mesure
A l’INterface Eau-aiR des Variations des Echanges de C02)
cruises, which enables to observe high-frequency spatial and
temporal variations of surface fC02. To study a wide oceanic
area, this apparatus was set up onboard the R/V Marion Dufresne
(Terres Australes et Antarctiques Fran9aises. TAAF) and
operated from January to September 1991 in the western Indian
Ocean, the Indian sector of the southern ocean and the Red Sea
(figure 1). We first describe (section 3) the high-frequency C02
variability (several hours, several kilometers) on short repeated
tracks in the southern ocean. Monthly and seasonal fC02
variations are then described in detail for the subtropical and
subantarctic zones (section 4). A quantitative and comparative
study of monthly and seasonal fC02 budgets is also presented for
the subtropical region. Finally we use the whole 1991
MINERVE data set (18,000 observations) to describe the
seasonaf distribution of C02 sources and sinks in the western
Indian Ocean and cormponding Antarctic sector (section 5) and
we discuss regional and seasonal relations between fC02 and
temperature or safinity (section 6).

METHOD

Fugacity of carbon dioxide (fC02) in air and in surface
seawater was measured with an infrared technique based on those

described by Takahashi [196 1] and Copin-Morrtigur [ 1985]. The
system consists mainly of an equi Iibrator and an IR analyzer
(SIEMENS. type Ukramat SF); a series of valves. heater. pumps,
cold traps. .... comprises the rest of the instrumentation (Figure 2)
and a PC-AT microcomputer is used to automate the whok
system. The measuring system is connected to the
thermosalinograph and satellite navigation system of the WV
Marion Dufrgsne. Seawater. pumped from 5 m deep, circulates in
the equilibrator at a rate of 2 Umitv a closed loop of about 100 ml
of air circulates as a countercurrent in the equilibrator and then
goes through an automatic cold trap system and the IR analyzer.
The equilibrator is designed in such a way that there are no
bubbles at the air-seawater interface.The characteristic time of
equilibration of the cell depends mainly on the magnitude of the
disequilibrium itself, on the value of the fugacity and on the
fluxes of seawater and air into the cell. For example, it needs less
than 10 min to reequifibrate a seawater with a fugacity of 350
yatnr in equilibrium with air.when the fugaci(y in air increases

abruptly from 350 to 400 patm or decreases from 350 to 300

~atm in 5s. During the routine measurements the rate of change
is, in all cases including high gradients in frontal zones, smaller
than 1 patrrd 5s and the two phases, air and seawater, are always
in equilibrium.

The C02 standards, the atmospheric air. and the air
equilibrated with the sea samples are not measured exactly at
atmospheric pressure. this is because the gas circulation using a
pump implies small pressure desiquilibrium in the various parts
of the circuit. To take into account these pressure effects [see, for
exampie. Copin-MontEgu/, 1985], we use three pressure sensors:
one measures the atmospheric pressure (Patm); the other two
measure the difference between Patm and the pressure in the IR
cell and between Patm and the pressure in the quilibrator cell. To
make the temperature correction as small as possible, the cell is
thermostated with the same surface seawater as that used for the
fC02 measurement The temperature measured in the equilibrator
with a piatinum thermometer (PTIOO) is always higher than the in
situ temperature (sea surface temperature, SST), but by less than
1°C in the range - 1.8°C < SST <3 l°C encountered during the
cruises. The cold trap (-35°C) system has two traps in parallel to
ensure the continuity of the measurement: when trap A is
connected to the closed loop of air, trap B is heated by a warm
airflow to melt the trapped ice and to dry it. The two traps are
alternated every hour. All the instrumental functions of the
system are automatic. Atmospheric air is pumped at the bow or at
the stem of the ship, depending on the direction of the wind the
atmospheric C02 is measured every 7 hours and followed by
standardization (except at the beginning of the cruise when the
standards are first measured). Standards [Air Liquide company]
with 260, 350, and 479 ppm C02 in dry air were used to cafibrate
the IR analyzer. During the seawater sampling cycle (7 hours),
fC02 in surface seawater, atmospheric pressure, temperature and
pressure in the equilibrator. pressure in the IR spectrometer cell.
salinity and SST, and the navigation .parameters are stored every
12 s and the arithmetic means of these data are automatically
calculated and recorded every 10 min. Each of the results
presented in this paper is the average of 50 measurements
recorded during 10 min. whatever the speed of the ship.

The IR measurements are first corrected to pressure effects
mentioned abov% then we correct fC02 for water vapor
pressure [Weiss and Price, 1980] and IR spectrometer drift
(calculated for each 7-ltour cycle). As mentioned above, a small
correction is always needed for the difference between
equilibrator temperature and SST, we have used the polynomials
established by Copin-Mont&gut [1988. 1989a] which are based on
dissociation constants for carbonic acid in seawater recommended
by the C02 Subpanel of the Joint Panel of Oceanographic Tables
and Standards [UNESCO, 1987] which are valid for the
temperature range 0“KSSTS30”C. Copin-Mont4gut proposed
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Fig. 1. t,ocationsand periods of the measurements of C02 during MINERVE cruises from January to August
1991.
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Fig. 2. Scfiernatic diagram of the system used for IR measurement of carbon dioxide in seawater and of the
equilibritiort cell for fC02 measurement in surface seawater. P is a pressure gauge and T is a platinum
thermometer. The cell is thermostated with surface seawater.

two sets of constants depending on the DIC/TA ratio
(0.83SDI~L<0.93 and 0.93sDIUI’A<O.948). In the western
Indian O&art, DI~A mtios deduced from the INDIGO data
[PcYi3sonet af., 1988, 1989, 1990] lie between 0.84 and 0.96 (this
extreme value is encountered south of 60”S} therefore we have
chosen to use the polynomial corresponding to
0.83SDI~AS0.93. Note that if one uses the Second con5~nts

proposed by Copin-Moirt4guLdifferences of corrected fC02 are
lower than. 1 patnr/°C ,for the whole temperature range
0°CSSSSTS300Cand for fC02 from 200 to 500 #atm-The surface
water Salinity was cal~brateil by collecting samples. the salinity of
which was measured with a Guildine salinometer (Autosal type).
The meteorological parameters were stored every hour. The fC02
data presented in the figures are normalized to a standard p~sur;
of one atmosphere, but AfCOzis referredto localpr~surein
orderto caiculateinstantaneousair-seafluxes(AfCOZis the
differenmbetweenoceanicandatmosphericfC02).

The precision of the IR analyzer k estimated by the
manufacturerto be better than 0.5 ppm. Duringsomecruises,
measurementswere made during the time of occupationof
hydrographicstationsto test the precisionof the data (i.e. over
severalhours).Figure3 showsthe standarddeviationsfor some
of these measuremen~, these include both the in situ variability

and the variability of the measuring system. Except when the
stations were located near or in a front zone where the
hydrological and geochemical variabilities are high, the standard
deviation of fC02, corrected to the in situ condition, is lower than
0.3% (about 1 patm).

DAILY VARIATIONS

During the MINERVE 7 cruise (January-Febmary 1991) small
tracks were repeated over periods of about 3 days (tracks are
shown in Figure 40). TWOtracks (TI and T2) are situated near the
polar front southeast of the Kerguelen archipelago the others (T3
to T7) are at the same latitude, around 57°-58”S. To show the
regional differences in fC02 variations, the fC02 scale is the
same in Figures 4b-4fr (100 I.@tm).

In the open ocean zone around 57”S-58°S, temporal variations
(over several hours) are not significant (Figures 4c-4g). Spatial
variations are also weak except along the easternmost tiack T3
which is on the &stem edge of the Kerguelen plateau (85°E, see
Figure 4a). There we observed a large fC02 horizontal gradient
(40 ~atrn/10 km) linked to a well- marked hydrological front
( 10C/10 km). We will return to the effect of the Kerguelen plateau
topography on fC02 distribution in sections 4 and 5. Near the
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polar from (tracks TI and T2) we also encountered large
horizontal gradients reaching 2 yatrnlkm near 50°30S; this was
observed at each crossing (Figures 4fJ and 4c). Along these tracks,
daily variations in fC02 are signi@ant. Around 50040’S (Figure
4fJ), fC02 decreased IO Wtm in 10 hours (l~tdh) between the
first and the second leg and the SST was 0.25°C colder. Between
the second and the third leg, fC02 continued to decrease by 16
patm in 17 hours (again about l~tntlh) but the SST was 0.25°C
warmer this time. At this timescale, several hours, one can
assume that the water masses sampled are the same for the
repeated track Tl. This is supported by the steady position of the
hydrological front we observed during the three passages. In
addition, surface currents estimated in this area are generally
weak [Ganrb.4roni et aL, 1982, Park et af., 1991]. Therefore
biological activity is fikely to be responsible for such rapid and
continuous decrease in fC02 (26 j.tatm in 27 hours).

MONTHLY AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS

in all the MINERVE cruises, three tracks were repeated
between January and August 1991: La Rt?union-Crozet, Crozet-
Kerguelen, and Kerguelen-Amsterdam (see Figure 1).This allows
the study of monthly and seasonal fC02 variations at a large scale
(Plates 1,2. and 3). The tsack between La R6unionand Kerguelen
archipelago (Plates la and lb) was visited 5 times in 1991:
January and February (MINERVE 7), April and May (MINERVE
9) and July (MINERVE 11). This track. from 23°S to 46°S,
crosses the subtropical and Subantarctic zones. Because fC02
seasonal variations are regionally different. they will be described
in two areas the subtropical gyre and the fronfal zone to the south
of 35°S. We first describe the subtropical zone for which it is
possible to compare the fC02 variation and budget on both
monthly and seasonaf scaks.
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Plate 1. (a) Temperature and (b) fC02 along the track La R&rnion-Crozet-Kerguelen during five periods from

January to July 1991. The dashed line in Plate 1(b) represents the atmospheric fC02.

Subtropical Gyre for example, fC02 extrema observed at 33°S, 30°S, and 27°S in
April have been measured again at 31°S, 29°S, and 25°S,

Spa/ial distribution. In the subtropical zone, North of 35°S, the respectively, in May. Such structures have also been encountered
fC02 spatial distribution is characterized by a series of maxima along the track La R&rnion-Crozet during the cruise MINERVE 2
and minima which are associated with meridional SST gradients
(Plate I). One can follow these structures from month to month

in June 1990 [Poisson et aL, 1991]. Measurements made in 1962
also show pC02 minima and maxima around 30°S to the East of
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Plate 2. (a) Temperature and (b) fC02 along the track Kerguelen-Amsterdam in April and August 1991. The
dashed line in Plate 2(b) represents the atmospheric fC02.

Madagascar [Keeling and Wurerman,1968]. These comparisons
indkate that at monthly. yearly, or even decadal scales the sea
surface fC02 spatial distribution (but not the fC02 value)
maintains some specific structures which are certainly governed
by large-scale and permanent processes. However, it must be

noted here that the fC02 distribution tends to be less variable
from austral summer to winter.

Temporal variations. TO quantify the temporal changes in the
subtropical area, we have computed the mean of the observed
parameters between 23°S and 35°S (the southern boundary of the
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subtropical gyrc). Averages of the measured. parameters are
presented in Table 1 along with their standard deviations and [he
calculated parameters used for air-sea C02 flux estimates. The
air-sea exchange has been computed at each fC02 observation
using the air-sea gradient relatioru

F= k.s. AfC02 (1)

wherek, the pistonvelocity,dependson windfollowingthe
trilinearformulationproposedby fiss and Merlivaf [1986] and
depends on temperature [Mrrre, 1980]. The C02 solubifity (s) of
a nonideid gas depends on temperature and salinity [Weiss, 1974].

The wind was measured each hour. To couple k with oceanic
parameters iri equation (l), we combine the wind &ta with the
continuous measurements (fC02, SST and salinity) recorded in
the following hour. For mean C02 flux cal@ations in the band
20°S-35.0S this is. sufficient since the hourly wind variability is
weak. Moreover. wind speed is mainly in the range 3.6 to 13 M/s.
Consequently; among the three regimes proposed by Liss and
MerEvat [1986], one linear equation has been largely selected to
compute the piston veloeity k. High wind speeds in February lead
to a high transfercoefficient(k.s=5.8 10-2 moUm2/ahn/y~see
Table 1). Interestingly,it is alsofor Februarythatk.s compu[ed
from meteorological winds is the largest (k.s=5, 1 10-2

moVm2/at~yr) for the area we investigate here [T/rornas et al.,
1988]. The order of magnitude is comparable because in this
region SST is close to 20”C which is the temperature
normalization used by Thornas et al. We also note that mean
calculations of climatological winds iri the region 20°S-
35°S/530E-570E is also a maximum in February and March
[Hellerman and Rosenstein. 1983] when cycIone frequency is at a
maximum [Ranrage, 1983]. We thus believe that mean C02
fluxes computed by using wind ob&vations on board for 2 days.
the period for sailing from La R&nion to 35°S. are reasonably
representative of the monthly scale.

Over the subtropical zone, averages of oceanic parameters
(fC02, SST.salinity) are at a maximum in February and decrease
regularly until July. Salinity varies weakly, its effect on C02
temporal vm”ation [Wer3s et a$ i982] will not be studied he~ At
a Seasorial scale, from Jantrary-Februaty to July, fC02 temporal
variations in the subtropical zone are cleac fC02 is near
atmospheric equilibrium in Janua~ and Februa~, in July the
potential for a C02 sink is kuge (AfCOz=-60patm).Calculated
air-seaCOZfluxesindicatethat the subtropicalCOZsink
increases from fanuary to July. This is governed by a progressive
decrease in AfC02.

In the subtropical gyre the spatial variabilities of oceanic
parameters are quite constant from month tomonth in contrast to
the atmospheric parameters (pressure, wind} this is described by
the standard deviations in Table 1. Wind variability is large in
February, May. and July leading to large vm”ability in k, k.s, and
C02 fluxes for these months. In February the standard deviation
of AfCOzis largerelativeto the mean, and the sign of the
averaged C02 fluxes becomes tineertain (-0.5 A 1 mmol/m2/d).
The mean air-sea CO? exchamzes over the selected zone and for

I

each period have been-compute~ in two ways (columns 11 and 12 .
in Table 1). Ftrstly, equation (1) has been applied to each
observation and the mean air-sea C02 fluxes eorcespond to the
average of the individual C02 fluxes. Seeondly, C02 fluxes has
been calculated by using the average of wind, SST. and salinity
(to calculate a mean transfer coefficient) and the average of
AfC02. The differences of these mean C02 fluxes are small
(maximum difference of IO% in February). This is because
equation (I) is almost linear for the subtropical domaiw, as
mentioned above, the gas transfer coefficient k has been
computed by using mostly a single linear function depending on

I
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wind speed. The weak and constant variabilities and the small
differences in C02 flux computations justify the choice of
meridional extension <20”S-35”S) to estimate the fC02 budgets
presented below.

To describe the processes (thermodynamic, air-sea exchanges,
biological activity. and mixing) which govern these variations, we
separate the fC02 temporal chan”gesaccording to the equation

Af/At=[tif/?it]~+@f/&]F+[tif@B+@f/8t]K (2)

where f stands for fC02, Af/Atis thetemporalfcoz variatons
duringtheperiodAt.[~f16t]TrepresentsthefC02variationsdue

to changes in SST. [8f/&]F represents the fC02 vm”atiofi due to

air-sea exchanges. [6f/&]B represents the fC02 variations due to

biological activity and [~f/&]K represents the fCf)2 variations
due to water mixing.

The measurements made on board allow us to quantify the first
three terms in equation (2). The other terms [5f/&]B and [5f/tit]K

will be considered as the difference, Af/At- [~f/~t]T- [~f/~t]F.
Sea.rorralbudget.FromJanuaryto Julyweobsetwed a total

variation of -48 patm over 204 days and [6f/&]T=-56 patmLZMd
using fC02 temperature dependent relations established by
Copin-Morrregut [1988. 1989a, b) together with the observed
AT!At= -4.2°C/204d.The”net residuali)f/Dt-[bf/8t]Tor
[6f/&]F+[6fh%]K+[~f/&t]Bis 8 patti~ days(or0.04yatmld).
Tobalancethebudgetof AflAtin equation(2) the sum of the
other processes (air-sea exchange, biological activity, mixing)
should be close to zero at seasonal scaIe (Table 2) and one can
conclude that the SST variations explain the seasonal fC02
vm.ations observed in the subtropical zone. This was also the
conclusion of Coyer et a~ [1991] in the same regiori and of IVei.ss
et UL[1982] in the South Pacific subtropical gyre.

hforrfhfy budgets. We now look at tfie terms of the fC02 budget
(equation (2)) on a monthly scale (Table 2). We include here the

quantification of the term [6 f/6t]F. It is integrated daily by
assuming a linear temporal evolution of the air-sea C02 fluxes
between each period of measurements and of the depth of the
mixed layer, Zrn, taken from the Indian Ocean atlas of Wyrrki
[1971, plate 328-33 1]: Total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC)
and buffer factor @ht[fC02]/Mt[DIC] are taken from the
literature. Measurements made during the INDIGO cruise in
Febnsary-Mamh 1985 on the transect La R6union-Cmzet show
that surface DIC increases southward fmm 1957 pmol/lrg at 23”S
to 2027 ~mollkg at 35°S [Poisson et aL, 1988]. When averaging
over five INDIGO stations between 23°S and 35°S, one obtains
1996.8 pmollkg. A comparison between March 1985 and July
1985 showed that maximum seasonal DIC variations do not
exceed 50 pmoVkg in thk region [Goyet et oL, 1991]. Note that a
variation of 2.5% in DIC or 5% in 13only affects [6f/&]F weakly.
For our purpose we have chosen a fixed value of DIC (DIC=2tXXl
gnrol/kg) and oft? (6=8.5, used by Weiss et aL [1982] for the
subtropical zone in the South Pacific).

From January to February the observed vm”ation in fC02 is
small (AffAt=1 pmrt/46@ see Table 2 and Plate 1). During this
period the temperature increases by 1‘C, the thermodynamic
effect leads to an increase of 16.5 patm for fC02 (Table 2). We
have seen that the observed fC02 is near atmospheric equilibrium
for both January and February. The net accumulation of C@ by
air-sea exchange would be smaller than 1 patm. The residual of

budget (eqUrtdOfl (2)) Af/At-[3f/&]T-@f/&]F or [6f/&]K+[6f/&lB
tells us that biological activity and mixing should decrease fC02
by 16 gatm during this period, which is the same amount as the
SST effeti Fmm February to April, decreasing SST explains the

Oemon
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Plate 3. (a) Temperature and (b) fC02 along the track Crozet-Kerguelen in January, February and August 1991.
The dashed line in Plate 3(b) represents the atmospheric fC02.

observed fC02 variation the difference Af/At-[6f/&]T is low (- February to April; it is positive and low from April to May (this is
0.06 patrn/d). This is also the case from April to May (0.07 6 to 10 times lower than summer period residuals).
Katrrdd). The subtropical C02 sink is well formed in April and From May to July the fC02 decrease due to SSTvariations is
air-sea exchange tends to increase fC02 by 2 ~atm. The daily large (-36 ~atm/71d). To balance the observed fC02 change (-15
residual Af/At-[6f/&]T-[6fi&]F is negative and low for the period f.tatrn/7ld) one has to take other processes into account. The
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sutxropical COZ sink is potentially important (-42 patm in May. -
60 patm in July) but is not sufficient to bakmcc the ksrgc fCO~
dccrcasc duc to thermal effects. In winter !hc mixed Iaycr is
IJccpcc it tends to minimize the net grin of CO~ by air-sea
cxchmrgcs and to increase the mixing with subsurface water. The
positive residual results from a significant supply of CO? by
mixing and a rather ineffectual C02 pumping by photosynthesis.
If one cannot separate the roles of biology and of mixing here. the
temporal cvoIution of the residuals qualitatively indicmcs the
relative role of the processes governing fC02 in the subtropimI
zone. [n summer. blologicid activity dominates over mixing (the
residual is negative). From February to May both processes are in
balrmce (residuals are small). From May to July the mixing
overrides the C02 pumping by photosynthesis (the residual is
positive).

This was not revealed by the seasonal information alone.
Computing budget (equation (2)) with onIy the January and July
data (row 1 in Table 2) would overestimate the thermodynamic
effect by 7% and the air-sea exchange effect by 20%. Compared
to the sum of the budgets computed for each period, the seasonal
residual differs by 41%. This is related to the nonlinearity of the
temporal variations of various terms in equation (2). As already
mentioned by Tayfor e[ al. [1991], the knowledge only of
seasonal fC02 leads to uncertainties in C02 flux estimate. We
also see that conclusions on processes governing the fC02 budget
can change when subscasonal data are available.

Frontal Zone

South of 35°S, four hydrological fronts have been crossed the
front associated with the Agulhas rctum current (AGR), the
subtropical convergence (STC), the subantarctic front (SAF), and
the polar front (PF). In the southwestern ma of the Indimr Ocean
the subtropical gyre. the southeastern Mitdagascar current, the
Agulhas current. the Agulhas return current. and the circumpoktr
current form a zone of welI-known high dynamical variabHity at a
mcsoscrde, as shown by in situ observations [Lu.rjehonrrs, 198I ],
altimeter data [CJreneyet aL. 1983; Gordon et aL, 1983]. drifting
buoys [Daniauh and Meizard, 1985] and models [Serrrtrrer and
Chenin, 1988.1992 Webb et aL, 1991]. These turbulence scales
are reflected in the fC02 distributions for whtch spatial and
temporal variations are less clear compared to the subtropical
zone.

To the norrh of the STC. Between 35”S and the northern
boundary of the STC (around 40°S),. the meridional fC02
gradients are large in January and February (Plate I) mrr.1should
be governed by biological enhancement associated with the AGR
frontal zone as has been observed in the Agrslhas current system
in summer [Q@ehamrs er aL, 1985]. In April and May there is a
decrease of fC02 in the band 35°S-38”S (as in the subtropical
zone), but in July. although SST is lower, fCO~ comes back to
the level observed in April. We also observed a winter fC02
increase to the north of the subtropical convergence (38°S-440S)
along the transect between Kerguelen and Amsterdam (Plate 2).
The winter fC02 increase in this latitudinal band may origirmtc
from the wind which is stronger during this season [Ta~aard ond
Van Loon, 1983]. Firstly. low winds in summer would increase
the stratification. which is an important factor for primary
productivity. On the other hand. higher winds would increase the
gas transfer coefficient and thus the air-sea C02 flux but they
also increase the mixed layer depth increasing the mixing with
CO~-enriched subsurface waters. The latter process would reduce
the net gain of C02 due to air-sea exchanges in this sink zone.
The processes governing winter fC02 increase in this region can
be found in such explanations. For a quantitative estimate as in
equation (2) we need more data in a region where fCO~
variations are significant but lower and much less clear than in
the subtropical gyre.

STC ond SAF wm. In summer the STC and SAF arc mwkcd
by Iargc fCO~ spatial variations to the west ml to the cut (Plates
Ih and W). In summer these krrgc gmdicnts near the fronts can be
related 10 Incalizcd biological irctivity [Jacq/tes and Minas. 198I;
L_urjehormser al.. 1985: Mef:l er nL. 19911. In winter the f~2
distribution is more homogeneous with a regular increase
southward from 42”S to 46°S (Plates I/Sand 26). The reasons for
winter homogeneity have been indicated previously as duc to
higher winds. [n addition, for the STC and SAF zone we know
th~t primary productivity is lower in winter [Krey and Bubenerd.
1976]. Along the track La R6union-Crozet the cemcr of the STC
(around 42°S) marks a typical boundary with regard to temporal
variations: to the south (42°S-460S), fC02 decreases from
January to July: to the nofih (37°S-4 10S). fC02 increases from
January to July. The Iatter increase was also observed along the
eastern track, nonh of 44°S (Plate 2fJ). Note that around 43°S the
ship sailed in a circle for 1 day exp~aining relatively large SST
and fC02 variations at this latitude (Plate 2) and indicating that
high fC02 variations. up to 25 J.tatm, can exist at small scale in
the region. To the south (45°S-500S) the signals of spatial and
temporal variations are quite confused. This has to be related to
the complex dynamics in the area where one observes a
confluence of the STC and the SAF and where the polar front is
shifted to the north because of bottom topography near the
Kerguelcn plateau [Gamb4roni et oL. 1982: Park er aL. 1991].

Po(arfront cone. [n the polar front zone, bctwccn Crozct and
Kerguelen. the seasonal fC02 distribution vanes weakly (Plate
2). AIong the three tracks made in January, February. and AugrssL
a SST maximum and a fC02 minimum have been found at
around 57”E. Fmm there the SST decreases and fC02 increases
southeastward. High and low fC02 ICVCISaround 68”E
correspond to measurements made when approaching the
Kerguelen islands. Contrary to observations made in the the
subtropical regions. fC02 seasonal variations are weak although
there are significative SST variations. To bakmce a fC02
decrease of about 30 J.tatm from January to August (this
corresponds to observed SST decrease), one must take into
account physical processes (stronger mixing in winter) and air-sea
exchanges which tend to increase fC02.

LARGE-SCALE SEASONAL AfC02 DISTRIBfJTfONS

The monthly and seasonal variations observed in the
subtropical and Subantarctic regions are such that WC have chosen
to describe the large-scale AfC02 distribution in two periods
January to April (Plate 4u) and May to September (Pla!e 4b).
Note thistcruises in the northern Indian Occm occumed from June
to September only. Data for AfC02 presented in Plate 4 have
been calculated for each fCO~ observation (about 18000
observations) and relative to the mean atmospheric C02
measured on board from January to September. Temporal
vwations of the C02 concentration in air have not been taken into
account here beause they are vcfy weak compared to oceanic
variations. However. quite a large atmospheric fC02

interhemispheric grxhent was observed around 12“N. Therefore
for the whole Indian basin south of 12°N. AfC02wascalculated
with a mean atmospheric fC02 of 353.2 ~atm: north of 12°N the
atmospheric mean is 358.2 patm (in the Gulf of Aden rmd the Red
sea).

Equaforia[ and tropical zones. In the Indian Ocean this area is
a C02 source as has been previously observed [Keeling and
Waterman, 1968: Miyake und Sugitnuru. 1969; Poisson ei al..
1991] similar to the corresponding sectors in the Atlantic
[Keeling. 1968; Stnethie et aL. 1985; Andri4 et al., 1986] and
Pacific [Keeling et a!.. 1965: Miyake et al., 1974 Feely et aL,
1987; Murphy et al.. 199la, lx Inoue and Sugimura, 1988, 1992
Lejevre and Dandonneau. 1992: Wong er aL, 1993]. However, in
September 199 I there WaSa significant sink zone around 80°-
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85”E south of the equatoc in July-September 1962 this region
was a source (Keeling and Wafemtan, 1968]. Compared to 1962
data. 199I sea surface fC02 is higher of about 10 Wtm in that
region; during this 30-year period the increasing of atmospheric
fC02 is about 40 Wtm. This source to sink transition is due to the
atmospheric C02 increase. In June 1991. large gradients and high
fC02 (> 400 patm) have been encoutcred around 10“N in the
upwelling areas formed during the summer monsoon offshore
from the Somali coast. High fC02 have also been measured in the
Gulf of Aden and in the Red Sea where C02 fluxes are generally
larger in the south than in the north of the basin [Met.zf et af.,
1989]. Along the Red Sea (13“N-27”N), fC02 decreases
regularly northward (this is strongly correlated to SST
disrributiom see Figure 5) and at 23°N it is below the quilibrium
level (a C02 sink).

Subtropical zone. The subtropical gyre (15°S-350S) is a CO;
sink from January to September. This was also observed by
Keeling and Waterman [1968] in the zonal band 15°S-450S in.
November-December 1962 (in 1991 we have no data for thk
period) and by Goyer er aL [1991] in the ZOM1band 30”S-40°S in

July 1984. On a large scale the subtropical gyre in the Indian
Ocean appears to act as a C02 sink along the year (this is clearly
revealed on a north-south sectiom, Figure 5b). We note however
that significant variations exist at smaIIer scales. In January and
February, near-equilibrium or C02 source zones have been
observed (red and brown dots in Plate 4a). From May to
September the subtropical C02 sink is much more homogeneous
(blue dots in Plate 4b).

Frorrraf cone. The lowest AfC02 obsemations (<-60 ~atm) are
Iocatcd around 40°5 in the so-called “circumpolar sink zone”
[Takalmshi and Chipman, 19851. The sink is permanentwith
extreme negative values in JanuW and Febnsary (Plate 1). To the
south, between the SAF and the PF. AfCOzincreasesrapidly
(Figure 5b). In the shallow oceanic domain near the Cmzet and
Kcrguclen archipelagos, spatial and temporal variability in
AfC02 is large.

Anmrc/ic zone. The southern ocean (south of the polar front)
was visited from January to March (Plate 4a). ‘l%e obsemations
show a mosaic of C02 sink. source, and near-quilibrium zones.
On a mesoscale and smallscale (100 km-10 km), fC~
variabilities can be large especially around 60”S-80”E. In this
area the origin of localized minima and maxima in fC02 as well
as in other biogeochemical parameters such as chlorophyll [Krey

‘ and Babenerd. 1976, map n023; Goffart and Hecq, 1989] is
probably associated with the high dynamical variability on a
mesoscale that is observed in the region of the Kerguelen plateau
[Cheney et aL. 1983]. Near the packice. low fC02 was found in
February 1991 at 65”E as in January 1987 at the same location
where high chlorophyll values were observed [Merzfet aL, 1991].
The large fC02 variability leads to a high variability in the air-sea
C02 fluxes. For example. the average of instantaneous air-sea
C02 fluxes calculated using equation (1) along the track of the
MINERVE 8 cruise south of 50°S is 1.5 [*4.6] mmoUm2/d or 0.5
[AI.7] mol/mVyr (see the corresponding track in Figure 1). The
average is comparable to C02 fluxes estimated in some region of
the Pacific sector of the southern ocean [Murphy et aL. 199lb]. In
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our computation the. Iargc CO~ flux standard deviation is rclmcd

to ohscrvcrl AfCO~ spatial vnriafrilily [6.6 *XI patm ]. Wc
conchsdc that during February 199I the 60”E-90”E”mlc of the
southcm ocean W~ a COZ source region. on avcr~gc, hut with a
krrgc spatial variability.

RELATIONS Bf3WEEN fC02 AND SEA SURFACE
Hyf3R0L0GICAL PrOpertieS

The potential C02 sink/source zones arc now rekrtivcly WCII
identified in the wcstem Indian Ocean. However, spatial and
temporal variations arc such that it is still unrealistic to interpolate
fC02 observations to construct fC02 continuous fields in order to
validate global occrm carbon models or to estimate the air-sea
C02 fluxes (and associated errors) on the overall domain. A
possible direct way to improve the planetary air-sea C02 fluxes
would consist in coupling nearly continuous information on
hydrological or biogcochcmical properties with sporadic in situ
fC02 observations. [n this way, Tans et af. [1990] extrapolate
ApC02 in areas where obscrvittions were not available. by
coupling regional itnd nonseasonal pC02/SST relationships with
a climatological SST data set. In the near future this could be
achieved by coupling remote sensing data (SST, color of the sea)
with in situ fC02. As a first step toward such an approach we
describe the relations between fC02 and in situ hydrological
parameters obtained on the whole domain between 10ONand
67°S in the wcstem Indian Ocean in each of the two seasons
delincd in the previous section (January to April and May to
September).

Considering the SST/salinity chmrcteristics of the regions we
explored during each season in 199I (Figures 6a and 6b), the
whole area can bc treated as four zones.

The equatorial and tropical zone. this has been mainly sampled
in June and September (austral winter season). lWs area extends
southward to the hydrological front around 10°S which is WCII
defined by a salinity meridional gradient. The tropical zone is
eharactcrizcd by high SST and high-salinity. The whole area
includes the high salinity signal of tic Rcd Sea and the low SST
in the Somali gyre.

The subrropica[ gyre. This region was visited during both
seasons. It is well defined by its maximum in salinity located at
30°S-350S. The SST range varies from 18“CCSSTC28°C in
summer to 16“CCSST<24°C in winter [IYyrrki, 1971]. At the
salinity maximum location, the SST vuics from 24°C in summer
to 22”C- 18°C in winter depending on the longitude.

Thefrontal zone: this includes the STC, the SAF and the PF.
The SST mngc varies from 8°CcSST<l 8°C in summer and from
6“C<SST<16°C in winter within the STC and SA~ the salinity
range is about 35.5-33.5 for both seasons.

The Arrrarcdc waters. The oceanic region south of the PF was
visited mostly in austral summer. The Antarctic waters arc
characterized by tow SST (C60C) and low salinity which
increases when approaching the Antarctic divergence.

[n these four regions the fC02/SST and fC02/salinity plots
(Figurti 6c-6j) show very distinctive patterns. In a similar fashion
to SST/salinity diagrams these plots represent mainly how fC02
is spatirdly distributed with regard to water mass variations at a
large scale; they also enabIc us to identify anomalies from the
general shapes.

[n the tropics and the subtropical gyrc the fC02/SST trend is
positive: in austral summer (Figure 6c) the region which
corresponds to the positive trend extends southward to the STC,
in winter (Figure 6d3 the positive trend is limited in tltc south to
the center of the subtropical gyre at 30°S. Similar positive
fC02/SST trends have been also reported in the 0°-50S Atlantic
region [Oudot and Andri4, 1986] itrrd in the eastern Paci tic
[Murphy el aL. 1991a]
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The fCO@linity plots show important scasmsal changes. In
summer (Figure 6e) the in situ data arc much like a coarse cloud
with a positive trend for salinities higher thtrn 35; in winter
(Figure 6fi, two groups emerge starting from a minimum in
siilinity around 34. The domain where the fC02/salinity
relationship is positive corresponds to the cqrxrtorial bands. For
the subtropical region the fC02/salinity relation is negative,
opposite to the summer distribution; the winter negative
fCO~/salinity rclatiori also inchrdcs the frontal zone.

The northern edge of the frontal zone shows an abrupt change
in the shapes. The relation between fC02 and SST is now clearly
negative between 18°C and 6°C. It is Icss clear in the
fC02/salinity plots because salinities 33.5-34 arc found in both
the frontal zone and in the Antarctic waters. As for the subtropical
zone, wc also idcntiticd seasonal differences in the frontal zone.
During the summer the well-defined fC02/SST relationship
involves the north of the frontal zone (STC and SAF); in winter,
the negative fC02/SST relation concerns the region between the
center of the subtropical gyrc and the .YI’C.It should be noted that
the distribution of fC02/SST observed in the Indian Ocean for the
mngc 8“C<SSTC13°C is quite comparable to the relation that has
been observed in the North Atlantic for the same SST range
[Watson er aL,1991].

In the southcm ocean (SST<6”C, salinityc34), where the fC02
spatial variability at mcsoscale is large compared to the
variabi Iity of the hydrological properties. no trend can bc
idcntiticd.

[n the wcstcm Indirm Ocean. from 10°N to 50”S. the fC02
distribution is not random when compared with the distribution of
the hydrological properties: clear but different rckttions exist
within the tropicnl. subtropical and frontal zones, especially for
fC02LSST plots. An important discontinuity is observed at the
norrhcm boundary of the circumpolar waters. It thus appears that
rcgiomtl and seasonal variations have to be taken into account if
wc wart to quantify these property/property relationships and to
usc thcm to extrapolate fC02 where and when data arc not
available. However, it will not bc possible from such a
computation to represent the fC02 distribution in regions where
mesoscalc forcing dominates and for which fC02/SST anomalies
clearly differ fmm the general pattcm. Measurements rnadc in the
Somali gyrc in June and September (Figures 6d and 6fl, in the
frontal zone in January and Fcbrumy or in the southern ocean
(Figures 6C and 6e), show Iargc anomalies in the fC02/SST and
fC02/salinity pattcms. They indicate spatial distributions which
arc not rcprcscntative of the large oceanic scale. Most of these
anomalies correspond to local biological activities which arc not
revealed by the SST distribution. Therefore relations between
fC02 and biological properties, Iikc chlorophyll [Watson et aL,
199I], are needed to extend the present descriptions.

CONCLUSIONS

The contemporary fC02 data obtained during the MINERVE
cruises from January to Scptcmbcr 1991 show that at Iargc scale
and in areas where a comparison can bc made,. the fC02
distribution has not changed fundamentally since the 1960s the
equatorial and tropical Indian Ocean is a C02 source for the
atmosphere a ncw feature concerns a subequatorial sink zone
near 80”E. The large subtropical zone and the narrow but windy
Subantarctic zone are potential C02 sinks. These sinks vary
significantly from summer to winter. A next step would be to
compare at decadal scale. not only the fC02 distribution but also
the fC02 Icvel. At mesoscalc and small spatial scales the
continuous measurement techniques reveal very high fC02
variability that was not observed previously. This is particularly
important in the regions where dynamic variability is high like the
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Figure 6. Temperature/salinity and fC02/temperature or salinity diagrams for the whole MINERVE
measurements (18000 observations) in the Indian and Southern oceans in 1991. The two periods, January-April
and May-September are indicated in the Figures.

northwestern lndian Ocean and near the frontal zones. in the
newly expIored regions of the southern ocean our observations
show very high spatial variability at mesoscale (see Plate4a): the
Oceariacts as a C02 source or sink depending on the area. This
implies a very large variability on flux estimates for example.

“ mean C02 flux was 1.5 (*4.6) mmol/m2/d for the zone of the
southern ocean visited in February 1991 (see Figure 1, cruise
MINERVE 8 south of 50”S]. If we use a climatological wind data
set ~Hellerman and Rosenstein, 1983] for the gas transfer
coefficient calculation, one obtains a mean C02 flux of 0.8

2mmol/m /d toward the atmosphere. Recall that this calculation
does not inchrde the uncertainty of the gas transfer coefficient
determination. the latter being generally the parameter selected
for sensitivity studies in air-sea C02 flux estimates [e.g.. Murphy

er 01.. 199lb]. In the sea surface Antarctic waters, where SST
variations are weak, localized primary productivity and mesoscale
dynamic processes certainly have an important role to explain the
high-frequency fC02 spatial variability, especially in the regions
where bottom topography changes abruptly.

Repeated tracks made in 1991 provide a first picture of
monthly fC02 distributions at large scales. These observations
show that temporal “fC02 variations are different in subtropical
and frontal zones. Figure 7 is a schematic representation of the
seasonal AfC02 distribution for the latitudinalband 20%-50°S in
the western Indian Ocean. In the subtropical zone the structure of
the AfC02. distribution appears steady, but AfC02 levels vary
enormously from summer to winter. In January, AfC02 was

about -10 patm on average. Interestingly, this is the mean ApC02
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Rg. 6. (continued)

computed using observations from the 1970s [Broecker et af.. magnitude of the processc+ that govern these variations. It
1986]. However, in July the subtropical zone becomes a strong appears that thermodynamic proeesscs control the main part of
potential C02 sink [AfC02=-60 patm]. We observed a different the seasonal changes. At a monthly scale, however, other
potential variation near and within the frontal zone compared to proce&es must be taken into accoun~ The monthly observations
the subtropical region. The AfC02 level does not change reveal that in summer the biological activity must dominate over
dramatically from summer to winter, but the AfC02 distribution the mixing wi@ subsurface C02-enriched watem, in winter, on

varies strongly (Figure 7). In summer, primary production thecontrary.the mixing dominates. Irs the Subantarctic reg~ons,
occurring near the fronts produces large horizontal AfC02 fC02 does not vary regularly from summer to winter. For this

gradients. In winter, when biological activity i; weak and mixing region, more data are needed at a morithly scale in order to
with C02 enriched subsurface waters increases, the AfC02 compute the mean fC02 budget and to explain the origin of its

distribution becomes much more homogeneous. variability. On the other hand, for a more complete description of
Inthesubtropical zone, where temWmlfc02 variation.s are the fC02 vm.atioW and in order to dk+rguish the biological and

large, it is possible from our observati~ns to estimate the physical processes in the fC02 budgets, other biogeochemiql
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parameters like fhrorescensc have to he continuously mcasrsrcd.
This has been organized on board the WV M~~rio~i-D({~rt,.~tt~,
since the MINERVE cruises in 1992. With this futrrrc data set. it
will also be possible to study the range of intcrannrml variability
and compare it to monthly and scasond scales.

With such complex spatiotemporal variations, our
understanding of the actual carbon budget would certainly benefit
by taking into account the seasonal scale in global modeling and
the subsewonal observations are certainly needed to make this
reliable. On the other hand. the quantification of the air-sea C02
fluxes on regional and basin scales. not only along ship tracks, is
not immediate. As a matter of fact, it will be not possible to
measure fC02 everywhere and at a[l ti roes. Remote sensing
observations related to the oceanic carbon cycle (SST, color of
the sea and winds) will certainly play an important role in
constructing fC02 continuous fields and in estimating with more
accuracy the air-sea C02 ffuxes in the future. A simple way
would consist of tinding statistical relations between fC02 and
other parameters (SST. Chlorophyll) from in situ observations
[e.g.. Watson ef rd., 199I] and then using the..e statistical relations
together with satellite data to interpolate in situ fC02
observations. A description of such relations. fC02/SST and
fC02/salinity from the whole MINERVE 1991 data set. shows
that statistical study has to be applied at regional and, at least. at
seasonal scale. [n particular, for the southcm ocean, which is
poorly sampled on large scales and for which onc still dots not
know the C02 sourcefsink potential, it is clear that if a relation
such as fC02/SST exists, its use to constrain fC02 continuous
fields would be important. This method has been employed
previously [Tans er af., 1990]. However. fC02 variability is so
large in some parts of the ocean and the fC02LSST relation is so
poor (see Figure 7a for SSTC6”C) that it is, at present, unrealistic
to use it to improve the regional estimate of C02 air-sea
exchanges. Certainly, biological processes, which are not
sufficiently understood in the southern ocean. play a crucial role
in the fC02 distribution. Ocean color from satellite may provide
some hope for taking into account the high-frequency variability
of fC02 revealed by continuous instrumentation.
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Corrigendum

In the find reprintof thepaper“Vsuirrbilityof Sources and Sinks of C02...” by Poisson et al., ]993, JGR, 948, C12, 22,759-22,778,
one line has been ommhed in Table 1: it corresponds to mean parametersobserved in July (whereas standard deviations were listed for this month !)

You’llfind below the complete table, as originally constructed, includingaverageof parametersfor Jssly

TABLE 1.Mean and Standard Deviation of PararnelcrsMeasured and Calculated in tic Domain 23”S-35°S(seeplate2)

MeasuredParsrwen CalculalcdParamelcrs

fC02 AfC02 Temperature Salinily Pntm Wind (10 m) k k,s (Xloo) C02 flux C02 ftux(mcan)*

Period Number of DOWI palm palm “C mb mls Cdtr mol/m2/yr/patm mmol/m2/d mmot/m2/d

&
u.) JarruarY

Februi@
April
May
July

Jnnuary
February
April
May
July

173

;:
303
198

173
200
214
303
198

347.2
348.2
328.8
314.1
299.1

6.7
6.8
4.7
5.5
6.2

-9.59
-3.88

-28,25
.41,98
40.36

6.78
6.62
4.98
6.26
5.75

23.76
24.90
23.72
22.40
19.55

1.82
1.73
1.82
2.26
2,10

35.42
35.51
35.46
35.41
35.30

0.10
0,12
0,17
0,23
0.15

Meon

1023.9
1010$5 Ii:
1024.8 6.4
1021,7 7.0
1031.0 6,7

StandardDeviatwn

0.9 1,2

;:; ::;
2.8

i:~ 2.5

2E
9.5

11.8
9.9

4.0
6,3
3.8
7.9
6,3

H
2.4
3,1
2.8

1.0
I .5
1.0
2.0
1.8

-0.47 -0.5I
-0.53 -0.62
-1.84 -1.89
-3.45 -3.39
-4,66 -4,49

0,39
I.07
0.77
2,28
2.99

The wind dependent gas cxchangc k is calculated by using tie relation of Lk and Mer/ivar [1986] and a IempxaNsrc dependcm Schmidt number [Wihne,1980].
For k.s we used a tempcranrrc and salinity dependent C02 solubilily coefficient proposed by Weiss[1974].
* See the text for explanations of tie two ways to calculm shemean C02 flux
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